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ABSTRACT 

 This dissertation strives to redress the repeated erasure of trauma from public 

knowledge and social consciousness through an examination of how crisis events are 

represented in contemporary American literature and film.  Intersecting archival, trauma, 

literary and film studies, this project highlights connections across politics of institutions 

and politics of identity by considering the creative transformation of trauma in 

representation.  Considering how trauma is represented across a broad spectrum also 

illuminates the ways social structures are reinscribed, how trauma permeates and crosses 

borders in productive ways, and how race, gender, sexuality, and class relate to the 

traumatic.  Each text included here also has an interesting relationship to cultural history 

and historic events, including the Holocaust, 9/11, and slavery, and problematizes 

accepted social narratives through their trauma aesthetics.  After an introduction outlining 

the theoretical frameworks, the first chapter considers Cuban-American author Cristina 

García’s work; specifically how her first two novels – Dreaming in Cuban and The 

Agüero Sisters – attempt to resolve the traumatic pasts of female characters, while her 

subsequent two novels – Monkey Hunting and A Handbook to Luck – consider which 

stories are collected and which are lost. Reading novels as potential counter-archives 

envisions more inclusive understandings of truth, history, memory, and trauma.  The two 

Holocaust novels and four American image/texts analyzed in the next chapter further this 

blurring of supposedly stable categories, like truth and history, through their duel 

narrative’s interpretative relationships.  The third chapter argues that the archive created 

by films is not only citational and referential, but potentially rewrites history.  The 
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fleeting traumatic revelations in Vertigo, Chinatown, Taxi Driver, The Searchers, Chan is 

Missing, and The Return of Navajo Boy acknowledge trauma’s impact and implications, 

while creating collective memories through cinema.  Similarly, brief moments of 

idealized community in Toni Morrison’s novels move the readerly experience out toward 

the current sociopolitical moment.  The ambiguous endings of The Bluest Eye, Beloved, 

and Paradise open quietly kept narratives to history and recuperate traumatized voices 

that represent our past and call us to our present. 
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INTRODUCTION: FROM ERASURE TO TRANSFORMATION1 

 

Who still speaks of the extermination of the Armenians? – attributed to Adolf Hitler, August 22, 19392 

 

Narrative is radical, creating us at the very moment it is being created. – Toni Morrison 

 

 “Who still speaks of the extermination of the Armenians?” asked Hitler in his 

Obersalzberg Speech, twenty years after the inconsequential, in absentia trials of Turkish 

leaders and one week before the Third Reich invaded Poland with designs to annihilate 

its people and invade Russia.  Who speaks of trauma that is not publicly acknowledged?  

Who can speak about a genocide that many insist did not occur?  Ironically referencing 

the supposedly unspeakable and unspoken, Hitler’s rhetorical question implies that, just 

as with the systematic mass murder of Armenians and (re)traumatizing of survivor-

victims, the international community will not act decisively when Germany invades 

Poland.  He was correct.  No one in power listened to the Armenians or consciously 

admitted the impact of their suffering, despite its reference as common knowledge.  An 

estimated 1.8 million Armenians and other ethnic minorities were methodically 

slaughtered from 1915 to 1923,3 and the atrocities leading and subsequent to their deaths 

have been erased from official histories.  The current Turkish administration continues to 

suppress any discussion of the Armenian genocide, using the official term “1915 Events” 

to avoid the label “genocide,” and only twenty nations have formally labeled what 

happened as genocide.4  As part of their continued institutional denial of the Armenian 

genocide, Turkey refuses to grant full access its archives to this day. 5 
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This brief, and necessarily partial, anecdote reflects the power of State 

apparatuses6 to deny trauma and also to determine if and how communities discuss, 

respond to, and work through collective and personal traumas.  Throughout his political 

career, Hitler constructed a narrative for the Third Reich, a story of their future that not 

only excused, but required the systematic oppression and mass murder of millions.  

While I doubt she had the example of Hitler in mind when she wrote of narrative’s 

power, Toni Morrison captures its raw potential in the epigraph that opens this 

introduction.  Or perhaps Morrison intentionally hints at the radical nature of narrative no 

matter what the ends.  Narrative inspires incredible feats of love and hatred.  Narratives 

are used to oppress groups, rationalize violence, and start wars; and they breakdown 

barriers between people, create empathy, and inspire political action for human rights.  In 

short, narrative has material consequence. 

 This dissertation attempts, in its limited way, to redress the repeated erasure of 

trauma from public knowledge and social consciousness through an examination of how 

crisis events are represented in contemporary American literature and film.  Intersecting 

archival, trauma, literary and film studies, this project highlights connections across 

politics of institutions and politics of identity by considering the creative transformation 

of trauma in representation.  Trauma narratives forge bonds across borders and have the 

potential to move individuals and groups to sociopolitical action.  Psychoanalyst Judith 

Herman states in her seminal book Trauma and Recovery, “To hold traumatic reality in 

consciousness requires a social context that affirms and protects the victim and that joins 

victim and witness in a common alliance” (9).  The difficulty, faltering, or outright failure 
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of such alliances causes trauma to remain in the shadows.  In Literary Trauma: Sadism, 

Memory and Sexual Violence in American Women’s Fiction, Deborah Horvitz discusses 

one such barrier to social alliances, “[T]he late twentieth-century revelation of an 

epidemic of domestic abuse is fighting a… reactionary backlash, attempt[ing] to mute the 

conversation and deny women’s reality. […] Parallel social dynamics underlie both 

trauma and literary studies” (3).  At the start of the twentieth-century, psychoanalysts 

began groundbreaking investigations into trauma as a psychic injury in the past that 

continues to affect the patient’s behavior in the present.  The term trauma, with a variety 

of modifications, would prove definitional to the century.  Tellingly, Shoshana Felman 

has called the twentieth-century a “posttraumatic century” (Testimony 1).  While one can 

look at any historic era and find it rife with trauma, it is our current conception, 

definition, and problematic discussion of trauma that make it a vital contemporary 

inquiry into the human condition.   

 Sigmund Freud and Josef Breuer’s Studies in Hysteria (1895) may be the first 

attempt to explicate a theory of trauma, or at least what has become the contemporary 

theory of trauma, in that it describes the uncontrollable return of anxiety-producing 

memories in a new symptomatic form.  As documented by Ruth Leys, Martin Modlinger, 

and Philipp Sonntag, after over a hundred years, trauma studies continue the debates 

initiated by this study regarding traumatic transmission, treatment, and narration.7 

Scholars may label it the trauma century, but interest in trauma ebbed and flowed over 

the twentieth-century, with each generation rediscovering, appropriating, and redefining 

it.  Regarding the parallels between trauma studies and trauma itself, Deborah Horvitz 
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writes, “That the dialectic of trauma includes denial and repression is readily apparent” 

(15).   

Trauma was first conceptualized in the study of female hysterics, but the 

suggestion that sexual violence was rampant in upper class society was beyond 

comprehension in late-nineteenth-century Western Europe.  Therefore, psychoanalysts, 

including Freud, turned instead to the fantasy aspects of human sexuality rather than 

investigate violence against women further.8  During and after World War I, 

psychoanalysts treated soldiers with “shell shock” who displayed symptoms similar to 

hysterical patients in their severe psychological distress, physiological symptoms, and 

temporal deferral of symptoms.  While several nations created diagnostic procedures for 

what became known as “combat stress reaction,” the lessons about trauma were lost 

during World War II; often patients were shipped back to the front without being 

properly screened, without enough time having passed for them to be accurately 

diagnosed, or without seeing a psychiatric doctor at all.  Again, after the end of WWII, 

public interest in trauma waned.  The term “posttraumatic stress disorder” was coined in 

the 1970s, in part to describe the psychological effects of the Vietnam War but also in 

response to the numerous Holocaust testimonies that finally were published and publicly 

acknowledged more than twenty-five years after the end of WWII.  Posttraumatic stress 

disorder was included in the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders III (DSM III), first drafted in 1974 but not 

published until 1980.  The term has been hotly debated and has undergone constant 

revision since its inception, but generally, trauma can be summarized as the exposure to 
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an event so beyond daily life that it leads to persistent re-experiencing, avoidance, 

emotional numbing, increased physiological arousal, and significant impairment lasting 

more than one month.9  As Ron Eyerman has pointed out, “[O]ne should not speak of 

traumatic events, but rather traumatic effects” (62).  Posttraumatic stress disorder does 

not describe traumatic experience but its aftermath.  Traumatic effects are difficult to 

ignore when large, previously unaffected groups of people share these symptoms, which 

helps explain why interest in trauma tends to occur during a post-war period. 

By focusing on war, the culturally dominant definition of trauma eclipses 

experiences such as incest, domestic violence, and rape. This can be traced through the 

works of Sigmund Freud, who, in Beyond the Pleasure Principle and elsewhere, 

dismisses the idea that female hysterics suffer the same psychological disorder as male 

shell shock victims because such a revelation would mean female hysterics were in fact 

trauma victims (Most of them sexual assault survivors.).  In addition to misogynistic 

inclinations, cultural, racial, class, and ethnic biases are imbedded within the psychiatric 

diagnostic codes that often assume patients are Anglo-Euro-American.  Feminists such as 

Judith Herman and Michelle Wallace have noted how the social order of imperialist, 

white-supremacist, capitalist patriarchy10 routinely traumatizes women and racial 

minorities, as demonstrated by the backlash against work to illuminate or prevent such 

crises. 

Moving from psychiatric theory to representation, one of the central controversies 

in literary trauma studies is the realism/anti-realism or mimetic/anti-mimetic debate.  Part 

and parcel of this debate is the underlying question of whether trauma can be known and 
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spoken or always remains unspeakable and beyond comprehension.  One could argue that 

this academic debate has had a clear winner in popular culture given the ubiquitous 

adoption of “unspeakable” as a euphemism and shorthand for trauma.  Likewise, many 

prominent theorists have declared trauma an aporia that is utterly impassible and 

unapproachable.  For example, Jean-Francois Lyotard writes in Heidegger and “the 

Jews,” “What art can do, is bear witness not to the sublime, but to this aporia of art and to 

its pain.  It does not say the unsayable, but says that it cannot say it” (47).  In The Trauma 

Question, Roger Luckhurst builds upon Lyotard’s unsayable and echoes Theodor W. 

Adorno’s much repeated decree, “[T]o write poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric.”11 

Luckhurst concludes, “Trauma can therefore only be an aporia in narrative, and any 

narrative temporalization is an unethical act” (81).12  Trauma, then, “can only be 

conveyed by the catastrophic rupture of narrative possibility” (81).  Luckhurst highlights 

two of the major questions for trauma studies: Can trauma narratives speak the 

unspeakable, or can they only representing trauma’s unrepresentability?; and, Is 

narrativizing trauma unethical?  Film scholars E. Ann Kaplan and Ban Wang categorize 

the risks of traumatic representation two-fold.  Firstly, state apparatuses may appropriate 

trauma narratives into an “aestheticization of politics” by which the story of trauma is 

altered to buttress national master narratives13 (10).  Secondly, trauma becomes a 

spectacle consumed for entertainment in which differences are erased to mirror 

“regressive examples in human history” (10).  Surprisingly, Luckhurst offers a way out of 

this dilemma, “Given the narrative/anti-narrative tension at the core of trauma, aesthetics 

might step into this area because its task is (like that of the cultural critic) to ‘play with 
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contradictions’” (80).  While aesthetics and cultural criticism may play with 

contradictions, trauma itself may be a paradox, as becomes clear when one attempts to 

define it. 

There are many, often opposing facets to trauma; it is both physical and 

psychological, immediate and belated, temporary and permanent, known and unknown, 

private and public, individual and collective, particular and universal, destructive and 

(potentially) generative.14  One must also contend with the contemporary desire to make 

our definition of trauma so broad so as not to exclude its near-infinite manifestations but 

this opens the term to use by perpetrators and collaborators.  Trauma, as I define it, is an 

event or series of events that cause one’s definition of one’s self, understanding of one’s 

position in society, and/or trust in one’s culture or cultural groups to be violently 

shattered, creating social and psychological damage in the form of irretrievable 

experiential knowledge that make it impossible to return to one’s previous sense of self 

and/or trust in the world.  Trauma, therefore, creates a “missed encounter,” as Cathy 

Caruth puts it, through which one’s past and future senses of self become alienated from 

each other.15  But, to again look to Caruth, “in a catastrophic era, …trauma itself may 

provide the very link between cultures: not as a simple understanding of the pasts of 

others but rather, within the traumas of contemporary history, as our ability to listen 

through the departures we have all taken from ourselves” (11).  In a way similar to 

trauma, literary and filmic narratives can connect cultures and people through their 

simultaneous grounding in and departure from reality. 

Minding the Gap: Archives, Trauma, and Representation 
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Trauma speak has permeated numerous discourses beyond the medical and 

psychological.  Turn on almost any television program and you will find the term being 

bandied about, often without thought.  Perhaps it is this diffusion has makes it difficult to 

have an informed, sustained, and inclusive cultural conversation about trauma’s social 

relevance, significance, and implications.  Instead, descriptions of it rely heavily on 

analogy and the term trauma has become a catchall used for any inconvenience.  Almost 

any experience is labeled as traumatic: losing one’s job, being stuck in traffic, or even 

writing a research paper.  Shorthands, such as unspeakable, unknowable, and 

inconceivable, erase the material and psychological impacts of traumatic events, 

replacing them with metaphors of absence and implying something beyond experience 

and knowledge.  This again reenacts the realism/antirealism debate, placing trauma 

beyond and, therefore, outside reality.  Given its ubiquitous use and subsequent erasure, 

trauma exists everywhere and nowhere simultaneously.   

While our reliance on aporia to describe it may be traced to its correlation with 

the destruction of social structures, trauma also contains the opposite: what remains after 

such a breakdown, post-traumatic effects.  Similarly, Carolyn Steedman’s 2002 book 

Dust: The Archive and Cultural History upends the critical attention to abject waste by 

considering dust, that which cannot be destroyed, the remainder.  Steedman writes, 

“Now, having breathed in the Dust, knowing about it, in a way that was not really 

possible in a period of attention to its opposite, Waste, the implications of this 

imperishability – this not-going-away-ness – of Dust for narrative force themselves 

forward” (165 authorial emphasis).  Narrative, the way we understand how things 
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happen, relies on sequence and progression, similar to waste; but dust stands in 

opposition to sequence and dispersal in its permanence.  “This is what Dust is about; this 

is what Dust is… It is about circularity, the impossibility of things disappearing, or going 

away, of being gone.  Nothing can be destroyed” (164).  Dust represents the irony and 

inevitability of Hitler’s statement about the Armenian genocide: that which no one talks 

about still cannot disappear or be destroyed.  Shifting our conception of trauma from the 

unspeakable and abject to its material and representational remainders, we trace its 

cultural, social, and political life, deeply rooted in experience and knowledge-power 

relations.  So, while trauma narrative scholars have been attentive to the internal, interior, 

and psychological, we need to also consider the external, representational, and cultural.  

Also running in parallel to Steedman’s discussion of dust is the “not-going-away-ness” of 

trauma narratives in our current historical moment.  Trauma studies can be viewed as 

increasingly necessary and pressing given how the term peppers the news and everyday 

conversation with seemingly escalating (and related) frequency and detachment.  Finally, 

thinking through Steedman’s Dust turns my line of inquiry toward the archive and its 

possible mediation between the State and the traumatic.   

 As exemplified by the Armenian genocide, the State regulates and even alters 

perceived reality in part through who and how one reads the archive.  Interventions, such 

as the destruction, preservation and reverence of documents, and the limitations of access 

are what create any archive.  In her introduction to Archive Stories: Facts, Fictions, and 

the Writing of History, Antoinette Burton reminds us that  
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…archives do not simply arrive or emerge fully formed; nor are they 

innocent of struggles for power in either their creation or their interpretive 

applications.  Though their own origins are often occluded and the 

exclusions on which they are premised often dimly understood, all 

archives come into being in and as history as a result of specific political, 

cultural, and socioeconomic pressures – pressures which leave traces and 

which render archives themselves artifacts of history.  (6).   

States use archives to create a national narrative, organizations construct their archives 

around their creation story and perceived missions, and individuals keep documents that 

do not challenge their sense of self or cultural narratives.16  Archives both represent and 

resist the definitive, which perhaps explains their increase during colonialism. 

The proliferation of archives in the nineteenth-century has been well documented. 

In his book The Big Archive: Art from Bureaucracy, Sven Spieker argues that this is, in 

part, due to how archives were redefined: “[T]he role of the archives changed [in the 

nineteenth-century] from being a depository of legal titles to places where historians hope 

to find the sediments of time itself” (6).  Archaeologist Michael Shanks views this shift 

“particularly in the state museums of the nineteenth-century” as “a settling of pathways 

as others were marginalized.  Choices were shut down” (144).  Furthermore, the archive 

shifted in the twentieth-century from being a cultural warehouse to having a direct 

relationship to “our darkest ruminations,” according to Herman Rappaport (69).  

Rappaport contends, “…what is worse than the destruction of the archive by those who 

want to liquidate a culture is their desire to archive their evil, to painstakingly record the 
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physical destruction of the very people they execrate in order that future generations may 

inherit the legacy of their evil as evil” (69).  The twentieth-century obsession with 

archives relates to the new methods with which States could surveil their populations and 

perceived enemies.  The mechanization of World War I that proved so destructive and 

traumatic was also the mechanization of State control and surveillance.  Governments 

became omnipresent in ways technologically impossible in previous centuries, 

particularly with the advent and proliferation of photographic equipment.  One way the 

State regulated and intervened in cultural, collective, and personal life was by controlling 

the archive, an official space, “a panopticon whose claim to total knowledge is matched 

by its capacity for total surveillance” (Burton 9).  

To revise Toni Morrison’s statement about narrative, archives create cultural 

memory while at the same time being created in its image.  This proves contradictory.  As 

critics like Foucault and Spieker argue, anything included in the collective memory need 

not be collected in archives.  In “Series Z: An Archival Fantasy,” Yosef Hayim 

Yerushalmi argues: “Memory is not an archive, nor is an archive a memory bank” (np).  

Spieker expands: “The documents in an archive are not part of memory; if they were, we 

should have no need to retrieve them; once retrieved, they are often at odds with 

memory” (4).  The archival document stand in opposition to collective memory and 

social narratives; if its contents were remembered, it would not need to be preserved.  

Thus, archives represent the State apparatus and its need to institutionalize history 

through master narratives.  But, archives require interpretation to become narratives or 

else, as Spieker puts it, “the transmission of culture [becomes] a matter not of narratives 
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but of lists” (4).  Archives illustrate but cannot live up to the “dream of total control and 

all-encompassing administrative discipline” (2).  There is a gap at the heart of every 

archive between what is collected and lost, interpreted and ignored, available and 

unavailable.  They illuminate what becomes of what once was, the alteration the past 

necessarily undergoes as past, and the desire to create monuments out of documents.17   

Given the many difficulties and contradictions of official archives, Ann 

Cvetkovich calls for a new conceptualization of archives in An Archive of Feelings: 

Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures: one that is ephemeral, traumatic, and 

performative.  Cvetkovich defines the archive of trauma as “an exploration of cultural 

texts as repositories of feelings and emotions, which is encoded not only in the content of 

the texts themselves but in the practices that surround their production and reception. […]  

The memory of trauma is embedded not just in narrative but in material artifacts…” (7).  

The archive of trauma includes not only narratives and objects “embedded” with 

traumatic memory but also cultural rituals through which they are consumed.  It could be 

argued that all literature is archival because it acts as a repository of the culture in which 

it is produced and read, no matter how indirect that relationship may be.  To differentiate 

between all literature and archival literature, Cvetkovich narrows her focus to the 

ephemeral: 

Because trauma can be unspeakable and unrepresentable and because it is 

marked by forgetting and dissociation, it often seems to leave behind no 

records at all.  Trauma puts pressure on conventional forms of … 

representation … giving rise to new genres of expression…  It thus 
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demands an unusual archive, whose materials, in pointing to trauma’s 

ephemerality, are themselves frequently ephemeral. (7)   

While Cvetkovich emphasizes the ethereal nature of trauma, the literature and films I 

analyze do not focus on this aspect of trauma, but rather on its lasting effects and the 

correlation of collective and personal traumas.  But, trauma’s centrality in these 

narratives, perhaps due to its ephemerality, creates gaps that allow access to the 

supposedly ineffable in a productive way.  Ambiguity and absence undergird both 

archives and trauma: both are necessarily always partial, but tentatively known through 

the fleeting, the haunting, and the missing. 

 Ann Cvetkovich’s work on the archive of trauma is, of course, indebted to the 

work of Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault, both of whom explored the archive from a 

deconstructionist perspective while coming to very different conclusions.18 Derrida’s 

famous discussion of the archive in Archive Fever suggests that all archives reflect, and 

even create, the power of the operating State apparatuses. “There is no political power 

without control of the archive, if not memory.  Effective democratization can always be 

measured by this essential criterion: the participation in and access to the archive, its 

constitution, and its interpretation” (11 fn1).  The archive, he argues, is a place 

inextricably bound to authority, power, and beginnings.  It represents the power presently 

being exercised; it is the very establishment of State authority.  Those with the power to 

determine what is contained in the archives and how those contents are interpreted – 

whom Derrida calls “archons” – control how a society views the past and constructs its 

present. 
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The process of archiving also institutionalizes our perception of the future.  As 

Derrida notes in his Foreword to Archive Fever, “The archivist produces more archive, 

and that is why the archive is never closed.  It opens out of the future. […] …it is the 

future which is at issue here, and the archive is an irreducible experience of the future” 

(45).  This future is, necessarily, tied to the past.  Derrida continues: “Thus it is for every 

concept: always dislocating itself because it is never one with itself.” (53).  All concepts 

are “cleft, divided, contradictory” “beginning with that of the archive” (53).  Because of 

this, “the truth is spectral, and this is its part of the truth which is irreducible by 

explanation” (55).  Thought of as always divided from and contrary to its self, the archive 

becomes a place of contested knowledges and pasts.  While it may appear stable and 

knowable because of the institutional authority invested in and created by it, the archive 

is fragmented, haunted by versions of events both included in and excluded from its 

collections and the infinite futures such choices could make possible.  To reach for the 

archive is to reach for a specter, much like Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi’s imagined 

conversation with Freud at the end of the book that sparked Derrida’s essay. 

While Derrida turns to the archive to consider the future, Michel Foucault focuses 

on the past in order to analyze what is missing.  In Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault 

argues that all discourse is an archive of historical statements.  Put another way, an 

archive is a system that makes statements appear as historical events.  An archive “is 

established by the discontinuity that separates us from what we can no longer say,” 

causing any discussion of discourse to be archaeological and implicitly historical while 

simultaneously disconnecting it from the futures that were not chosen (130).  The archive 
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marks the infinite, possible futures under erasure.  Like Derrida’s, Foucault’s archive 

includes the system that enables it to exist, but, for Foucault, it is a form of power open to 

analysis and deconstruction.  Foucault writes:  

The document is not the fortunate tool of a history that is primarily and 

fundamentally memory. […]  In our time, history is that which transforms 

documents into monuments. In that area where, in the past, history 

deciphered the traces left by men, it now deploys a mass of elements that 

have to be grouped, made relevant, placed in relation to one another to 

form totalities; it might be said, to play on words a little, that in our time 

history aspires to the condition of archaeology, to the intrinsic description 

of the monument. (7)   

Archives are self-referential, infinitely recreating more archives that appear disconnected 

from human memory and become irreproachable testaments to history.  Edward Said 

writes of this methodology, “[A]rchaeology [is the term Foucault] uses to designate both 

a basic level of research and, also, the study of collective mental archives, i.e., those 

epistemological resources making possible what is said at any given period and where – 

in what particular discursive space – it is said” (2 authorial emphasis).  Therefore, each 

text must be considered within its various contexts and in relation to other texts and their 

contexts in order to understand the discourses operating together to construct each piece 

of the archive and what we can say about them.  

For Foucault, the archive both bolsters discursive institutions and allows their 

deconstruct through discontinuities.  He writes:  
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[The archive’s] locus is the gap between our own discursive practices. …  

But it deprives us of our continuities; it dissipates that temporal identity in 

which we are pleased to look at ourselves when we wish to exorcise the 

discontinuities of history… and where anthropological thought once 

questioned man’s being or subjectivity, it now bursts open the other, and 

the outside. (131) 

Social hierarchies, master narratives, and dominant discourses can be countered, 

according to Foucault, through thoughtful explorations into the archive that analyze gaps 

and differences.  His archive is dynamic, changing form, meaning, and frameworks as 

discursive formations and historical statements change.   

 To take Foucault’s use of the term archaeology rather literally, literary texts can 

be culled for an understanding of past cultures, like an archive.  The work of literary 

cultural scholars can be framed through the idea of the archaeological imagination as 

described by Stanford University archaeologist Michael Shanks.  Like cultural criticism, 

the archaeological imagination aims to:  

recreate the world behind the ruin in the land, to reanimate the people 

behind the shard of antique pottery, a fragment of the past: this is the work 

of the archaeological imagination, a creative impulse and faculty at the 

heart of archaeology, but also embedded in many cultural dispositions, 

discourses and institutions… rooted in a sensibility, a pervasive set of 

attitudes toward traces and remains, toward memory, time and 

temporality, the fabric of history. (25) 
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Shanks makes explicit the necessity of creative invention in archaeological inquires, the 

impulse to fill gaps in a desire to understand “what becomes of what was… [how] the 

past hangs on, lingers, is lost, or may be collected and cared for, left as legacy” (26).  

While Shanks desires some objective understanding of the past, trauma narratives 

supplement that attempt at objectivity with subjective, but culturally embedded, 

knowledges anchored in collective memory and time.  In parallel to Shank’s 

archaeological imagination, trauma narratives also often describe “risk societies.”   

[The] administrative systems introduce a new dynamic between presence 

and absence, between presence of the remains of the past gathered in 

museums, and the absences of past lives themselves, between 

archaeological finds and vast aeons of human history begging to be filled 

with what has been lost or is gone forever.  In contrast to societies that 

experience the security of tradition, a past that serves as a reference for the 

present, the past in a ‘risk society’ is conspicuously not a secure given at 

all. (35-6)   

Shanks suggests a critical view of archives and the administrative systems they 

represents, so that “risk societies” are not lost to the annuals of history.  Because of this, 

Shanks views narrative as a necessary component of archaeology.  Writing about Hume’s 

Treatise of Human Nature, Shanks argues, “Imaginative proposition of […] fills in the 

gaps between evidence; poetry is necessary.  There is… no necessary contradiction 

between the painstaking accumulation of facts, and speculative, poetic and fictional leaps 

of imagination that can, particularly through metaphor and analogy, connect what we 
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observe… with systems… that given those observations meaning” (64).  He concludes, 

“The challenge [of narrative form for both historiography and fiction] is to reanimate the 

past by describing and accounting for experiences that resonate and make sense to people 

today” (139, my emphasis).  If history must not only make sense to contemporary people 

but also “resonate” in them, Shanks has proposed a clear deviation from an 

archaeological hunt for objective facts to an embracing of the past as it is informed, 

influenced, and refracted through the prisms of the present and imagination.   

 Literary scholar Michael Rothberg utilizes a similar archaeological approach to 

trauma narratives.  In his article “Decolonizing Trauma Studies: A Response,” he writes,  

As both trauma studies and postcolonial studies find themselves 

confronted with an ever-more globally connected world, such a two-

pronged approach [“between homogenizing universalism and nominalist 

particularism” (230)] can add to the ethical and political force of our 

work… we may want to break out of the isolation imposed by psychical, 

psychic, and epistemological violence.  We may need to wander amidst 

multiple ruins and practice an archaeology of the comparative 

imagination. (233) 

The constant push and pull of universalism and particularism finds encouragement in the 

space of literature.  Fiction need not homogenize or particularize but can inhabit both 

possibilities through its use of literary language and its openness to interpretation.  In 

narrative, we may wander through traumatic ruins without isolation from their 

sociopolitical realities. 
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This focus on ruins and trauma may appear to reflect a negative worldview, a 

world filled with violence, torture, and death.  As Giorgio Agamben argues throughout 

his Homo Sacer texts, our contemporary political life represents “bare life,” a state of 

exception in which no one is sacred and everyone has been abandoned by Law, a society 

analogous to the concentration camp.  But this, like a focus on ruin and trauma, is not 

necessarily a nihilistic worldview.  In parallel to Rothberg and deeply indebted to 

Foucault, Agamben theorizes the rise of “happy life,” of unity in pure immanence, where 

“bare life” becomes inseparable from the political subject, a “perfection of its own 

power.”  What is at stake for this new politics, the politics of “happy life,” is nothing less 

than the experience of communicability.   

Testimony and witnessing, then, are central to Agamben’s theory of utopic 

possibility.  “Testimony is a potentiality that becomes actual through an impotentiality of 

speech; it is, moreover, an impossibility that give itself existence through a possibility of 

speaking” (146).  It is the potentiality of testimony that connects across trauma, across 

individuals, and illustrates an infinite ethical responsibility to others that exists outside of 

failed Law.  Agamben’s remnant is the left over, the “not-going-away-ness” of 

Steedman’s dust, the difference that a subject cannot reconcile within itself in any attempt 

to join a community.  The remnant, therefore, is not the survivor or the dead but what 

“remains between them” (164): “[T]heir unity-difference alone constitutes testimony” 

(150).  Agamben continues on to suggest,  

[T]o bear witness is to place oneself in one’s language in the position of 

those who have lost it, to establish oneself in a living language as if it were 
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dead, or in a dead language as if it were living – in any case, outside the 

archive and the corpus of what has already been said.  It is not surprising 

that the witness’ gesture is also that of the poet, the auctor par excellence. 

[…]  …the poetic word is the one that is always situated in the position of 

the remnant and than can, therefore, bear witness.  Poets – witnesses – 

found language as what remains, as what actually survives the possibility, 

or impossibility, of speaking. (161, authorial emphasis)   

Perhaps in opposition to Adorno’s dictum “To write poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric,” 

Agamben’s poet as witness speaks the impossible that survives all destruction, all 

abandonment, and all traumatic possibility, and does so as a remnant outside the archive.  

 As already suggested by Agamben and Cvetkovich, the archive can be thought 

through in terms of trauma.  This line of thinking, starting with Derrida if not Freud 

before him, emphasizes archives as fragmentary, unreliable, and even sick.  “In short, 

where there is regularity and efficiency in Foucault’s archive, there is trauma in 

Derrida’s” (Rappaport 69).  Echoing how we conceptualize trauma, Spieker writes that 

archives “do not record experience so much as its absence; they mark the point where an 

experience is missing from its proper place, and what is returned to us in an archive may 

well be something we never possessed in the first place” (2 my emphasis).  Archives are 

a “missed encounter” and perhaps are inherently traumatic.  Walter Benjamin may have 

something similar in mind when he writes of the Dadaists, “They mounted old rags, tram 

tickets, pieces of glass, buttons, matches, and were saying: ‘You can no longer handle 

reality.  Not this little piece of garbage and not the troop movements, the flu epidemic 
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and the banknotes’” (556).  Benjamin suggests the trauma of modernist experience 

pervades all facets of reality, from garbage to war, from economics to epidemics. Trauma 

is reflected in the archive, and even (or perhaps more so) in those attempts to construct a 

counter-archive, like the Dadaists.  Michael Shanks suggests yet another parallel between 

archives and trauma in their relation to time:  

The non-absent is ghost-like, as sign left by something that was once 

present, but has passed and is gone, lost: a phantasm. …this phantasmatic 

reality is one rooted in future legacy. The footprint or vestige is not like a 

trace, a material presence; it will haunt, when it is found in the future and 

then witnesses the passing over of what is no more.  Its time or 

temporality, therefore, is neither purely the present, not the re-presented 

past; it is the past-as-it-interrupts-the-present. (134 my emphasis) 

This passage could have taken traumatic experience as its subject, rather than archives.  

Both focus on a displacement across time, where the past repeatedly haunts the present 

but cannot be fully grasped except through the creation of always already partial 

narratives.  In Remnants of Auschwitz (Homo Sacer III), Agamben reiterates Foucault’s 

archive as discontinuities while further illuminating parallel structures in the archive and 

trauma.  “The archive is thus the mass of the non-semantic inscribed in every meaningful 

discourse as a function of its enunciation; it’s the dark margin encircling and limiting 

every concrete act of speech” (144).  Written across every archival document is the 

unsayable; what discourse allows and disavows are forever entangled within the act of 
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speaking.  As discourse changes, so too does what we can read and say within the 

archive.   

 The narratives of archives are mediated, altered, and interpreted by each 

generation to and for its own ends.  We reconstruct the past endlessly (not unlike the 

repetition compulsion of trauma), always coming to the archive from a new position and 

always finding something new in it.  Carolyn Steedman connects archival work and 

narrative in that “narrative and history do not retreat from the onslaught of events, but 

demonstrate the possibility of giving them order and meaning” (167).  It is no 

coincidence that she uses violence to describe historiography, narrative and their creation 

of meaning out of traumatic chaos.  Steedman illustrates this through French historian 

Jules Michelet’s work: “Michelet’s solution [to the problem of writing a narrative that 

has no end: History] was to write in the future perfect, from the perspective of the ‘when 

it shall have been’.  This was an attempt to appropriate the perspective allowed to the 

novelist, to be the story-teller” (167).  To construct a fully formed story – a narrative – 

out of fragments and absences further overlaps archival and trauma work.   

Trauma theorists seem to agree on the cathartic value of narrating one’s trauma, 

of converting “traumatic memory” into “narrative memory” (Herman 175-6).  Judith 

Herman even goes as far as to say that “the ultimate goal [of psychoanalysis] is to put the 

story [of the trauma] into words” (177).  Narrativizing trauma is intimately tied to the 

idea of uncovering the truth of that traumatic past.  For example, the need to tell one’s 

traumatic story with great verisimilitude became increasingly important over the course 

of psychoanalytic history due to the requirement of substantiation for court claims; this is 
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particularly noticeable regarding the testimony of Holocaust survivors.  Contrary to this, 

pioneering French psychoanalyst Pierre Janet replaced the traumatic memories of his 

patient Marie’s first menstrual cycle with a mundane, false memory in order to cure her 

hysteria in 1889.  He did not uphold the psychiatric tenet that one should be made to 

remember, rather than allowed to forget.  Instead, Janet advocated victims forget a crisis 

experience by creating a new narrative in order to gain mastery over the situation.  This is 

partly due to the fact that he did not think of remembering and forgetting as a binary 

opposition, as we commonly do.19  Obviously, this approach to trauma did not become 

standard practice by psychoanalysts,20 who work through trauma with patients and see a 

key part of their profession as bearing witness to their patients’ pasts; never mind the 

inherent ethical dilemmas regarding changing another’s memories.  But, this anecdote 

illustrates the transforming power of narrative and the malleability of memory. 

Of course, psychoanalysts also have to accept that survivors cannot narrate their 

trauma literally or, perhaps, even accurately.  This is the subject of Dori Laub’s chapter 

“Bearing Witness or the Vicissitudes of Listening” in Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in 

Literature, Psychoanalysis, and History.  Specifically, Laub analyzes a Holocaust 

survivor’s story of the Auschwitz rebellion that did not line up with historic fact: 

“Because the testifier did not know the number of the chimneys that blew up… the 

historian said that she knew nothing.  I thought that she knew more, since she knew about 

the breakage of the frame [of Auschwitz]…” (63).  Laub asserts that a survivor’s 

testimony may be factually incorrect, but it can still affirm the truths of “resistance,” 

“survival,” and the “breakage of the frame of death” (62).  Her testimony speaks to an 
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emotional, metaphoric truth.  Traumatic memory undergoes a transformation in order to 

be translated into communicable narrative, “narrative memory” as Herman put it.  This 

shows not only the power of narrative to create a past but also the vitality of narrative for 

understanding the “unspeakable.”  Trauma’s allusive properties and all-too-common 

occurrence make it a staple subject in artistic representation. 

As previously mentioned, much of the theoretical and artistic depictions of trauma 

utilize metaphors of a present absence, a presence that cannot be ignored but also that 

cannot be directly understood or represented.  Nadine Fresco calls the experience of 

trauma “the gaping, vertiginous black hole” in her 1984 article about child Holocaust 

survivors.  Psychiatrists Roger K. Pitman and Scott P. Orr further the analogy of a “black 

hole” to illustrate how trauma is all encompassing, absorbing, and outside of time in their 

1990 article, “The Black Hole of Trauma.”  Historian Dominick LaCapra describes 

trauma as an “absence or a gap in existence.”  In “Toward a Theory of Cultural Trauma,” 

sociologist Jeffrey C. Alexander describes cultural trauma as a “gap” numerous times.  

He articulates the work being done in trauma studies as “bridging the gap.”  Perhaps the 

most eloquent use of a spatial metaphor to describe trauma is Agamben’s description of 

testimony in Remnants of Auschwitz: “…the farthest galaxies move away from us at a 

speed greater than that of their light, which cannot reach us, such that the darkness we see 

in the sky is nothing but the invisibility of the light of unknown stars…” (162).  The 

vacuous, empty blackness of space is, in fact, its opposite: the not-yet realized light of 

unseen stars.  Each of these theorists – among many others21 – employs a metaphor of a 

gap to illustrate trauma’s present absence.   
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Trauma theorists also tend to focus on either the collective or the individual 

experience of disaster, at the expense of how they are interdependent.  This choice relates 

directly to the discipline of each given scholar: psychologists focus on the individual 

while sociologists consider the collective and/or cultural, etc.  Holocaust survivors have 

also struggled with this problem: while every survivor has his/her own story to tell, parts 

of that story will necessarily overlap with the collective history of the Holocaust.  While 

we may not be able to understand the totality of traumatic (or any) experience, ignoring 

the ways in which the personal and collective are intricately overlaid causes us to focus 

on only a fraction of what constitutes trauma.   

The choices scholars make, then, regarding which ways we discuss trauma can 

reinscribe social structures and hierarchize traumatic experience.22  This is doubly 

problematic because social institutions themselves produce trauma, and therefore, 

analyses that reinscribe these structures can reproduce trauma. The methodology chosen 

to study trauma may medicalize, pathologize, historicize, or normalize trauma, depending 

on the discipline’s particular narratives.  The ways trauma has been studied are troubling 

because they contain traumatic potential.23 We should be mindful of the gaps in our own 

ability to discuss crises as we endeavor to create theories that reflect trauma’s complexity 

and acknowledge their potential to reinscribe social hierarchies and oppressions.  I define 

“trauma narrative” as a text in which trauma acts as a key motivator for the narrative’s 

action, whether explicitly acknowledged or not.  Trauma narratives need not be explicitly 

about trauma; but, once one begins to analyze them through that lens, trauma and its 

effects play a central role.24   
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Interpreting the Gap: Trauma Aesthetics 

Although scholars continue to struggle with how their subject positions relate to 

their objects of study, art is a medium through which the “both/and” of trauma can be 

realized.  The layers of a painting – the colors, brushstrokes, perspective, subject, etc. – 

parallel the multiple layers of trauma, layers that are best considered in relation to one 

another.  Personal and collective histories are overlaid onto each other; one cannot be 

teased apart from, or understood without, the other.  These layers can be imagined as an 

overlay in glass or printing to make an intricate image.  Individually these layers may 

form shapes and may even be recognizable, but taken together the overlaid artwork 

creates a more complex and complete image.  Often it is the white space in an overlay 

that allows one to see the image.  I chose the term “overlay” purposefully.  Overlay is 

both a noun and a verb, and it has many disparate meanings. According to the Oxford 

English Dictionary, among its meanings as a verb, “to overlay” can be to place on top or 

over something else; to cover; to overwhelm, overpower, crush by force, oppress; to 

overburden (as to impede the operation of a person’s mind); to overrun; to smother by 

lying on; to have sexual intercourse with, and to conceal or obscure as if by covering up 

(np). As a noun, an “overlay” can be a transparency used on a map to indicate additional 

information, a printing transparency used to make an illustration, or the layers of colored 

glass placed on top of each other to make a paperweight (np).  These meanings seem 

quite relevant to the representation of trauma and my reading of both the form and 

content of trauma narratives.  The idea of an overlay being like a palimpsest – a surface 

with multiple layers of meaning, some under erasure, much like Freud’s concept of the 
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“mystic writing pad” – clearly relates to our conception of trauma as a present absence, 

fragments of knowledge and experience that can be unknowable yet have material 

effects.25 

The impact of traumatic experience upon aesthetics, politics, and ethics make the 

analysis of trauma aesthetics all the more imperative.  Jerrold Levinson notes in his 

introduction to Aesthetics and Ethics: Essays at the Intersection that aesthetics is 

“human-sensibility-indexed.”  Therefore, it is more than beauty and form; rather, 

aesthetics supplement and enhance aspects of human experience.  Debjani Ganguly 

writes of the relationship between trauma and aesthetics in “100 Days in Rwanda, 1994: 

Trauma Aesthetics and Humanist Ethics in an Age of Terror”:  

The aesthetic is a category that captures the density of phenomena 

irreducible to abstract reason, the realm of the affective and the somatic; it 

is also something that captures our finitude, something that orients us to 

the stark elemental truths of our being.  To that extent it carries within it a 

powerful ethical charge and a commensurate responsibility to explore the 

‘human’ in all its complexity, including gratuitous violence and evil.  […]  

Such a reading distances itself from notions of disinterestedness in art and 

invests in an ethic of aesthetic engagement with multiple lifeworlds.  At 

the same time it resists reducing such engagement to an 

instrumentalist/functionalist notion of art’s role in radically transforming 

society. (np)   
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Like Levinson, Ganguly ties together what it means to be emotionally moved and to be 

ethical through aesthetics.  This conception of art and aesthetics conflicts with the 

cultural shorthand that art is somehow outside “real life.”  Thusly, the ethical 

responsibilities tied to aesthetics further connect traumatic narrative to the sociopolitical; 

considerations of how crises are represented cannot be disconnected from the 

environment in which such events occur.  In Empathic Vision: Affect, Trauma, and 

Contemporary Art, Jill Bennett argues that affective response, shock in particular, is a 

catalyst for critical thought and political action (11).  “By figuring memory in ‘trauma 

art’ as lived and felt in relation to a whole series of interconnected events and political 

forces, rather than as embodied in an atomized subject, we are able to move trauma into a 

distinctive political framework” (18). Bennett believes we can trace the “conjunction of 

affect and cognition,” a process that allows us to consider representations of trauma as 

more than merely shocking or not requiring interpretation but rather “thrust[s] us 

involuntarily into a mode of critical inquiry” (11).  Trauma aesthetics necessitate careful 

critical thinking that connects affect and politics, a connection also taken up by cultural 

theorists such as Lauren Berlant, Sara Ahmed, Ann Cvetkovich, and José Esteban 

Muñoz.26 

At first glance, literary and filmic representations of trauma employ gaps to depict 

trauma.  The most common example is a character who cannot directly remember his/her 

trauma.  That event becomes a present absence in the story, and often reveals itself in 

indirect, subtle ways.  For example, in Toni Morrison’s novel, Beloved’s murder is 

obliquely referenced several times when Denver recalls images of blood and milk.  It is 
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not until the end of the novel that these references are concretely defined by the 

revelation of Beloved’s murder at the hands of her mother.  Furthermore, scenes of 

violence and trauma tend to be depicted in a different style than non-traumatic 

moments.27  In literature, many traumatic scenes are written without figurative language, 

using fragmented sentences that often only contain nouns, verbs, and direct objects (“He 

punched my face.”).  In Sandra Cisneros’s “Woman Hollering Creek,” domestic violence 

can only be described in fragments: “He had thrown a book.  Hers.  From across the 

room.  A hot welt across the cheek” (52).  The abuse becomes so fragmented that the 

narrator only implies what caused the welt on her cheek, as if she cannot name the abuse 

directly.  In some contemporary films, traumatic moments are shot in extreme close-up, a 

distance that often makes interpreting exactly what is happening difficult.  The cuts tend 

to be very fast, often mimicking the violence itself.  For example, in Psycho, Hitchcock 

filmed the infamous shower scene using short takes, extreme close-ups of body parts and 

the knife mixed with slightly wider shots, and ominous sounds and music.  Many viewers 

of the film say they see the knife penetrating Ms. Crane’s body, when in fact such graphic 

detail is merely suggested in the sequence and never shown.  Both media attempt to 

replicate the experience of the victim of trauma through fragmented narrative that 

confuses the audience.  These techniques could be intended to minimize overtly traumatic 

moments, perhaps so audiences do not become so overwhelmed that they cannot finish 

the book or film.   

It is possible to think of these stilted scenes as gaps in meaning; the audience is 

given very little information to interpret.  This lack creates a space that the audience’s 
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imagination will fill, perhaps with even more horrific trauma than is shown or intended, 

like in the Psycho shower scene.  The prevalence of such techniques illustrates how 

contemporary American culture reads and structures trauma, both real and fictional.  

These techniques, of course, are in keeping with the “gap” metaphor used to describe 

trauma itself.  Traumatic scenes are often missing, reported, or fragmented, which 

parallels our inability to definitively describe trauma and the inability of archives to 

preserve History.  But, what may at first appear as a gap often “knows more,” to echo 

Dori Laub’s sentiment about Holocaust survivor testimony.  By focusing on its aesthetics, 

I will move our discussion of trauma from the unspeakable to better reflect the 

sociopolitical realities of trauma’s everyday occurrence.   

Bridging the Gap 

This dissertation analyzes aesthetic representation in contemporary American 

trauma narratives.  Because trauma is both unique and ordinary, I have chosen a wide 

range of texts to examine how and why trauma aesthetics conform to, play with, 

challenge, and defy convention.  Analyzing how trauma is represented across a broad 

spectrum also illuminates the ways social structures are reinscribed, how trauma 

permeates and crosses borders in productive ways, and how race, gender, sexuality, and 

class relate to the traumatic.  Each text also has an interesting relationship to cultural 

history and historic events, including the Holocaust, 9/11, and slavery, and problematizes 

accepted social narratives through trauma aesthetics. 

For example, Cristina García’s work narrativizes sexual, racialized, and historical 

traumas in her first four novels, voicing the often ignored or silenced stories and histories 
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of Cubans and Cuban-Americans.  In my first chapter, “Archiving Meaning-Filled Gaps: 

Present/Absent Trauma in Cristina García’s Novels,” I argue that García emphasizes an 

archival sensibility to create counter-narratives that question individual and collective 

memory, as well as archives themselves.  García’s novels embrace ambiguity, 

contradiction, and gaps to create new possibilities and problematize our understanding of 

truth, history, memory, and trauma. 

I move from archival to hybrid novels in the second chapter: “The Dual and 

Dueling Representation of Trauma in Image/Texts.”  The textual and visual narratives in 

image/text novels by contemporary American authors Leslie Marmon Silko, Theresa Hak 

Kyung Cha, Carole Maso, and Jonathan Safran Foer, as well as German authors W. G. 

Sebald and Monika Maron, create dual and dueling perspectives that expand our 

“both/and” definition of trauma.  These novels further disrupt supposedly stable 

categories, like truth and history, through the complex interpretative relationships of text 

and image.  Image/texts embrace contradiction and ambiguity as productive modes of 

expression.   

The third chapter, “‘As Little As Possible’: The Aesthetics of Trauma in 

American Neo-Noir Films,” examines the archive of trauma, gender dynamics, and racial 

oppression in neo-noir films.  The cinematographic representation of trauma, and its 

subsequently erasure, in Vertigo, Chinatown, and Taxi Driver creates ambiguous, often-

contradictory narratives of suffering and retains the echoes of other films, like John 

Ford’s The Searchers, which became a touchstone for this chapter.  While they may be 

silenced in these and other mainstream films, traumatized voices are recuperated in such 
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contemporary independent films as The Return of Navajo Boy and Chan is Missing, 

creating interesting dialectics of filmic trauma narratives.  I argue that neo-noir allows for 

a speaking of the “unspeakable” as long as trauma is ultimately pushed to the margins by 

supposedly normative concerns, like heterosexual love.  Despite this, the fleeting 

revelations of trauma in film acknowledge its influence and impact while constructing 

shared, cinematic, collective memories. 

 Finally, “‘Monologue No Different From a Shriek’: Communal Responses to 

Trauma in Toni Morrison’s Novels” close reads the concluding scenes of The Bluest Eye, 

Beloved, and Paradise to argue that, while the communities briefly and poignantly come 

together to assist trauma victims, these moments are rare.  Ending with ambiguous scenes 

of victimhood and the potential for traumatic repetition, Morrison turns each novel 

outward to the reader, insisting upon the relationship between words on the page and 

social justice.   

To return to the quotes with which I began this introduction, stories are incredibly 

powerful; they enrich our lives and they alter history.  The stories we tell and believe 

alter our reality.  Traumatic narratives, like any other art form, can create transcendent, 

almost sublime, moments of recognition.  My personal investment in this topic is 

renewed in those moments, but it is also such moments that have made this project so 

difficult; I do not wish to sully the artistic beauty or potential cultural power that I find 

within these texts by appropriating them to my own ends, by reducing something on the 

verge of the unspeakable, with a witty turn of phrase or a cheap metaphor that is actually 

hollow cliché.  In fact, I would assert that it is in those moments when I must admit that I 
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cannot articulate my reading or viewing experience, when it flutters just out of reach, that 

trauma becomes most knowable.  At the same time, when we read trauma narratives, 

there is always the possibility of being overwhelmed, infected like a contagion, so 

powerfully affected that we cannot continue to read, watch, or even think about the text 

any further.  It is because of this risk that I search for some other potential, the 

unexpected and unpredictable “virtue to be found in not looking away” from disaster, to 

borrow from Stephen Prince (16).28  It is my hope that this project lives up to such virtue 

and interprets without tarnishing or minimizing the difficult work of trauma artists and 

their audiences. 
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ARCHIVING MEANING-FILLED GAPS: PRESENT/ABSENT TRAUMA IN 

CRISTINA GARCÍA’S NOVELS 

 

“Beneath the page is another story.  Beneath the page is a story.  Beneath the page is everything that has 

ever happened, most of which you would rather not hear about.” 

 – Margaret Atwood, “The Page” 

 

 Margaret Atwood may not have been thinking about the distinction between the 

document and the archive in “The Page,” but the quote above highlights the archival gap, 

the differences and silences between documents collected in the archive and the stories 

constructed and neglected there in.  Archival gaps are absences upon which history as 

narrative depends and may very well contain the traumatic, Atwood’s “beneath the page.”  

Cuban-American author Cristina García recovers racial and sexual trauma narratives in 

her first four novels, a recuperation of what “you would rather not hear.” 29  Her novels 

can be read as counter-archives that explore the flaws in individual and collective 

memory, as well as the imperfections of archives themselves.  Through the traumatic 

events García’s characters endure, she examines the contradictions inherent in 

subjectivity and the paradoxes of it within culture. Multiple points of view and varied 

narrative forms highlight the confusing contradictions within each retelling of an event, 

emphasizing the limitations of memory while simultaneously revealing its power to shape 

one’s identity.  Memory’s unreliability colors these stories with uncertainty and 

misinterpretation, tying together personal and collective traumas and histories.  Painful 

experiences generate the potential for creative (re)imagining and (re)interpretation 
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thanks, in part, to the vacuous gaps within traumatic memory. How trauma is rendered 

can be transformative. 

In García’s stories, what is missing becomes as important as what is revealed.  

Upon closer inspection, it becomes clear that the meaning-filled absences are 

placeholders for traumatic memories.   Unlike traditional archives that attempt to contain 

and preserve the past, these novels bring silence to the forefront, challenging readers to 

face the unspeakable.  Jacques Rancière writes in his book The Names of History: On the 

Poetics of Knowledge, “[T]here is history because there is an absence… The status of 

history depends on the treatment of this twofold absence of the ‘thing itself’ that is no 

longer there – that is in the past; and that never was – because it never was such as it was 

told” (63). García looks to the absences of history, and their manifestations and 

implications, to retell the “thing itself” that “never was such as it was told.”  There may 

be no getting it “right,” but there is still a desire to, a need to challenge the official 

narrative by creating a counter-archive in literature.  Carolyn Steedman offers the 

following example, “An absence speaks, the nameless watchmaker’s apprentice is 

important because he was nameless; we give his namelessness meaning, make it matter” 

(151).  I would argue that García has given otherwise nameless Cubans meaning in and 

for both Cuban and American history; their absent narratives matter. 

Reading García’s work as counter-archival embraces contradictions, erasures, and 

silences that counterintuitively expand our ability to interpret the individual and 

collective traumas central to her work.  Her first two novels – Dreaming in Cuban and 

The Agüero Sisters – attempt to make sense of and resolve the traumatic pasts of female 
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characters, while her subsequent two novels – Monkey Hunting and A Handbook to Luck 

– consider which stories are collected and which are lost.  The archival lens I use to 

interpret García’s depictions of trauma emphasizes this progression.  The confusing 

narrative fragments of her fourth novel, A Handbook to Luck, in particular, suggests that 

which stories are preserved can be attributed only to luck, not cultural importance, 

historical truth, or social relevance.  Each of her first four novels delves into the archives 

of trauma while coming to different but related conclusions about the power of literature 

to represent suffering and the arbitrary nature of storytelling itself.  

By bridging the gap between personal and cultural traumas and histories, García’s 

novels complicate our understanding of Cuban history, people, and diaspora without 

suggesting that the past can be a universalizing movement or universally understood.  

The individualized historical contexts within her narratives give García’s novels the feel 

of an archive; García counters traditional archives by basing her novels in stories that 

have gone uncollected, giving voice to those who have been silenced, and questioning 

collective versions of history.  Women in Cuba and the U.S. overcome the traumatic 

effects of sexual assault, an Afro-Cuban slave and indentured Chinese immigrant fall in 

love, a Vietnam veteran abandons his pregnant Vietnamese girlfriend, and a Cuban 

refugee watches helplessly as his mother dies in a tragic accident.  Each voice adds to the 

narratives of Cuban history and diasporic identity.  The interwoven, complex, and 

emotional elements of García’s novels give no easy answers, only consistently insightful, 

articulate, and poetic prose.  In each novel, she questions how individuals remember and 

how history is written.  García’s work suggests that in order to explore Cuban diasporic 
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identity, one must first attempt to reconcile the disparity between collective memory of 

the Cuban Revolution and personal trauma created by it.  In part that work becomes 

possible because of temporal distance.  As Ron Eyerman suggests about generational 

memory:  

While [a] common history may have its origins in direct experience, its 

memory is mediated through narratives that are modified with the passage 

of time and filtered through cultural artifacts and other materializations 

that represent the past in the present. […] Yet each generation, because of 

its distance from the event and because its social circumstances have 

altered with time, reinterprets and represents collective memory around 

that event according to its needs and means. (74-5) 

García’s novels can amass a trauma archive that questions master narratives about the 

Revolution because of the generational gap.  Enough time has passed that her potentially 

controversial reinterpretations of Cuban history and identity can be voiced rather than 

silenced.  Referring to Michel Foucault and predicting the work of Ann Cvetkovich, 

Roberto Gonzalez Echevarría argues in Myth and Archive: A Theory of Latin American 

Narrative, “Narrative in general, the novel in particular, may be the way in which the 

statement’s status as escapee is preserved, the Counter-Archive for the ephemeral and 

wayward” (33-4).  Novels preserve the liminal and fleeting as counter-archive, the 

discontinuities to use Foucault’s terms.  Counter-archival literature makes readers 

consider whose voices are heard and whose are absent, how stories are passed on, and 

why certain stories are collected, (re)told, censored, or erased.  These four novels 
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dismantle hierarchies of power in their form and content, while their ambiguities, 

contradictions, and gaps connect them to the archival.  In keeping with Foucault’s and 

Derrida’s archival theories, García’s novels reexamine the past in order to both create 

new historical statements and question the stability of history, while simultaneously 

remaining open to a future of infinite possibility.  Cristina García’s novels continually 

open up modes of critical inquiry through their amorphous representations of trauma and 

their inquiries into the archive.  The popularity of García’s work has brought previously 

silenced stories of trauma into our social narrative and suggests that our culture may be 

ready to acknowledge and take action against such violence. 

Dreaming in Cuban as (Counter)Archive of Trauma 

 García’s first and most popular novel, Dreaming in Cuban, reveals the traumatic 

past of female members of a Cuban family, as well as their conflicting senses of identity 

and history.  Each narrative strand is fragmented by large gaps in time and huge 

movements through space, but also documents the del Pino family’s history through 

artifacts and multiple perspectives that rely on silence and misunderstanding as 

productive modes of meaning-making.  The title of the novel itself gives one pause 

through its potential for being misread.  One expects it to say Dreaming of Cuba but its 

actual phrasing suggests the word “Cuban” as a language in which one can dream.  

“Cuban,” therefore, acknowledges Cuba as distinct from other Spanish-speaking 

countries and other Caribbean spaces, a knowledge that may be implicit in one’s 

understanding of Cuba as an independent nation but that tends to be overlooked, 

particularly by the American conflation of Spanish-speaking countries under such 
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umbrella terms as Hispanic or Latino.30  García’s title acknowledges Cuba as a distinct 

space with a unique language and culture.   

Similarly, the title’s emphasis on dreaming sets up a narrative that may not be 

grounded in reality and encourages the reader to consider other possible realities.  

Suzanne Leonard argues in “Dreaming as Cultural Work in Donald Duk and Dreaming in 

Cuban” that dreaming can be seen as a “mode of historiography that reshape[s] what 

counts as history and knowledge,” one that does “cultural work similar to haunting”  

(182).  García’s novel haunts the archive, pushing on what counts as history.  Like 

“Cuban,” “dreaming” implies that García wishes her readers to reconsider what they 

know and how they know it.  Leonard continues: “…García’s text suggests that the 

prevalence of uncertain or incomplete knowledges [like in dreams] provides an apt 

correlative for the existence of ethnic identities precisely because such identities are 

always splintered, incomplete, or in process” (182-3).  The title Dreaming in Cuban, 

then, reflects a consideration of what is real, what counts as truth and for whom, and the 

potential conflicts between what one knows and what a culture accepts as true, as well as 

the clear relationship between this knowledge and diasporic ethnic identity formation.   

Likewise, in her book Cultural Haunting: Ghosts and Ethnicity in Recent 

American Literature, Kathleen Brogan argues that Dreaming in Cuban represents the 

cultural haunting implicit in all hybrid identities. “[Dreaming in Cuban] implies that 

bicultural translation necessarily involves a death: Cuba must in some sense be killed off 

as ‘home’ to survive as a ghostly memory that sponsors a new ethnic American identity” 

(95).  Such haunting, according to Brogan, stems from the increased emphasis on race 
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and ethnicity in the U.S. over the past thirty years, namely the sense of a lost cultural 

identity by ethnic and minority authors.  She suggests that this new type of ghost story 

can recuperate and recreate ethnic identity by imagining a collective cultural history, 

thereby helping us better understand racial hybridity and the impact of multiculturalism.  

While race and ethnicity are key concerns in Dreaming in Cuban, the haunting 

throughout the novel is not racial conflict.  The central specter is sexual trauma, as each 

main female character experiences sexualized violence in some form.31 

The weaving together of the del Pino women’s narratives and historic events in 

Dreaming in Cuban illustrates the impossibility of teasing apart personal and collective 

traumas.  The Cuban Revolution stands as a marker of pain for each character, pain that is 

felt both culturally and individually, the most prominent example being Lourdes’s 

fragments detailing her miscarriage and rape.  The characters also remember their lives 

through cultural and historical events, such as Pilar’s involvement in the New York City 

punk scene and Lourdes’s terror at the Son of Sam murders.  The connection between 

each character’s individual experiences and historical contexts make it difficult to dismiss 

the traumas represented in Dreaming in Cuban as simply the experience of an imagined 

character; each personal trauma is layered with cultural and collective traumas.  Charles 

Merewether defines the archive as a contemporary method of melding the collective and 

personal, the state apparatus and individual experience (10-1).  “The archive is not one 

and the same as forms of remembrance, or as history. Manifesting itself in the form of 

traces, it contains the potential to fragment and destabilize either remembrance as 

recorded, or history as written, as sufficient means of providing the last word in the 
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account of what has come to pass” (10).  This repository can both support master 

narratives of history and act as counter-narratives.  García overlays personal and 

collective crises with historical events to clearly imbed her work within the archive, while 

problematizing and expanding it.  The careful layering of poetry, dreams, fantasies, 

letters, ekphrasis, and historic events lend Dreaming in Cuban an documentary quality 

that is both vivid and inclusive.  García turns archival forms and techniques on their 

heads in order to authorize otherwise unheard or silenced voices and empower a different 

historical record. 

Surprisingly then, Dreaming in Cuban opens with a table of contents and the del 

Pino family tree, two traditional markers of the archive.  Many novels do not contain a 

table of contents, and its inclusion here suggests that the various chapters of the novel do 

not create a linear narrative but rather can be considered individually as singular entries 

in an archive.  The dates after most section titles furthers this interpretation of the table of 

contents.  The family tree also evokes archival form by suggesting that the narratives 

would be incoherent without a key to the fragments that follow, a method that again 

suggests their interrelation.  Both devices imply that the stories contained in the novel are 

in no particular order and can be read individually, but their collection implies that they 

are related and as a group supplement each other. 

Certain events are returned to again and again throughout the novel, told 

differently and revealing new or contradictory information with each iteration, similar to 

eyewitness accounts.  Lourdes’ miscarriage and rape during the Cuban Revolution are 

two such events.  Her rape is initially, subtly revealed through Lourdes’ desire to move 
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someplace cold.  After fleeing Cuba, Lourdes and her husband travel up the coast of the 

United States:   

“I want to go where it’s cold,” Lourdes told her husband.  They began to 

drive.  “Colder,” she said as they passed the low salt marshes of Georgia, 

as if the word were a whip driving them north.  …  “Colder,” she said 

again in Washington, D.C., despite the cherry-blossom promises, despite 

the white stone monuments hoarding winter light.  “This is cold enough,” 

she finally said when they reached New York. (69-70) 

Lourdes’ desire for the cold goes unexplained in this fragment.  She only reveals that she 

wishes for “colder” and that New York satisfies her desire for a change in climate.  The 

fragment juxtaposes Washington’s “cherry-blossom promises” and “hoarding winter 

light,” perhaps reflecting the mixed blessing the U.S. will be for these Cuban refugees, a 

place filled with promise hoarded by others who claim a natural right to it. 

Lourdes cannot speak about her traumatic past, but it continually motivates her 

actions, like Freud’s return of the repressed.  In Moses and Monotheism, Freud writes that 

a repressed instinct “renews its demand, and, since the path to normal satisfaction 

remains closed to it by what we may call the scar of repression, somewhere, at a weak 

spot, it opens another path for itself to what is known as a substitutive satisfaction, which 

comes to light as a symptom, without the acquiescence of the ego.... All the phenomena 

of the formation of symptoms may justly be described as the ‘return of the repressed’” 

(127).  Lourdes’ inability to name her trauma or her desire for a new climate illustrates 

the repression of her traumatic past, about which the reader has yet to learn.  Her trauma 
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returns throughout her narrative strand at various key moments, a mark of its continued 

presence and influence in her life. 

As often happens in Dreaming in Cuban, the story builds off of the fragment just 

revealed.  Next, we learn of Lourdes’ rape by two revolutionary soldiers she had 

previously scared off the property. “Lourdes did not close her eyes but looked directly 

into his.  They were unremarkable except for the whites, which were tinged with the 

filmy blue of the blind.  His lips were too full for a man.  As he tried to press them to 

Lourdes’ mouth she snapped her head back and spat in his face” (71).   Lourdes 

memorizes the soldier’s face, the details that would haunt her even after she is a thousand 

miles away from Cuba.  The second soldier is only revealed through her sense of smell; 

he blindfolds her before raping her.  “Lourdes could not see but she smelled vividly as if 

her senses had concentrated on this alone.  She smelled the soldier’s coarse soap, the salt 

of his perspiring back.  She smelled his milky clots and the decay of his teeth and the 

citrus brilliantine in his hair, as if a grove of lemons lay hidden there” (71-2). While the 

intensity of her sense of smell could be attributed to her being blindfolded, her sense of 

smell is also the least violated of her senses.  Perhaps it is the only one she can remember 

without having to consciously acknowledge the rape.  Lourdes seems to see the soldier’s 

future through his scent.  “She smelled his face on his wedding day, his tears when his 

son drowned at the park.  She smelled his rotting leg in Africa, where it would be blown 

off his body on a moonless savanna night.  She smelled him when he was old and 

unbathed and the flies blackened his eyes” (72).  Lourdes registers his major life events, 

particularly his pain and suffering, rather than her own rape.  The rape itself becomes a 
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gaping hole in the text, as the violence done to her is only briefly mentioned: “and [he] 

raped her” (71).  While the violence is not expressed, the rape changes Lourdes and 

motivates her subsequent actions.  The lack of description creates an absence in the text, 

a gap that may shield the reader from emotionally difficult prose but that also allows the 

rape to become a specter.  The ghostly present/absent rape continues to have “material 

effects” throughout the novel (Gordon 17).   

Lourdes’ rape is not the only violence done to her body that day.  “When he 

finished, the soldier lifted the knife and began to scratch at Lourdes’s belly with great 

concentration.  A primeval scraping.  Crimson hieroglyphics.  The pain brought a flood 

of color back to Lourdes’ eyes.  She saw the blood seep from her skin like rainwater from 

a sodden earth” (72).  The solder carves something into Lourdes’s skin, an unreadable 

sign that will mark her forever.  The use of “scraping” and “scratch” obviously understate 

the violence done to Lourdes’ body, just as the rape is contained in the phrase “and [he] 

raped her” (71).  The soldier does not “stab” or “carve” into Lourdes but instead he is 

described as having merely scratched her.  The other word choices in this passage hint at 

the unmistakable violence: it is a “primeval scraping” of “crimson hieroglyphics.”  The 

supposed “scratching” also causes such pain that Lourdes sees color despite being 

blindfolded.  After the soldiers leave, Lourdes “scoured her skin and hair with detergents 

meant for the walls and the tile floors, after stanching the blood with cotton and gauze 

and wiping the steam from the bathroom mirror, did Lourdes try to read what he had 

carved.  But it was illegible” (72).  Given this story’s placement within a chapter that 

takes place in New York years later and the use of past tense to describe the actions, 
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Lourdes remembers her rape from some distance.  She remembers this scene from 

multiple vantage points, as survivors of violence tend to do in order to create a narrative 

for their trauma; she can see the action from both her perspective and the perpetrators’ 

points of view.32  Lourdes wants to make sense of this violence by learning what the 

carving in her flesh says, but either she is mentally unable to cope with the words spelled 

out upon her or they truly are illegible.  Given the proximity to Lourdes’ perspective, 

either explanation is viable.  This provocative representation of trauma as a literal scar 

suggests a narrative but cannot be read, a material but unknowable silence.  Lourdes flees 

Cuba to try to forget, a futile gesture as she will carry the physical scars from that day 

wherever she goes.   

Just as Lourdes cannot forget her rape through her physical scars, the emotional 

trauma of her miscarriage also refuses to be repressed.  Lourdes remembers her 

miscarriage when she sees the water in a fountain in a museum, a memory she does not 

wish to face.  “Lourdes is mesmerized by the greenish water, by the sad, sputtering 

fountain, and a wound inside her reopens.  She remembers what the doctors in Cuba had 

told her.  That the baby inside her had died” (174).  It seems as if anything can stir the 

memories of that traumatic miscarriage, even a fountain in a museum.  But, I would 

suggest it was a newspaper photograph Lourdes studied earlier that morning that caused 

this seemingly random memory: “There’s a photograph of [the mother of two children 

killed in a house fire] on the front page, ravaged by loss.  …  Lourdes grieves for these 

victims as if they were beloved relatives.  Each calamity makes Lourdes feel her own 

sorrow, keeps her own pain fresh” (174).  Despite “keep[ing] her own pain fresh” by 
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deeply empathizing with strangers’ pain, Lourdes remains unable to put her own 

suffering into words and never clearly articulates it throughout the novel.  This 

contradictory instinct relates to the repetition compulsion; unable to speak of her own, 

Lourdes insists upon reading trauma stories in order to continuously and simultaneously 

remember and forget her unspeakable past.  She cannot read the hieroglyphics of her scar 

but attempts to make it legible through others’ stories. 

 Lourdes’ daughter, Pilar, knows of her mother’s trauma through her extreme night 

terrors, although the reason for Lourdes’ nightmares remains a mystery to Pilar.  “When I 

was a kid, Mom slept in air thin and nervous as a magnetic field, attracting small 

disturbances.  She tossed and turned all night, as if she were wrestling ghosts in her 

dreams.  Sometimes she’d wake up crying, clutching her stomach and moaning from 

deep inside a place I couldn’t understand” (221).  Pilar downplays her mother’s night 

terrors by calling them “small disturbances,” “as if wrestling ghosts.”  Of course, 

Lourdes’ act of clutching her stomach means more to the reader than to Pilar because the 

reader knows the cause of this behavior.  But, by saying “couldn’t understand” rather 

than “cannot,” Pilar suggests that, when she was a child, she did not understand her 

mother’s pain; but she is able to in the present.  

Because it is unknown to Pilar, Lourdes’ trauma acts as an open secret in the 

novel.  As Maya Socolovsky argues in her article “Unnatural Violences: Counter-

Memory and Preservation in Cristina García’s Dreaming in Cuban and The Agüero 

Sisters,” García’s work “poses questions about how to remember without replacing one 

myth with another. […]  García’s texts both function by means of a narration of the 
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violence that occurs when the secrets of the past refuse to remain submerged beneath 

repressed memories” (146).  Lourdes’ rape refuses to be repressed; it continually presents 

itself in subtle ways through Lourdes’ thoughts and actions.  Socolovsky continues: 

These become open secrets in the texts, simultaneously displaying 

themselves and retreating from sight, suggesting the presence of further 

unknowns beyond what is already known.  For the characters in both 

Dreaming in Cuban and The Agüero Sisters, violences from the past need 

to be remembered without monuments and narrated without closure or 

finite explanation. (165) 

The open secrets, or – in the terms of this chapter – present absences, do not return for 

mastery or closure, as many have argued about traumatic memory.  But instead remind us 

how much is unknown, and even unknowable, and help us accept those unknowns 

without pat resolutions or forced explanations.  The open secrets of trauma connect the 

del Pino women without need for articulation or even complete comprehension. 

Additionally, Lourdes’ rape may remain unknown – or unknowable – to Pilar 

because of their complex mother-daughter relationship.  Like most teenaged girls, Pilar 

does not see her mother as having once been a girl like her; instead, she creates her own 

narrative for her mother’s behavior and past.  Pilar views her mother as overbearing and 

traditional, and rebels against what Lourdes wants for her.  In “Back to the Future: 

Mothers, Language, and Homes in Cristina García’s Dreaming in Cuban,” Rocio G. 

Davis argues that the “mother-daughter dance… is mirrored in the separate and 

interrelated sections on each character, the shifts in temporality, geography, and narrative 
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voice illustrating the tangled web of affinity between and among the characters and their 

homelands” (60).  Just as Lourdes and Pilar continually bind themselves to each other 

while attempting to insinuate distance between them, so too do they continue to both 

claim and reject Cuba as their motherland.  Davis continues on to suggest that Dreaming 

in Cuban follows the “shaping myths in ethnic writing by women” in which “maternal 

storytelling becomes a medium for self-inscription and subjectivity” (60).  Culture and 

language then are sites of connection and potential barriers, a paradoxical truth.  The 

centrality of trauma to female ethnic narratives counterbalances this seeming 

contradiction. 

 Pilar’s own sexual trauma acts as a catalyst for her sudden ability to understand 

her mother.  Unlike her mother and most victims of sexual assault, Pilar embraces her 

sexual violation by a gang of young boys rather than accept it as traumatic.  “Three boys 

surround me suddenly in the park, locking me between their bodies.  Their eyes are like 

fireflies, hot and erased of memory.  …  The tallest one presses a blade to my throat.  Its 

edge is a scar, another border to cross” (201).  The threat of violence becomes “another 

border to cross,” illustrating how Pilar views her life as always in-between, diasporic.  

“With the knife still at my throat, they take turns suckling my breasts.  They’re children, I 

tell myself, trying to contain my fear.  Incredibly, I hear the five-note pounding of Lou 

Reed’s ‘Street Hassle,’ that crazy cello with its low, dying voice” (202).  Unwilling to 

give into the powerlessness of the situation, Pilar imagines she hears music.  Earlier she 

states that playing her bass allows her to “feel my life begin” (181).  Music speaks to her 

and connects her to the world; music – and later painting – helps her survive a traumatic 
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event.  While the boys continue to surround her, “I press my back against the base of the 

elm and close my eyes.  I can feel the pulsing of its great taproot, the howling cello in its 

trunk.  I know the sun sears its branches to hot wires.  I don’t know how long I sit against 

the elm, but when I open my eyes, the boys are gone” (202).  Pilar takes the threat away 

from the situation by accepting it, taking comfort in the fact that even the tree under 

which she sits is burned by the sun but survives; she empowers herself to endure as well. 

By coming to her own sense of power and potential, Pilar attempts to avoid the 

fate of sexual assault victims: being traumatized.  Through her sexual assault, Pilar 

discovers a generative possibility in trauma that connects her to her family’s past and 

fulfills her potential as an artist.  She returns home and takes a bath, a common reaction 

to sexual violation: “I’m walking naked as a beam of light along brick paths and squares 

of grass, phosphorescent and clean.  At midnight, I awake and paint a large canvas 

ignited with reds and whites, each color betraying the other.  I do this for eight more 

nights.  On the ninth day… I call my mother and tell her we’re going to Cuba” (203).  

Pilar cleans herself, but this cleansing does not have the same violent repugnance as 

Lourdes’ or other sexual assault narratives.  Instead, her assault invigorates her creativity 

and ties her to Cuba, her motherland.  This portion of Dreaming in Cuban can be written 

off as absurd, having no basis in reality, or as a continuation of the magical realism 

already represented in the novel.  But, while it distances this narrative from the reality of 

sexual assault victims, Pilar’s experience of sexual assault also emphasizes the depiction 

as fiction and adds another layer to its already critical mode of representation.  The many 

forms of ambiguity in Dreaming in Cuban expose the limitations of language, narrative, 
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and history.  Each version supplements the previous and together they disrupt the very 

idea of a cohesive narrative, instead emphasizing the gaping holes and contradictions of 

the archive. 

Numerous times Celia [Pilar’s grandmother in Cuba] declares that Pilar will 

remember everything; perhaps her art acts as a counter-archive, representing her family’s 

traumatic past.  Many visual artists have incorporated aspects of the archive in their work 

to make a statement about history, experience, remembrance, and truth, and to represent 

the traumatic.  Charles Merewether writes: “Art’s potential to open up a world beyond an 

empirical or manifest order of knowledge is a thread that links the conceptions of a 

number of [archival] artists” (14).  The many, alternative knowledges that make up the 

archive cannot help but create ambiguities, if not outright contradictions.  Pilar seems not 

only comfortable with incongruity, but she intentionally chooses it over ready-made 

answers.  

If it were up to me, I’d record other things.  Like the time there was a 

freak hailstorm in the Congo and the women took it as a sign they should 

rule.  Or the life stories of prostitutes in Bombay.  Why don’t I know 

anything about them?  Who chooses what we should know or what’s 

important?  I know I have to decide these things for myself.  Most of what 

I’ve learned that’s important I’ve learned on my own, or from my 

grandmother. (28)   

Pilar gives voice to traumatized women, a history she decides is important and of which 

she is a part.  But, is Pilar capable of commemorating her mother’s past?  The 
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miscarriage and rape that motivate Lourdes’ every action are unknown, and perhaps even 

unknowable, to Pilar.  She never mentions or implies that she knows any reason for her 

mother’s night terrors.  As an artist, Pilar observes and transforms her world.  Perhaps the 

outward expression of Lourdes’ trauma contains enough partial knowledge for Pilar to 

express it in her art.  Hal Foster claims that the work of archival artists “assumes anomic 

fragmentation as a condition not only to represent but to work through, and proposes new 

orders of affective association, however partial or provisional” (145).  Foster foregrounds 

trauma as a condition for archival art: the “anomic fragmentation” that needs to be 

“work[ed] through.”  The archival form, then, mimics the human need to represent and 

work through traumatic events, even if the outcome is fragmentary, partial, and 

temporary.  Archival artists like Pilar transform fragments into new, conditional 

knowledge.  

Not surprisingly then, Pilar’s paintings give voice to Lourdes’ traumas, both her 

rape and miscarriage.  Early in the novel Pilar describes her work, “My paintings have 

been getting more and more abstract lately, violent-looking with clotted swirls of red.  

Mom thinks they’re morbid” (29).  While she may not be able to articulate what her 

paintings memorialize, her own description of them as “violent-looking” and “clotted” 

and her mother’s insistence that the abstract red is “morbid” suggest that they represent 

blood.  Pilar seems to be trying to articulate the “crimson hieroglyphics” on her mother’s 

body without knowing them.  Lourdes takes Pilar to a therapist:   

“Tell me about your urge to mutilate the human form,” [her therapist] 

asked me. … But what could I say? … That painting is better than a gun 
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so why doesn’t everyone just leave me alone?  Painting is its own 

language, I wanted to tell him.  Translations just confuse it, dilute it, like 

words going from Spanish to English.  I envy my mother her Spanish 

curses sometimes.  They make my English collapse in a heap. (59)  

The therapist’s comment about Pilar “mutilat[ing] the human form” must have come 

from Lourdes because he does not see Pilar’s paintings for himself.  Lourdes, then, does 

read these abstracts as somehow related to the human body and may vicariously reach out 

for therapy through her daughter. 

Pilar maintains throughout the novel that her paintings are a language and that 

they are better equipped at representing pain than any other medium.  Pilar’s stream of 

consciousness in the above quote further connects Lourdes to Pilar’s paintings, and 

Pilar’s insistence that “painting is better than a gun” suggests that she sees her art as a 

political statement that can get retribution for injustice in ways unavailable through the 

judicial system or retaliatory violence.  Her grandmother’s assertion that Pilar will 

remember everything parallels the role of the archival artist and substantiates reading 

Dreaming in Cuban as a counter-archive.  It also suggests that the artist can represent and 

supplement history, reality, and trauma despite – or, more likely, through – partial or 

fragmented knowledges. 

It is only through some kind of misinterpretation of pain that the characters face 

their past traumas.  Pilar translates her family’s past and women’s history into artwork, 

while her mother weaves stories of other’s pain alongside her own.  Often the women in 

this novel cannot understand each other’s pain, but each seems to gain insight into what 
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the others have experienced through misrecognition.  Numerous times throughout the 

novel, characters cannot comprehend the words their relatives speak.  Pilar says, “My 

thoughts feel like broken glass in my head.  I can’t understand what my grandmother tells 

me.  All I hear is her voice, thickened with pain” (240).  The words become immaterial, 

just as they do within her artwork.  The message remains legible even when the words do 

not because suffering can cross boundaries.33  Pilar may not know about her mother’s 

traumas in Cuba, but she understands that they both use creative versions of history and 

memory in order to survive.   

Because of her silence and willful distortions of reality, Pilar accuses Lourdes of 

not telling the truth: “Maybe in the end the facts are not as important as the underlying 

truth she [Lourdes] wants to convey.  Telling her own truth is the truth to her, even if it’s 

at the expense of chipping away our past.  I suppose I’m guilty in my own way of a 

creative transformation or two” (177).  While they often go unnamed, this novel serves as 

an archival space in which the del Pino women’s individual traumas can be collectively 

recognized; the personal and cultural blur and merge.  It is precisely the “creative 

transformation” of memory that allows one to speak trauma and connect the individual 

and collective. 

Dreaming in Cuban represents trauma as a misunderstood and yet transformative 

gap in order to overlay cultural events and individual stories, and thereby implicitly (if 

not explicitly) explore our concepts of the archive and history.  Memory, perhaps because 

of its imperfections, allows us to create narratives and share our experiences with others, 

to attempt to speak the unspeakable.  García’s careful examination of cultural memory 
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allows for a more subtle understanding of trauma and its representation and attempts to 

create a counter-archive, an idea to which she returns and problematizes in The Agüero 

Sisters. 

Memory and the Traumatic Past in The Agüero Sisters 

 The Agüero Sisters uses fewer archival techniques than Dreaming in Cuban but 

focuses explicitly on multiple, conflicting versions of events.  Like Dreaming in Cuban, 

the story is told in fragments from a variety of mostly female vantage points, and The 

Agüero Sisters also includes chapters from a journal.  Both novels depict violence against 

women but, in The Agüero Sisters, the narrative gaps illustrate the arbitrary nature of both 

storytelling and the archival process, which voices are heard and which are silenced is 

culturally and ideologically determined.  Reading The Agüero Sisters allows us to see that 

any attempt to create a (counter)archive is necessarily incomplete and imperfect, just like 

memory. 

 Perhaps even more so than Dreaming in Cuban, The Agüero Sisters addresses the 

problem of an authentic past, particularly as it relates to collective memory.  The Agüero 

Sisters tells the story of Blanca Agüero’s murder by her husband and the lives of her 

daughters after her death.  Despite each chapter changing narrative perspective, Blanca’s 

voice is never heard.  Blanca’s portrait suggests this absence itself: “Only her mother 

[Blanca] looks alive in the guest room, in the photograph that Reina hung over the 

dresser.  There’s an invitation in Mama’s eyes, in the poised set of her mouth, as if she 

knew someone would ask her a crucial question long after she’d died” (181).  But, the 

photograph can never answer Reina or the readers’ questions.  Blanca’s version of events 
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becomes a heavy absence, as readers hope to hear her story in order to gain some 

answers.  Blanca may hold some truth, but perhaps her version of events would create 

more questions.   

As the characters struggle with personal and cultural memories, each comes to 

realize the futility of seeking Truth and Knowledge.  They also search for stability and 

permanence within their own lives.   For example, Constancia attempts to create a stable 

life for herself in Miami and seems to have succeeded in forgetting her traumatic past in 

Cuba until her face suddenly resembles her dead mother; she must revisit her past each 

time she sees herself.  Even Constancia’s name symbolizes her desire for consistency.  

But her traumatic past cannot be ignored and returns mirrored back to her, a symbol of 

what she must come to face.  Her sister, Reina, also forgets the past, but hers is a less 

intentional forgetting.  Reina chose to stay in Cuba and serve the revolution through her 

work as an electrician.  She wishes to remember and learn the truth about her mother’s 

death after her own brush with mortality when struck by lightning.  “Well, what is it she 

wants now?  Reina wonders whether it’s nostalgia to yearn for her mother, nostalgia to 

gather her shadows all these years. … Reina remembers how, after her mother’s death, 

everyone’s vision splintered” (67).  Reina acknowledges the impossibility of finding a 

definitive story when all that is available to her are splintered fragments and shadows.  

Interestingly, Reina must leave Cuba to begin her journey toward the family’s past there.  

 Each sister’s desire for a truth about their past can be traced back to the moment 

of Blanca’s death.  Their mother’s murder acts as an original scene, the primal scene. In 

Freudian psychoanalysis, the primal scene is the witnessing – literal, metaphoric, or 
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imagined – of parental sexual intercourse by a child.  The assumed violence of this 

moment traumatizes the child, but it also begins the child’s ego differentiation from the 

parents.  It seems telling that the birth of the ego has been interpreted as an act of 

violence, that it takes a trauma for a child to begin to differentiate her/himself as an 

individual.  In the Wolf Man case, Freud writes that the later activation of the primal 

scene “had the same effect as though it were a recent experience.  The effect of the scene 

were deferred, but meanwhile it had lost none of its freshness in the interval” (44).  This 

may be Freud’s earliest understanding of psychic trauma: an event that cannot be 

processed but is remembered later as if it had just occurred, a process he would later term 

“nachträglichkeit.”   

Blanca’s death acts as a primal scene in that Constancia and Reina are driven to 

both remember and forget their mother and the unanswered questions about her death.  

Reina keeps her mother’s brassiere in a desk drawer that she calls “the drawer of 

impossibilities” (206).  Seeing her mother as “impossible” creates a barrier between 

Reina’s past and present, a barrier Constancia’s shape-shifting face challenges.   

Constancia spears a fried plantain and puts it on her sister’s plate.  “I don’t 

like to romanticize the past.” […]  “I think we remember a lot of things 

differently.” […]  

“I guess it’s less painful to forget than to remember,” Reina says 

quietly. 

“I didn’t say ‘forget.’ I said ‘romanticize!’” Constancia snaps back. 
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 If only she could forget.  But certain memories are fixed inside her, 

like facts many centuries old.  No amount of reconsideration can change 

them. […] 

 Reina stares at her, as if trying to see through the intoxication of 

their mother’s face.  “Sometimes we become what we try to forget most.” 

“What are you telling me?”  Constancia’s mouth tightens.  “That I 

am Mama?” 

“No mi amour, you’re just worn out by mirrors.” (174-5) 

Constancia’s insistence upon forgetting and Reina’s desire to remember conflict 

throughout the novel.  Although they are sisters, the two women remember their mother 

and childhood extremely differently.  While Reina had a close relationship with their 

mother, Constancia was closer to her father after their mother insisted that she be sent 

away.  Here Reina claims that Constancia has forgotten their past, but it is more likely 

that they remember different things from a mutually shared past as Constancia suggests.  

Their conflicting memories represent the vast difference in perspective.  Constancia 

compares her memories to “facts many centuries old” that “no amount of reconsideration 

can change.”  The way she remembers and has interpreted their shared past has been 

solidified over time as she replayed the past from her point of view until her memories 

became insoluble facts.  Constancia may wish to forget the past and her own traumatic 

absence from her family, but of course she cannot.  While Reina uses the gap in her past 

as motivation to search out the truth, Constancia uses her resemblance to Blanca to 

launch a new line of cosmetics.   
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Throughout the novel, Constancia is clearly the most Americanized Cuban in 

exile.  She decides to take her sudden resemblance of her mother as a sign, not to return 

to Cuba and learn the truth about her past but to capitalize on the exoticization of Cuban 

culture in the U.S. by selling beauty products under the name Cuerpo de Cuba, “the body 

of Cuba.”  Constancia fetishizes two bodies she has rejected in order to capitalize on her 

own exoticization: first, the Cuban body as an exotic Other whose beauty secrets will 

keep one young; and second, her mother’s body since she uses Blanca’s face to label each 

product to authenticate it both as beauty-enhancing and non-Anglo.  These exoticizations 

are interesting because Constancia clearly would be seen as the exotic other by Anglo-

Americans but refuses to see herself as such.  Part of this may stem from the fact that her 

sister has darker skin, so Constancia can view herself as Anglo when compared to 

Reina.34   

 The Agüero Sisters presents a paradoxical, yet somehow satisfying, understanding 

of memory and history through the use of several literary techniques.  The chapters move 

across time and space to clearly focus on one character at a time.  The only chapters 

written in the first person feature Ignacio’s voice (through what are later revealed to be 

his journal entries) and Dulce, Reina’s daughter.  The other chapters rotate through most 

of the novel’s characters: Constancia, Reina, Silvestre, and Hebert.  While the majority of 

the text centers on the female characters, the male characters are important in that they 

disrupt the narrative, often giving perspectives and details that are unknown to the sisters.  

For example, Silvestre’s chapter explains Gonzalo’s death.  “A moment later, Gonzalo 

awakens.  He looks up and stares straight into the face of his younger self, heedless and 
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precipitate, looks up and stares straight into the face of his only son” (246).  No where 

else in the novel is it mentioned that Silvestre ever meets his father, never mind that 

Silvestre murders him.  

The shifting points of view emphasize the silent characters. Like Blanca, Isabel – 

Constancia’s daughter – appears in the novel but never has a chapter devoted to her; she 

represents another gap in the text, a present absence.  Just as we never discover the truth 

about Blanca’s death, or her life, Isabel also remains unknowable, despite her incredibly 

intimate relationship with her brother Silvestre and her aunt Reina.  In fact, Isabel may be 

the only person who knows the truth about Gonzalo’s death.  Silvestre writes her a letter 

that she reads unemotionally and then burns without revealing the contents.  Isabel is a 

failed artist, which connects her to Pilar from Dreaming in Cuban.  Pregnant, Isabel 

returns to her mother’s home after being abandoned by her boyfriend and giving up her 

art studio.  Isabel and Pilar are two sides of the same coin; Isabel may not take on the role 

of the artist as Pilar does, but she absorbs and embodies others’ traumatic pasts.  She is 

the only witness to Silvestre’s murder of Gonzalo, and she represents the past for her 

aunt, Reina, who insists upon suckling at her breast.  “Reina kneels and stares at the calm 

landscape of her niece’s breasts. … Reina closes her eyes and breathes in the distant scent 

of her mother, closes her eyes and settles her lips on her past” (241).  For Reina, Isabel 

becomes a repository for her mother and her past.  Reina is haunted by the traumatic 

display of her mother’s violently murdered body, but the return of her past while seated 

before Isabel overcomes that moment.  Isabel absorbs the painful memories and becomes 

a physical repository for the family’s past, a corporeal archive.  One must wonder if, like 
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Pilar, Isabel can remember events about which she has no direct knowledge.  Because 

there are no chapters from Isabel’s perspective, it is impossible to come to any 

conclusions about her position as family archivist or the relationship between her as artist 

and as witness.  For Isabel, the past simply is; she does not judge or refute.  She accepts 

all stories without comment or question.  Her silence embodies a power, a mastery of 

each moment. 

Ignacio, on the other hand, embodies the failure to comprehend the past.  The 

inclusion of his voice in the first person seems quite obvious, necessary even, because he 

murders his wife and sets into motion the events of the novel.  But, while his journal 

entries attempt to depict his thoughts and actions, his reason for killing Blanca remains a 

mystery, even to him:   

I do not recall taking aim, only the fierce recklessness of my desire, the 

press of the twelve-gauge shotgun against my shoulder, the invitation from 

the bird itself.  I moved my sight from the hummingbird to Blanca, as if 

pulled by a necessity of nature. […] In an instant, the future spread before 

me, a thin permanent season.  […]  I held my Blanquita.  I held her.  A 

mournful, bitter pleasure.  Then, in the broken violet light of dusk, I 

carried her seventeen miles to the nearest village and reluctantly began to 

tell my lies. (299-300)  

Ignacio does not have a clear reason for killing his wife, but it relates to desire.  Killing 

her while on an expedition for hummingbird specimens parallels Blanca with the birds 

Ignacio collects and displays.  Throughout her life, Blanca has been a mystery to Ignacio, 
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but by killing her he takes full possession of her, he can fulfill his desire to hold her still, 

to pin her down.  Ignacio “reluctantly” does not tell the truth about what happened, 

perhaps because even he does not know it.   

Ignacio’s journal entries are not named as such until the closing pages when 

Constancia reclaims them.  Like in Margaret Atwood’s dystopic A Handmaid’s Tale, we 

do not understand we have been reading excerpts from a material artifact until the closing 

pages of the novel.  This sudden shift in our understanding of the italicized, first-person 

narration retroactively colors our reading of the novel, just as Ignacio’s journal will 

change Constancia’s understanding of her parents and her past.  The fact that Constancia 

will have to reconcile her sense of the past with both her sister’s and her father’s 

conflicting stories implies that the struggle to narrativize traumatic pasts is never ending, 

opens outward endlessly beyond the text itself. 

While it does not utilize as many clearly archival techniques as Dreaming in 

Cuban, The Agüero Sisters’ overall understanding of time, memory, truth, and history as 

fragmented and only partially knowable seems to me to be a clearly archival gesture.  The 

novel never answers its own central question: Why does Blanca Agüero have to die?  

This novel is less a “who-done-it” and more a meditation on the human condition.  In The 

Agüero Sisters, as in life, we are left with a fragmented and paradoxical sense of history, 

both cultural and personal.  The Cuban Revolution remains always about to disrupt the 

present, which Heberto and Gonzalo physically represent through their endless scheming 

to re-invade Cuba.  Cuba comes to represent the repressed past that haunts the present, 

like Blanca herself.  Reina wonders “if memory is little more than this: a series of 
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erasures and perfected selections” (163) and “[i]t occurs to [her] that even the worst of 

lies, if sustained, devolve into hard, bright facts” (273).  Memory transforms from the 

recollection of facts into personal choices and erasure.  The kernel of the past hardens, 

calcifies, until there is no other possible memory of it.  Its relationship to the truth does 

not matter; instead it is the repetition of the lie, the half-truth, that transforms it into 

perfected, impenetrable history. 

The stories we tell ourselves about our lives become our truths, often despite 

experiences or evidence to the contrary.  Constancia, for example, refuses to believe that 

her father murdered her mother despite witnessing his inability to explain why their 

mother would shoot herself in the throat if she wanted to kill herself.  While Reina seems 

able to accept the impossibility of knowing, Constancia struggles to make sense of the 

conflicts and ambiguities.  Surprisingly then, like Pilar in Dreaming in Cuban, 

Constancia admits the possibility that memory is a creative process: “My products bring 

back that feeling.  The beauty of scent and sensation, the mingling of memory and 

imagination” (162).  Again like Pilar, Constancia creates something that intentionally 

commingles the creative and the past.  She believes herself open to the necessary 

interaction between her memories and imagination, but when that involves sorting 

through the events surrounding her mother’s murder, she cannot distinguish fabrication 

from truth in her father’s stories.  When faced with their family’s history during her trip 

to Cuba, Constancia suddenly cannot remember her individual past.  “It’s impossible for 

her to recall her life before this trip.  It all seems a perishing dream” (291).  The lies she 

chose to believe come crashing down as Constancia revisits Cuba and retraces her past.  
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The past she had constructed for herself dissolves, exposing just how tenuous memory 

and identity can be.  Her entire life in the U.S. becomes a dream she struggles to 

remember when faced with her Cuban past. 

The conflict between the sisters regarding the truth of their past is never clearly resolved 

in the novel.  But, as Su-Lin Yu points out in her article “Sisterhood as Cultural Different 

in Amy Tan’s The Hundred Secret Senses and Cristina García’s The Agüero Sisters,” that 

García “creates a reconciliation between Reina and Constancia that is fraught with 

ambiguity and dissonance” (358).  The struggle between past, present, and future, 

between history, memory, and truth will continue beyond the pages of this novel.  But, 

The Agüero Sisters opens up an understanding of trauma as irresolvable but knowable.  

While Constancia and Reina can never know the Truth of their mother’s murder, they 

know some truths and will have to create their own pasts out of those fragments.  

Similarly, the novel itself questions the notion of a counter-archive as any archive will 

necessarily be incomplete, cannot hold all possibilities, and will exclude, or even silence, 

some stories.  García’s next two novels carry this idea further by intentionally leaving 

even larger narrative strands unwritten and unknowable by both reader and characters. 

Monkey Hunting: Cultural History and the Embodiment of the Traumatic 

In Monkey Hunting, García attempts to move her male characters to the center of 

the narrative and to connect personal traumas more directly to the historical.  Her choice 

of three main locations seems to indicate the historical and political situatedness of this 

novel: China, Cuba, and Vietnam.  The events in each country are explicitly related to 

Communism in a way that her previous novels were not.  I find it interesting that the 
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novel in which García represents the male voice is also the novel in which the political 

becomes a more active force.  While the Cuban Revolution is clearly a part of both 

Dreaming in Cuban and The Agüero Sisters, its influence over those novel’s characters is 

more personal than political. Marta Lysik examines Monkey Hunting as a “transnational 

neo-slave narrative,” one that “is concerned with slavery under many guises – slavery of 

the mind, body, and soul” in order to “revisit slavery and redefine women and men 

transnationally and transculturally”  (276).  In her article “A ‘Chino’ in Cuba: Cristina 

García’s Monkey Hunting,” Xiomara Campilongo focuses on racial identity and the 

expansion of Cuban identity and Cuban diaspora to include the geographic spaces of 

China, Cuba, the U.S., and Vietnam.  The power of Vietnam, Guantanamo, and China as 

geopolitical spaces adds an explicitly political dimension to the familial conflicts 

depicted in Monkey Hunting.  

 The family tree that begins this novel includes numerous family members that are 

never seen within the novel itself, unlike in Dreaming in Cuban where the narrative 

strands account for everyone named in the family tree.  Like these gaps in the family 

history, the novel also leaves particular scenes unfinished, picking up narrative threads 

without explaining the time or connections between them.  The gaps within the novel 

become more confusing and poignant than in her past work.  As is the case with the 

mystery of Blanca in The Agüero Sisters, there are numerous parts of this novel that are 

left fragmented and unexplained, like the stories and artifacts collected in an archive.  

The gaping holes in the stories frustrate readers, but also motivate them to consider why 

these voids were left in a work of fiction.  The absences in the text parallel what Foucault 
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believes the archive embodies.  As previously quoted, Foucault writes in Archaeology of 

Knowledge, “[The archive’s] locus is the gap between our own discursive practices” 

(131).  Foucault’s archive exists due to the gaps in historical statements and discursive 

practice, and García’s narrative lives in the gaps between and within the narrative 

fragments left on the page.   

Even more so than her previous work, Monkey Hunting is episodic.  Like an 

archive, the novel leaps from moment to moment without a preconceived sense of 

coherence.  At the end of the novel, readers are left with the same questions as when they 

started reading.  This change from the previous two novels – where some answers and a 

tenuous sense of resolution were possible – accentuates Monkey Hunting as an 

exploration of historical record and archives.  Information that is only partially known, 

known but unexplained, or completely unknown drives the novel.  For example, 

Domingo’s father commits suicide by jumping in front of a New York subway.  His 

reason for committing suicide is completely absent from the text; just as Domingo is 

unable to get any answers, so is the reader.  Upon learning of his father’s death, 

“Domingo felt every nerve in his body converge in his throat.  He wanted to say 

something, but all he could think of was the questions he used to ask Papi as a kid, the 

ones that made his father laugh and shake his head.  What does distance look like?  Who 

discovered time?  What is sound made of?  Does everyone feel pain the same?” (58).  

Like Domingo’s childhood questions, his father’s suicide remains a question, 

unanswered, unknowable.  We are left to ponder how much of our histories are 
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unknowable, how we create stories to fill these voids with meaning as readers, as 

archivists, and as individuals. 

The movement through time and space, as well as the completely fragmented and 

disconnected narratives of the various characters, mark the novel as archival.  One must 

wonder if this novel is a counter-archive like the previous two novels.  While the 

inclusion of male voices and the political ideologies of the Vietnam War and 

Guantanamo suggest this is an archive steeped in dominant culture and state apparatuses, 

the voices of Chinese and African slaves in Cuba, a Vietnamese prostitute, and a lesbian 

political prisoner work to counter mainstream voices and master narratives.  Like 

García’s previous work, this novel focuses voices that have been erased or silenced by 

contemporary history: Chinese indentured immigrants to Cuba, political prisoners in 

communist China, racialized American soldiers in Vietnam.  Monkey Hunting depicts the 

arbitrary nature of history and the archive.  The major characters themselves tend to 

illustrate this.  No character is clearly powerless or powerful; all have limited ways of 

empowering themselves despite – or through – their traumatic pasts. 

 Monkey Hunting expands García’s earlier representations of trauma by 

emphasizing the connection between suffering and embodiment, between trauma and the 

ability to name one’s pain.  The second section of the novel, entitled “Traveling through 

the Flesh,” reflects this emphasis on the corporeal.  The section title comes from 

Brazilian poet Carlos Drummond de Andrade’s “Family Portrait”: “I only perceived the 

strange idea of family traveling through the flesh” (122).  The connection between the 

family and the flesh is mirrored in the traumas suffered by the characters, most of which 
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occur because of the action – or inaction – of a family member.  Domingo is traumatized 

by his father’s unexplained suicide, Chen Fang could save herself from torture by naming 

her son, and Lucretia suffers further violent abuse after calling her rapist Master “Father.”   

Each character’s story leads the reader to consider the embodied nature of trauma 

and the power of naming one’s traumatic past.  After her lover Dauphine returns to 

France, Chen Fang says, “I felt raw with the knowledge of pleasure, charred by it.  I 

understood finally the truth of the Tao Te Ching: The reason that we have great affliction 

is that we have bodies.  Had we not bodies, what affliction would we have?” (144).  Chen 

Fang connects the vulnerability of the human body with pain.  Without a body, she 

argues, people would never suffer any pain.  Later, as a political prisoner, Chen Fang 

again feels her embodiment pronouncedly: “Here in my cell, I live in my body more 

familiarly than before.  Once my body existed outside me, like a musty dress in the 

closet.  Now each new discomfort brings it recognition and sympathy” (231).  She 

recognizes herself only through bodily sensation, particularly pain.  In her extensive 

study of the relationship between pain and language, Elaine Scarry argues that extreme 

pain forces experience outside of language and thereby undoes the human world: 

“Physical pain does not simply resist language but actively destroys it, bringing about an 

immediate reversion to a state anterior to language, to the sounds and cries a human being 

makes before language is learned” (4).  Scarry continues on to suggest: “To have pain is 

to have certainty; to hear about pain is to have doubt” (13, authorial emphasis).  The 

extreme, prolonged torture Chen Fang endures heightens her awareness of her body, its 
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certainty, fragility, and rarity.  She recognizes that no one else will ever know or name 

her pain, but it is imprinted in her flesh.   

Like Chen Fang, Domingo’s emotional traumas give way to the physical.  

Domingo looked at her face and wondered what love had to do with 

memory.  Did it ransack the past the way a song could?  The body, he 

suspected, stored everything in its flesh. … His Tio Eutemio had told him 

once that every person carried the scars of each year in his body like a 

thick-trunked tree. (162) 

Domingo imagines emotional traumas as physical scars that mark him with his past.  

Despite his difficult experiences, or perhaps because of them, Domingo later chooses to 

leave his nine-month pregnant girlfriend and never know his child.   

Domingo watched himself watching Tham Thanh Lan from a distance, 

like a ghost on the other side of a riverbank. […]  Domingo envisioned 

thousands of couples dancing tightly and quietly, reliving unspeakable 

sorrows.  Wasn’t failure, if spectacular enough, an achievement in its own 

right? […]  He wanted to leave her something more [than money], a 

burning, a stamping, some proof of his faith.  Then he remembered their 

son.  (218-219)   

Domingo imagines watching himself leave the woman he loves.  His actions play out 

before him like a film.  His choice in leaving her confuses even himself, as Domingo 

looks for a means of proofing his fidelity to her and continued love.  Of course, this 

absence of a rationale parallels Domingo’s father’s suicide.  Domingo relives his father’s 
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suicide multiple times, each time wondering what his father was thinking as he hurled 

himself in front of a subway train.  Domingo may believe Tham Thanh Lan will 

understand his decision to leave, even if she cannot know his reasoning for that action, 

because they share past traumas: Domingo’s father’s suicide and Tham Thanh Lan’s 

sexual mutilation by a deranged Vietnamese Republican Army general.  Despite all this 

knowledge about human suffering, Domingo chooses to inflict further pain upon Tham 

Thanh Lan and his unborn son by abandoning them.  He never articulates his reason for 

leaving; it is simply something he must do.  In this way, his abandoning his family 

parallels his father’s death: both are unexplained and create a painful gap in their family’s 

history.  

 Monkey Hunting explores the embodiment of pain and the power of naming one’s 

trauma to define one’s identity. This archive of trauma may be fragmented, complex, and 

incomplete, but it explores masculine Cuban identity while expanding the previous 

understanding of Cuban-ness to include Chinese immigrants and their descendents.  The 

gaps and silences in this novel put pressure on readers to create their own sense of 

coherence within the narrative and to contemplate whose voices are heard and whose are 

silenced, missing, or ignored.   

Missing Traumas and the Act of Witnessing in A Handbook to Luck 

 The gaps within the text become increasingly important and prevalent in García’s 

fourth novel, A Handbook to Luck.  The narrative offers little detail regarding what 

occurs between the moments of text.  Often each character undergoes major life changes 

in the time between chapters but only minimal descriptions are given, just enough to 
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allow the story to continue to make sense.  For example: Leila’s brother grows 

increasingly ill and later in the novel we learn he has died, but the details of his actual 

death and Leila’s reaction to it are missing.  One character whose voice is a particularly 

heavy absent presence in the story is Evaristo.  His chapters tend to be one paragraph in 

length, written cryptically but revealing the intense physical and psychological traumas 

he has borne and witnessed.  “The earth rumbles.  Everything collapses.  Buildings, trees, 

electrical lines, the sky itself.  There’s no more light” (99).  Without Marta’s later 

explanations of Evaristo’s poetic prose, one would have a hard time deciphering the 

earthquake that struck El Salvador, for example.  In this way, Evaristo himself becomes 

an absence in the text, a voice readers long to hear but whose short chapters only further 

emphasize the gaps in each narrative strand. 

 As a “handbook to luck” and like the selections of an archive, this novel skips 

forward through time to particular moments in each character’s life to emphasize the 

randomness of luck, history, and human existence.  Sven Spieker’s comments about 

French artist Marcel Duchamp’s readymades also speaks to the connection between this 

novel and the archive: 

Rather than simply duplicating the ambition of the nineteenth-century 

archive to store contingent time – time past as time present – Duchamp’s 

readymades dramatize the incursion of chance at the very center of this 

endeavor.  Where the nineteenth-century archive is cumulative… the 

readymades represent steadily diminishing archives whose power to act as 
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evidence or to control and measure time is tied up in a continuous process 

of diminution whose materials trace pervasive gaps and omissions. (83) 

Like Duchamp’s readymades, García’s novels increasingly trace the pervasive gaps and 

omissions of archives and narratives and the absolute happenstance of any document’s 

entrance into the archives.  As implied by its title, chance becomes a key explanation for 

the experiences of each character in A Handbook to Luck; often the sequence of events 

cannot be explained or even clearly revealed.  The characters experience loss and trauma, 

and bad luck is the only explanation they can cling to in order to make sense of their 

seemingly inexplicable suffering.   

Loss or trauma also place each teenager in the role of witness: Enrique witnesses 

his mother’s death during a magic act; Leila watches her brother Hosein die from cancer; 

Marta witnesses her brother’s numerous traumas – including his deportation – and her 

adopted son’s difficult, illegal passage into the US; and Evaristo witnesses his family’s 

destruction by his mother’s abusive boyfriend and numerous atrocities both in San 

Salvador and in a US jail awaiting deportation.  The characters witness historical and 

cultural traumas: the Iraq/Iran war, the implementation of US immigration policy, the 

chaos of El Salvador during multiple coups, and the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.  The 

interweaving of personal and collective traumas places even more emphasis on memory 

and witnessing in this novel than García’s earlier work.  As an archive of trauma, A 

Handbook to Luck illustrates both the randomness of what is collected and the necessity 

of such archival work.  The intricate overlay of individual stories with major historical 

events again emphasizes the impossibility of teasing apart the personal and collective. 
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 Enrique continually returns to his memories of his mother’s death in a freak 

accident during his parents’ magic act in Cuba.  He remembers specific details 

obsessively: the “wayward storks” that cause the accident, the sparks when the electrical 

cable the storks fly into breaks and “swing[s] off its pole and into the tank,” and her 

“open[ing] her mouth and slowly drifting to the back of the tank” (49).  The repetition of 

this memory demonstrates Enrique’s trauma and his desire to master this moment from 

his childhood, which Freud theorized in Beyond the Pleasure Principle is the cause of the 

repetition compulsion.  Enrique blames everyone for this accident, particularly himself 

and his father, as if the chain of events that lead to her death were preventable.  “Enrique 

felt the absence of everything [late at night].  He missed his mother especially, and 

tormented himself that he’d done nothing to save her life.  It didn’t matter that he’d only 

been six years old” (179).  The repeated recollection of his mother’s death haunts his 

present life.  Over and over he sees her electrocution in the tank and her lifeless body 

float away.  For years he tortures himself with the knowledge that he witnessed her death 

and did nothing. 

Enrique’s father’s death parallels his mother’s: he also dies as a result of a magic 

trick gone horribly wrong.  After being shot on stage by a faulty gun, Enrique’s father is 

pronounced brain-dead at the hospital.  Before he dies, he regains consciousness just long 

enough to take a final bow.  Despite the parallels with his mother’s death, Enrique reacts 

to his father’s death differently. “But there was no evil here, Enrique thought sadly.  

Nobody to blame.  No victim, no enemy.  Only bad luck” (209).  Such an explanation 

works equally well for his mother’s death caused by wayward birds, but given his young 
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age and the fact that he physically witnessed that death, it is understandable that Enrique 

would not be readily able to accept an explanation that truly does not explain anything.  

Enrique’s interpretations of his father’s death and the randomness of human events create 

a postmodern sensibility; one that can hold contradictory ideas simultaneously, like the 

need for an archive of trauma but the impossibility of fully representing or collecting all 

of the materials related to any trauma.  Luck, then, plays a vital role in the construction of 

the archive, as well as the creation and continuation of each human life.  

Enrique only fully articulates his new understanding of human life and the power 

of luck after saving Marta’s son from drowning.   

In life there was a before and an after, Enrique believed, a gap between 

what you wanted and what you got between what you planned and what 

actually happened.  There were no advance warnings, no billboards 

advertising a tragedy to come.  The moment before always seemed so 

ordinary, like any other. Pink programs and straw hats whirling through 

the air.  Wayward storks landing in a confusion of feathers and legs.  It 

hurt Enrique to remember this. (252)    

The details of his mother’s death are fragmented, snapshots of memory, but this scene is 

instantaneously recognizable as her death given how often it has been repeated.  The 

second drowning forces him to remember his mother’s death yet again, but this final 

repetition of the scene gives a sense of closure; Enrique seems to forgive both himself 

and his father.  This moment of resolution is rare in Monkey Hunting. 
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There was no convincing “why” to anything, no answers, just good luck or 

bad tilting life one way or another.  Enrique didn’t put faith in odds, or 

statistics, or reason anymore.  Some things just couldn’t be outrun.  Odds 

might be calculated, inattention focused, reasoning torn apart.  But luck, 

he thought, luck was something else entirely. (252)   

In the end, Enrique finds that it is only by luck that we each live, and it is when that luck 

runs out that we die.  He releases himself from the need to explain his tragedies, to 

explain why he was able to save Marta’s son but neither of his parents.  Such an 

understanding is also necessary when considering how history is written and archives 

created: the luck of the moment.  It is difficult to imagine the amount of information and 

stories, the human lives that have been lost in the luck of the moment. 

 Evaristo may symbolize a break with History and the archive.  His chapters are 

poetic fragments, nearly impossible to understand without Marta’s chapters filling in 

some necessary details.  Evaristo begins living in a tree after his mother’s boyfriend beats 

him, and it is from this perch that he witnesses unspeakable and unspoken atrocities in 

San Salvador.  “Everything stinks.  Flowers.  Donkey shit.  I can’t see the stars through 

the clouds.  The rain doesn’t stop.  Big fat drops.  A lot happens under my tree.  Only the 

birds see what I see” (28).  Given the information from Marta’s chapters, it is clear that 

the stink, the stars not being visible, and the endless rain are all metonymies of the 

inhuman acts Evaristo’s witnesses from his perch, as well as the fact that no one else 

actively witnesses these ubiquitous atrocities.  Evaristo’s chapters become riddles for the 

reader to decipher, a possible way to find resolution in a novel with no resolution.  He 
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leaves his pregnant mother and sister alone with an extremely violent man and then acts 

as a witness for violent atrocities against women.  From the beginning, Evaristo 

represents a paradox – a boy who cannot rescue his own family members but becomes 

the repository for female suffering and trauma.  Like Monkey Hunting, A Handbook to 

Luck focuses on how men cope as witnesses to trauma.  In all of her novels, García 

illustrates the extreme precariousness of disempowered women, particularly the 

vulnerability of the female body to violence.  But, unlike the male characters in her early 

novels, the men in A Handbook to Luck become active witnesses for traumatized women.  

Evaristo is the most clear example, but Enrique witnesses his mother’s death and Leila’s 

extreme repression by her family and the Iranian government.   

Evaristo cannot clearly articulate the extreme violence he witnesses, but through 

his sister’s narrative we learn what he has seen and how it affects him.   

Marta thought of her brother in his banyan tree.  Evaristo was still shaken 

after having witnessed another abduction last Sunday.  A group of soldiers 

dragged a young couple, shouting, into a van.  The following morning, 

Evaristo found their mutilated bodies dumped behind the biggest 

department store on Paseo General Escalon.  He recognized the couple by 

their clothes and the filigreed crucifix around the girl’s neck.  Marta tried 

to make her brother swear that he wouldn’t tell anyone about it. (89-90)   

Marta recognizes the danger Evaristo would put himself in by talking about such all-to-

common atrocities.  Interestingly, the descriptions of where murdered bodies are dumped 

always coincide with images of commerce.  These subtle details implicate capitalism in 
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the chaos and death in San Salvador, particularly the expansion of American factories in 

the area. “Evaristo carried everything inside him.  He’d told Marta about the fresh bodies 

littering San Salvador’s parks and garbage dumps every morning, their faces slashed to 

pulp or burned with battery acid, their spinal cords exposed.  Once Evaristo had come 

upon a pile of corpses, mutilated women stacked neatly behind a seafood restaurant, all 

wearing American jeans” (140-1).  Again, American capitalism is carefully connected to 

the murder of innocent women.   

Evaristo refuses to forget, to let these memories go.  They haunt him just as he 

haunts the narrative.  “Evaristo saw everything from his tree, everything that was 

supposed to go unseen” (90).  “He said the guardias had rounded up schoolgirls from a 

bus stop that day, called them Communists and whores.  He said that he would do 

everything he could to find out who the girls were and memorize their names” (92).  

Evaristo witnesses that to which everyone else has turned a blind eye.  Even his sister’s 

repetition of “he said” places his testimony under question.  Evaristo’s incoherent voice 

and witnessing of events under cultural erasure cause his mental stability to be questioned 

by a person who knows and loves him.  Evaristo’s insistence upon remembering these 

girls’ names shows his commitment to being their witness.  Evaristo refuses to turn away 

from the mutilation and death that go unacknowledged everywhere in San Salvador, 

acting as open secrets similar to the ones Maya Socolovsky argues are at the center of 

Dreaming in Cuban and The Agüero Sisters.  He is the only witness to these supposedly 

unseen acts that are known by everyone.  This paradox parallels the beginning of the 

Holocaust when people knew Jewish citizens were being rounded up but did not bother to 
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find out what happened to them or to do anything to stop it.  Perhaps Evaristo is a new 

kind of witness, a witness in a post-9/11 world, a world in which trauma seems to be 

everywhere and nowhere. 

It is not a coincidence that Evaristo’s are the only chapters written in the first 

person in this novel.  This clearly emphasizes his suffering as witness: “There’s too much 

to tell, too much counting to do.  This one dead, and that one, and that one.  But where 

are the corpses?” (148).  Despite the extreme emotional and physical toll of his 

witnessing, Evaristo refuses to forget.  He feels compelled to count the corpses, learn 

their names, and act as a witness to their violent deaths.  Much like Chen Fang in Monkey 

Hunting, Evaristo embodies an archive of trauma.  Surprisingly, then, the last chapter of 

the book, which is devoted to Evaristo, is told in third-person.  This shift may be simply 

to ensure that the reader understands what happens to Evaristo because he cannot clearly 

express himself.   

Evaristo had a difficult time remembering things.  He was only twenty-six 

but it seemed to him that he was forgetting many lives’ worth of detail and 

incident.  Perhaps it was this forgetting that was congesting his skull, 

splitting it with pain and dizziness.  If he didn’t remember what he’d seen, 

nobody would.  There were countless dead without anyone to speak for 

them, without anyone to say: I am your witness.  But it was no good for 

him to sit by himself in the mountains.  His silence was killing them all 

over again. (256)   
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Evaristo’s isolation and silence seem to him as great a crime as forgetting what he had 

witnessed.  Like Pilar in Dreaming in Cuban, he is driven not only to remember but to 

act.  Unfortunately, perhaps like Isabel in The Agüero Sisters, Evaristo has no idea how to 

use the store of memories he has, to put his trauma archive into action.  A curandera tells 

him that he can be made to forget by regular baptisms in the river.  “But Evaristo didn’t 

want to forget, and he refused to go” (259).  Even though this impotent knowledge 

physically hurts him, Evaristo refuses to stop being a witness.  The third person in the 

final vignette represents him becoming the writer, the artist.  Like Pilar and Isabel before 

him, Evaristo is a witness of trauma, and the use of third person may signify his speaking 

about the atrocities he has seen, putting them into language that others can begin to 

understand.  Perhaps the novel itself is his trauma archive. 

Like Pilar in Dreaming in Cuban, Evaristo represents a collective memory and the 

importance of not forgetting. But, if remembering is such an important task, why is 

Evaristo the only one acting as a witness and why are we not given any overt hint as to 

how he will use his memories to change the violent culture?  The book closes with 

Evaristo sitting alone at his mountain top house, imagining that a nearby canary is his 

sister returning to him from the US.  Upon thinking this, Evaristo laughs and “the sound 

of his own voice startled him.  The canary stared at him until he grew quiet again.  Then 

it fluttered to a lower leaf of the tree and began another woeful song” (259).  The sound 

of Evaristo’s voice seems important to note here.  In this moment Evaristo realizes that, 

despite all of the violence he has witnessed, he still has a voice; he can still give voice to 

what he has seen.  The canary’s woeful song also implies that Evaristo’s burden of 
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witnessing has not ended, as everyone and everything tells him a story.  Thus, the shift 

from first to third person signifies Evaristo’s movement from witness to artist, somehow 

commemorating the stories he embodies.  Perhaps the randomness of luck is also the 

randomness of the witness; one does not choose to witness but one must choose to 

remember. 

 More than her previous novels, A Handbook to Luck illustrates the randomness of 

human events and the luck needed to survive to tell one’s story.  The silences and gaps 

within the novel speak loudly throughout the text, illustrating the haunting power of 

trauma.  This novel can be read as a critique of archives and their randomness, illustrating 

how easily stories are lost, ignored or actively silenced. García’s novels create counter-

archives to give voice to the silence, to represent the supposedly unrepresentable: trauma.   

Conclusion 

 By examining the representation of trauma through the lens of the archive, the 

ways Cristina García’s novels embrace ambiguity, contradiction, and gaps and overlay 

the personal and collective come into focus and develop a more inclusive narrative of 

Cuban history and identity.  Each novel contributes a new and complicated perspective 

through its use of polyvocality, nonlinear time, and intertextuality but, taken as a group, 

we can begin to see that the gaps left by trauma are full of meaning, meaning we must 

continue to explore to better understand the imperfections in ourselves, others, our culture 

and our world.  Dreaming in Cuban and The Agüero Sisters seek to resolve the traumas 

experienced by their female characters only to discover that such resolution is impossible. 

Similar to archival work, creative transformation is necessary interpret our past and its 
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influence upon our present and future.  Monkey Hunting and A Handbook to Luck, on the 

other hand, push for a consideration of the unknown and unknowable, even in ourselves, 

through the ever-increasing gaps within the narrative.  These gaps emphasize the archival 

quality of the two novels and the importance of witnessing in constructing an archive of 

trauma that can counter master narratives.  Reading novels as potential counter-archives 

empowers us to envision new possibilities, such as more inclusive and problematized 

understandings of truth, history, memory, and trauma.  The image/texts analyzed in the 

next chapter continue to blur supposedly stable categories, like truth and history, through 

the complex interpretative relationships of textual and visual narratives. 
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THE DUAL AND DUELING REPRESENTATION OF TRAUMA IN 

IMAGE/TEXTS35 

 

 Novels that include a photographic or visual narrative alongside a textual 

narrative prove doubly provocative in bridging the gap between trauma and its 

representation.  First, by creating a hybrid text, two semiological registers are placed in 

conversation with each other.  Second, the exchange between these narratives emphasizes 

their representational differences and limitations.  These “image/texts” include both 

visual and textual elements to represent the layers of trauma.36  The juxtaposition creates 

a self-consciously polysemous narrative as, upon closer inspection, the elements often 

complicate or contradict each other.  The “both/and” structure of image/texts and our 

“both/and” definition of trauma37 are related in that they create ambiguity, allowing for 

difference and elusiveness.  By considering their dual and dueling narratives of 

image/texts as emblematic of crisis experience, I examine image/texts employ 

contradiction and ambiguity to present the malleable, confusing, and all-too-common 

experience of trauma that challenges how we create meaning. 

Through self-conscious construction and critique, image/texts build off of and 

transform our understanding of trauma in often-counterintuitive ways.  Reading across 

various media, our understanding of trauma is complicated and becomes malleable. 

Borrowing from W.J.T. Mitchell, I have chosen “image/text” to describe literary texts 

that include a significant visual narrative to invite interpretation beyond what is initiated 

by the written text.38  In his 1994 book Picture Theory, Mitchell, himself drawing upon 
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Barthes’ Image, Music, Text, employs the term “image/text” to describe the “problematic 

gap, cleavage, or rupture in representation” created by “a literal, material necessity 

dictated by the concrete forms of actual representational practices (89).  “Image/text” 

may be imprecise, but it clearly labels the two distinct narratives while suggesting the 

fraught relationship between them and the material consequences of placing them in 

dialogue.39  Mitchell continues, “[C]omparison itself is not a necessary procedure in the 

study of image-text relations.  The necessary subject matter is, rather, the whole ensemble 

of relations between media….  Difference is just as important as similarity, antagonism 

as crucial as collaboration, dissonance and division of labor as interesting as harmony and 

blending of function” (89-90 authorial emphasis).  The duel that ensues between media 

suggests a need that image/texts embrace ambiguity as a productive mode of expression, 

much in the same way that trauma narratives incorporate gaps to creatively transform the 

horrific.   

Because of this forthright acceptance of representational limitations of multiple 

media, image/texts are a genre in which artists intentionally critique sociopolitical issues, 

including the Holocaust, racially motivated violence, and the events of 9/11.  I will 

consider the nuanced ways in which collective trauma has been represented and 

problematized in both Holocaust and American image/texts.  While there are several 

Holocaust-related image/texts, 40 this chapter will focus on two: W.G. Sebald’s The 

Emigrants (1992, 1996)41 and Monika Maron’s Pavel’s Letters (1999, 2002).42  The 

second half of this chapter will examine four contemporary American image/texts – 

Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (2005), Theresa Hak Kyung 
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Cha’s Dictee (1982), Leslie Marmon Silko’s Storyteller (1991), and Carole Maso’s The 

Art Lover (2000).  Each image/text questions what we call history, particularly how past 

collective traumas have been constructed in accordance with accepted narrative models.  

Within and between their two types of narrative, image/texts investigate the absences and 

contradictions in dominant discourse and master narratives.  Through seemingly 

mundane and ordinary moments, each novel’s central trauma – floating just beneath the 

page – becomes known to readers, who simultaneously come face-to-face with the 

constructed artifice of representation and collective memory.  Discrepancies and 

contradictions become generative through the mixing of visual and textual narratives; 

they cause readers to reconsider traumatic events as containing the potential to connect 

people across borders specifically through confusion and representational limitations. 

While one might assume that a hybrid novel would represent an event or 

experience more completely than a conventional text or photograph, image/texts instead 

acknowledge the often-repressed knowledge that one can never represent the reality of a 

situation in all its complexity.  The tensions between the two modes of expression 

emphasize the absences and silences, through which the reader becomes aware and 

makes sense of the crises at the heart of each novel.  Interestingly, none of the 

image/texts studied here includes horrifically graphic representations.43  It is through this 

absence that trauma is then implicitly represented in all its everyday-ness; it need not be 

directly represented to be powerfully present and understood.  Rather than directly 

representing violence, the texts this chapter analyzes – and perhaps image/texts generally 

– illustrate the nondescript, non-sacred, ordinary nature of trauma by utilizing the 
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seemingly mundane.  For example, Holocaust image/texts do not include images of 

concentration camps, violent executions, emaciated survivors, or piles of victims’ bodies.  

Instead, they rely upon innocuous, but nonetheless iconic, images that have become 

metonymical for the Holocaust, such as train tracks, barbed wire, and pre-1939 family 

portraits.  Like the Holocaust in these images, trauma’s present absence haunts 

image/texts, disrupting the novel form and reader expectations.  

Although they have existed for centuries, image/texts are perfectly situated to 

reflect upon contemporary discussions of trauma, particularly given how visually 

obsessed our culture has become.  Image/texts push the conventional boundaries of the 

novel, but most relevant for this chapter is their frank acknowledgement of artifice and 

constructedness. Image/texts call into question the ability of both text and image to 

represent, as well as the culturally-mediated aesthetics, conventions, and epistemologies 

upon which representation depends.  The veracity of images is disrupted by their location 

in a novel, while the limitations of language are exposed by the inclusion of the pictorial.  

The visual may be meant to supplement the textual and vice versa.  But, beheld together, 

these dueling representations disrupt each other, and themselves, to critique narrative and 

meaning-making. 

 “Taken for Granted”: Marrying Visual and Textual 

 Beginning with Medieval illuminated manuscripts and continuing through the 

present, there have always been narratives that play with print conventions.  These texts 

often explore the boundaries of genre and literary narrative in general.  While printing 

costs have limited the production and circulation of image/texts, several authors have 
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published complex novels that incorporate both visual and textual narratives.  One can 

look back as far as Laurence Sterne’s The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, 

Gentleman (1759-67), if not further.  In fact, Tristram Shandy could serve as a starting 

point for the relationship I am tracing between the traumatic and image/texts: its black 

page represents Parson Yorick’s death and suggests it is beyond words for the narrator, 

necessitating a visual referent.44   

The inclusion of visual elements alongside the textual changed significantly with 

the advent of photography.  Because it claims a direct relation to the world and an 

authenticity that can be used to substantiate a narrative, the employment of photographic 

evidence is standard practice in criminal cases and memoirs as “proof” that people and 

events truly existed.  Of course, there have been famous examples of forged memoirs in 

which the included photographs seem to authenticate what has turned out to be 

fabrication.45  Nonfiction and fiction authors alike utilize photography to disrupt the 

real/imagined dichotomy and explore how narratives create knowledge.  

 Specifically, captions embed interpretations within photographs.  While his main 

focus is film, Walter Benjamin also considers the relationship between photographic 

images and captions in his renowned essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 

Reproduction” (1936).46  About photography, Benjamin writes, “For the first time, 

captions become obligatory.  And it is clear that they have a character altogether different 

from the titles of paintings.  The directives given by captions to those looking at the 

images in illustrated magazines soon become even more precise and commanding in 

films…” (108).  While they are believed to be evidentiary, photographs tend to be 
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supplemented with captions that didactically anchor them, telling us how to read them 

and immediately coloring any interpretation.  We seem uneasy about photographs, so 

much so that there is a tendency to readily accept any textual instructions in order to 

reduce their open-endedness.47   

 In perhaps more concrete terms, Susan Sontag highlights how captions restrict 

interpretation through her analysis of war photographs in Regarding the Pain of Others.  

Like Benjamin, she notes the power of words to limit how we read images:  “During the 

fighting between Serbs and Croats at the beginning of the recent Balkan wars, the same 

photographs of children killed in the shelling of a village were passed around at both Serb 

and Croat propaganda briefings.  Alter the caption, and the children’s deaths could be 

used and reused” (10).  Once read, the caption creates a context for the photograph that it 

can no longer exist without, stressing the malleability of images.  Such ideologically 

based responses overshadow an image’s other potential meanings. 

 Sontag’s analysis was informed by Roland Barthes’s collection of essays Image-

Music-Text.  In “The Photographic Message,” Barthes argues that text invents meaning 

for photographs and that traumatic images approach denotation in ways closed off to 

other types of photographs.   

Truly traumatic photographs are rare, for in photography the trauma is 

wholly dependent on the certainty that the scene “really” happened: the 

photographer had to be there (the mystical definition of denotation).  

Assuming this (which, in fact, is already a connotation), the traumatic 

photograph (fires, shipwrecks, catastrophes, violent deaths, all captured 
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“from life as lived”) is the photograph about which there is nothing to say; 

the shock-photo is by structure insignificant: no value, no knowledge, at 

the limit no verbal categorization can have a hold on the process 

instituting the signification.  One could imagine a kind of law: the more 

direct the trauma, the more difficult is connotation...  (198) 

None of the image/texts discussed here includes what Barthes has defined as “traumatic 

photograph;” instead, the authors chose images that connote a relationship to the 

traumatic.  But, Barthes’ concept of traumatic imagery explains why image/texts tend not 

to include the “shock-photo.”48  He suggests this decision against denotation comes out of 

the impossibility of signification when confronted with a “shock-photo” or “truly 

traumatic” image; such an image would halt all narratives because it is beyond 

signification.  There is nothing (left) to say, perhaps even no “thing” there at all. 

 While “truly traumatic” images are less rare today, 49 photographs that connote 

trauma continue to be more common and easily circulated.  The photograph need not be 

traumatic in order to deliver a shock to the viewer; it can represent a traumatic element 

without being denotative.  In Camera Lucida, Barthes considers the relationship between 

photographs and critical thought: “A photograph’s punctum is that accident which pricks 

me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me)” (27).  The viewer pauses to consider the 

image more closely because the punctum elicits emotional and cognitive responses.  

Thus, Barthes ties together that which injures and inspires in the punctum.50  He even 

frames his inquiry into photography as a trauma:  “As Spectator I was interested in 

Photography only for ‘sentimental’ reasons: I wanted to explore it not as a question (a 
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theme) but as a wound: I see, I feel, hence I notice, I observe, and I think” (21 my 

emphasis).  Critical thought about an image comes out of an affective response, a 

wounding that Barthes suggests motivates the viewer to become an active interpreter and 

critic.  Furthermore, these accidents cannot be predicted by the photographer; what one 

finds punctuating or wounding cannot be universal but depends upon the historical 

moment, cultural contexts, individual experience and even taste (47).  Through our 

senses, photography opens us up to keen observation and analytical thought.  

 Building upon Barthes’ analysis of photography’s limitations and “force of 

evidence,” Carol Armstrong examines the complex relationship between photography 

and text in Scenes in a Library: Reading the Photograph in the Book 1843-1875.  

Armstrong deconstructs the reading of photographs and surrounding text in her analysis 

of Victorian books.  In her introduction, Armstong writes: “Indeed, so accustomed are we 

to seeing photographic imagery together with some form of text or other, so much do we 

take it for granted, that the verbal framing of the photograph seems natural, even 

invisible” (1).  Any text in proximity to or about an image trains the viewer how to 

interpret the visual – as Benjamin suggests – and is immediately internalized into the 

image so as to erase all trace of itself – as Sontag suggests.  But in her analysis of 

William Henry Fox Talbot’s The Pencil of Nature (1844-6), Armstrong finds moments in 

which the opposite is also true.   

In some instances, [The Pencil of Nature] begins the process of 

naturalizing that relationship [between text and image], so that the text 

right away appears to inhabit the images and the images to visualize the 
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text, as if we see that process happen before our eyes.  In other cases, it 

leaves the relationship so open that the reader is forced to confront his or 

her readerly activity of moving between text and plates.  In these cases, 

there appears to be nothing natural or inherent about the relationship 

between the two: the reader is made to understand the artifice of wedding 

the semiologically distant spaces of the photograph and the printed page 

to one another, and the fundamentally hybrid quality, not to mention 

oddity, of the photographically illustrated book.  (125, my emphasis) 

Opposing two modes of representation allows the artifice and constructed nature of 

reading and interpretation to come to the forefront in hybrid texts.  The combination of 

text and visual causes at least a dual interpretation of the work: first as distinct entities, 

then as a whole.51  These potentially oppositional readings can never be teased apart but 

always inform our interpretations of image/text.  The movement between text and image, 

at times, appears seamless, but readers often confront a punctum that boldly announces 

the invisible chasm such reading must bridge. 

“No Detail Holds Up:” Holocaust Image/texts and Imaginative Reality 

 Holocaust image/texts explicitly recognize and explore these complex issues in 

their attempt to articulate what has been labeled “unspeakable.”  W.G. Sebald’s novels 

serve as model image/texts: each includes beautifully constructed prose and haunting 

images that together create a complex web of meaning.52  In The Emigrants, as well as 

his other writings,53 World War II and the Holocaust haunt the narrative. The Holocaust 

is markedly absent; the word “Holocaust” is never used.  WWII is directly referenced 
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only three times; there are many more references to “the war” (at least eighteen), but the 

majority of those refer to WWI.  The words “Jewish” and “Jew” are used a total of 

seventeen times in the text, although several of those reference particular neighborhoods 

in Manchester, England.  Why, then, is The Emigrants read as a Holocaust narrative?  

Given his biography,54 it is difficult to read Sebald’s novels as separate from this 

historical moment, a context that is also subtly suggested by the texts themselves.  The 

Holocaust develops in the overlapping visual and textual narratives, and the novel’s many 

contexts, like the ghostly image of a Polaroid.  Mark M. Anderson suggests that 

“documents in [Sebald’s] texts are part of the fragile, epistemologically uncertain, but 

morally urgent task to salvage meaning from the ruins of… personal histories.  […] 

Melancholic but strangely restorative, these ghostlike pictures attempt nothing less than 

to bring the dead to life – even as they question the reality of the living” (151).  The 

empty city and landscapes seem to refer to the millions who were killed by the Nazi 

regime; their absent presence haunts both the novel and the post-war collective 

imagination.   

The Emigrants shrewdly portrays the trauma of history and the limitations of 

representation in communicating that trauma.  Through an unnamed protagonist, The 

Emigrants traces the lives of four elderly German Jews in exile.  The commonalities 

across the four stories and the inclusion of photographs give the impression that the novel 

has an overarching message.  But, the fragmented narratives, missing information, 

contradictions between versions of events and imagistic evidence, and unexplained 

deaths of all four characters create a difficult tale without redemption or resolution.  By 
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constructing a disjointed story through photographs and text, Sebald makes his reader 

conscious of the novel’s artifice, an awareness that may confuse his audience.   As the 

narrator states about Dr. Henry Selwyn in the first chapter, “He lived in his hermitage, 

giving his entire attention, as he occasionally told me, to thoughts which on the one hand 

grew vaguer day by day and, on the other, grew more precise and unambiguous” (11).  

Like the dissolving of memory into hardened fact, Selwyn and the reader become more 

aware of that which haunts, all the more absent in its precision and bald starkness.  Iconic 

images butt up against the innocuous and confusingly detailed narratives of the German 

emigrants.  Much has been made of Sebald’s use of photographs and artifacts in his 

novels, but these analyses tend to read the images separately or more prominently than 

the textual narrative that drives the novel.  Reading the stories and images as an archive, 

the traumatic events of WWII, particularly the Holocaust, and how that history has been 

socially constructed for future generations emerge as the novel’s central impetus. 

The visual narrative of The Emigrants incorporates empty landscapes / cityscapes 

and family portraits that – as a group – create a clear, if subtle, reference to iconic 

Holocaust images: train tracks, graveyards, grave markers, the Star of David, and family 

portraits.  “Sebaldian photographs disturb.  They manifest the disparity between the 

catastrophic events of history and the ability of human memory and archival technology 

to accurately recall them” (Pane np).  The image’s inability to recapture history may 

account for Sebald’s decision to exclude photographs that purport to best represent 

WWII, particularly images from ghettoes and concentration camps.  At the same time, the 

mere inclusion of photographs implies a recordable and recorded history.  As Keith 
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Gessen suggests, “[The images] complicate the written text by suggesting a documentary 

record of a disappearing world even as the writing implies that that world is irretrievable” 

(np).   

This contradictory and counter-intuitive means of representing that which 

supposedly cannot be represented encourages the reader to pause and consider the artifice 

of the novel.  In “Image and Text: W.G. Sebald’s Montage Technique,” Axel Schalk 

suggests, “Sebald’s strategy in his montage technique is thus illustrated by this process of 

productive contradiction.  Image and text, as we now observe, diverge irreconcilably…  

The embedded photograph, the map or the painting, which try to suggest clarity, are 

subverted in the text” (41-2).  Although at first they may appear to reinforce one 

another’s meaning, text and image are at odds throughout The Emigrants.  Take, for 

example, a snapshot of an unoccupied living room in the chapter on Ambros Adelwarth.  

“There is a picture of the living room on one of the next pages, said Aunt Fini.  The 

whole house was always very neat and tidy, down to the last detail, like the room in this 

photograph” (102).  Given the proximity of this quote to the image of a living room, one 

would suppose it reproduces the image to which Aunt Fini refers.  But, the description of 

the room that follows does not reflect the furniture in the photograph.  “Usually I sat in 

the blue armchair when I visited, and Uncle sat at his bureau, at a slight angle as if he 

were about to write something or other.  And from there he would tell me stories and 

many a strange tale” (102).  While an armchair is the central figure, there is no bureau in 

the photograph; therefore, it is difficult to conclude that the image represents the room 

Aunt Fini describes.  The lack of color also makes any conclusion about the image 
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impossible.  But, the photograph contains enough details to imply that it depicts Uncle 

Adelwarth’s living room.  Finally, the shocking stories Adelwarth told Fini and his 

response after relating them tie this seemingly innocuous description back to the 

traumatic undercurrents of the novel.   

At times I thought the things he said he had witnessed, such as beheadings 

in Japan, were so improbable that I supposed he was suffering from 

Korsakov’s syndrome: as you may know, said Aunt Fini, it is an illness 

which causes lost memories to be replaced by fantastic inventions.  At any 

rate, the more Uncle Adelwarth told his stories, the more desolate he 

became.  After Christmas ’52, he fell into such a deep depression that, 

although he plainly felt a great need to talk about his life, he could no 

longer shape a single sentence, not utter a single word, or any sound at all.  

(102-3) 

Like Sewlyn before him, Adelwarth becomes fixated on his traumatic past, a past that 

becomes so overwhelming as to silence both of them.  Suggesting that Adelwarth 

suffered from Korsakov’s syndrome discredits his painful memories as being the 

imagined utterances of the mentally ill.  This offhanded remark by Fini takes on added 

significance when we consider that there is no clear relationship between the text and 

image except those invented by our imaginations.  Uncle Adelwarth’s absent traumatic 

story is all the more pronounced given the fantastic gymnastics reader’s minds undergo, 

almost without thought, to connect its disparate fragments.  Also in parallel to the three 
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other emigrants, Adelwarth becomes so engrossed in traumatic memory that he takes his 

own life.   

Richard T. Gray views the contradictory impulses in The Emigrants as intentional 

and productive: “Sebald was concerned with strategies of refinement that not only 

highlight and underscore central ideas, but that also enhance the polysemous character of 

the text. […] [Sebald’s] process of revision turns… on contrary tendencies, one that 

hones for precision and clarity and another that loosens the textual threads so as to create 

openings for interpretive speculation and engagement on the part of the reader” (389). 

Through the centrality of the Holocaust for each story and artifact, The Emigrants weaves 

trauma into its very construction.  Sebald invites critical, active readers to consider the 

methods used in his novel and the limitations of our shorthands and master narratives 

when confronted with collective trauma.   

The closest The Emigrants comes to visually representing the Nazi regime and the 

destruction it caused are two photographic reproductions: one, a photograph that 

supposedly shows the 1933 Wurzberg book burning and, the other, a snapshot 

purportedly of Paul Bereyter serving in the motorized artillery division of the Third 

Reich.  Interestingly, both of these images take Nazi perpetrators as their subject, rather 

than victims, who are the novel’s implicit subject.  These two images cannot be 

interpreted simply as what their captions suggest.  Both can be read as forgeries.  The 

plume of smoke in the doctored photograph is obvious, particularly to the visually trained 

21st-century reader, and – as Jeff Adams also suggests – it is unclear if the photographs 

Paul Bereyter all depict the same person.55   
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Without captions, the photographs are difficult to interpret and connect to the 

textual narrative.  “This is noteworthy,” according to Silke Horstkotte, “because it 

suggests that the interpretation of the four stories as factual accounts of real biographies, 

which was shared by many early readers of The Emigrants, was based on a mistaken 

understanding of the photograph as evidence, which did not take into account the 

implications of Sebald’s layout” (53).  Stefanie Harris likewise writes, “Sebald both 

exploits and denies the documentary status of the photograph, prompting us to look 

beyond the simple reading of these photographs as merely enhancing the non-fictional 

elements of the text and to ask how they might function with and against the language of 

the text itself in order to communicate a particular relationship with the past” (308).  

Despite the substantiation of some textual claims in the photographic evidence, these 

moments of collaboration often fall apart under closer scrutiny.  The “particular 

relationship with the past” is one of hesitation: Sebald makes readers uncomfortably 

aware of the many ways in which the historical past we think we know is, in fact, 

complex, irretrievable, and ghostly.   

Sebald’s use of images that have come to represent the Holocaust illustrates how 

icons are socially constructed: Why should the image of train tracks or an overgrown 

cemetery immediately represent the Holocaust? Sebald’s visual narrative explores how 

our interpretations of images are tainted by the moment in which we live.  Prior to 1941 

(or even prior to the 1970s when there was an influx of published Holocaust narratives), 

these images would have been read and interpreted in a different way.  But, “just as the 

return of past memories for Sebald’s protagonists is always incomplete, leaving 
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conspicuous patches of blindness or ‘lagoons of oblivion’ in their psyches, so the 

photographic frame not only allows the reader to see what has been preserved but also to 

sense that much remains unknown, outside of the frame” (Barzilai 209).  The 

contradictions and silences in The Emigrants emphasize the unknown without suggesting 

that it is unknowable.  Instead, the traumatic past exists in the space left between what the 

novel reveals and what it cannot.  In her article “On Exposure: Photography and Uncanny 

Memory in W. G. Sebald’s Die Ausgewanderten and Austerlitz,” Maya Barzilai writes 

about the ghost of history in Austerlitz:  

Through the incorporation of the photographs the readers are asked, 

therefore, not only to look down from the tower of memory at foreign 

lands and people, as they appeared at the time the photo was taken, but 

also to realize the ‘dumb’ aspect of memory – that is, the limits of our 

ability to know what took place in the past, especially when that past 

encloses a traumatic experience. (217) 

This haunting hovers above the photographs in the Sebald’s novels, the fragmented 

textual narrative that disrupts its own flow through tangential, incomplete, and unfinished 

stories, and the unexplained suicide of each major character. 

The Emigrants, then, does not attempt to represent the experience of Holocaust 

survivors, but rather to emphasize the ways in which the Holocaust has been represented 

to reveal the constructed nature of representation and collective memory.  “There [in The 

Emigrants] both the photographs and the place between the photography and text act as 

blanks that have to be filled in by the reader/spectator.  [The Emigrants] foreground[s] 
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the practice and process of reading by inviting the recipient to move around in this 

topography…” (Horstkotte 74).   The trauma of the Holocaust is not only that of the 

violence and death wrought by the event itself, but of the further violences perpetrated by 

the difficult intersection of history and representation.   

Sebald’s play with fractured narratives renders conscious preconceived notions 

and collective memories of history.  Trauma is represented through its marked absence.  

According to Murray Baumgarten, “With the narrator, the reader enters the space of 

personal meditation.  Here there are neither answers nor questions but a haunted 

presence. […] Thus the first person narration engages the reader in the construction of 

her own account.  Unresolved, fragmented, incomplete, relying on shards of evidence, the 

narrator insists on the inconclusiveness of his experience: rather than arriving at a 

conclusion, narrator and reader are left disturbed” (268-9).  While each of the 

protagonists commits suicide, their deaths are not easily explained as a result of their 

experiences during WWII; instead their suicides must go unexplained.  The characters 

haunt the novel and our imagination, drawing together numerous silences and making 

readers aware of the stories the characters intentionally do not tell, as well as the millions 

of Holocaust victims whose stories will never be told.  The contradictory impulses of The 

Emigrants mark the novel as artifice in order to engage the reader in our socially 

constructed history and its myriad absences. 

History also haunts Monika Maron’s Pavel’s Letters, highlighting its 

constructedness through a careful investigation into her own family history, her analysis 

of family photographs, and imagined futures for her murdered grandparents.  By pushing 
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against and moving beyond Holocaust, Jewish, and German historical and cultural 

narratives, Maron questions how history comes to be known and what it means.  This 

carefully constructed novel specifically plays with the conventions of memoir, a genre 

fraught with potential pitfalls that have been brought into relief since the Holocaust.56 

 The title of the book emphasizes its divergence from memoir convention.  The 

original, German title is: Pawels Briefe: Eine Familiengeschichte, which translates as 

Pavel’s Letters: A Family History.  Her use of “eine” (“a”) rather than “meine” (“my”) 

generalizes - and may even fictionalize - the book, thus reaching “beyond… individual 

concern” (Schaumann 261).  According to Joanna K. Stimmel, Maron’s title “points 

clearly to the centrality of familial memory and history, but Maron never loses sight of 

the larger context of German public memory and historical consciousness” (152).  

Maron’s desire to explore both her individual and collective pasts prompts her to write 

outside literary convention. 57  Recovering her personally and culturally traumatic past 

becomes untenable because of missing facts, but also because narrative gives a false 

sense of coherence. 

 The family snapshots in Pavel’s Letters do not directly correspond 

chronologically or narratively to the text.  In most cases, when Maron discuss a 

photograph, another image reproduced on the surrounding pages.  One must flip through 

the book in order to find the photograph being discussed.  At times, the photograph and 

corresponding text are separated by as many as 100 pages.  Each photograph is 

subsequently followed by a second printing, usually two or three pages later, that shows a 

close up of a particular detail, such as a hand or face.  Maron’s textual discussion of the 
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photographs often focuses on a different aspect of the photo than that which has been 

visually enlarged for the reader.  All of these strategies disrupt the flow of the narrative, 

making the reader aware of the ways in which memoirs are constructed.  This, along with 

the many ruminations on imperfect memory, causes a book that resembles memoir to 

read like a work of fiction. 

Given the deliberate placement and multiple reproductions of each photograph, 

Maron could have simply reiterated in her text the photographic information, or chosen 

photographs that reinforced the narrative she wished to tell.  Her choice to imagine 

scenes from her grandparents’ lives and fantasize about their possible future, had they not 

perished in the Holocaust, reinforces the failure of memory and archival documentation 

to fill the missing gaps in her grandparents’ history.  “Abandoning a conventional 

concept of remembering, the narrator comes to use Pavel’s letters as a catalyst to envision 

the life of her grandparents and to imagine that she knew her grandfather.” (Schaumann 

254-5).  “To the narrator, the photographs remain ambivalent at best and cannot replace 

her own imagination” (276).  Maron’s fantasies emphasize that which she, and German 

citizens, cannot change: the fact of the Holocaust.  According to Friederike Eigler, in his 

article “Engendering Cultural Memory in Selected Post-Wende Literary Texts of the 

1990s,”  

These partial enlargements have a powerful defamiliarizing effect on the 

reader as they shift the focus and frame of a previously shown picture and 

therefore raise our awareness of how the focus and frame of any picture 

determines the way we read it.  This particular combination of regular 
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shots and close-ups draws attention to the powerful illusion inherent in 

photography: Pawels Briefe challenges the illusion that photos provide 

immediate access to the objects being photographed. (396)   

Maron’s disruption of memoir conventions parallels idea of archival access: memoir 

implies an intimate knowledge of the events about which one is writing, and Pavel’s 

Letters begins by explicitly stating what cannot be known. 

 Maron’s own memories may be imagined through the family’s photographs and 

the stories she create, but she also depends upon her mother’s recollections.  And, Hella 

is unable to remember the details Maron needs.  “These letters [Hella found between her 

parents and their children] were unknown to her.  She had no recollection of ever reading 

them or even writing them herself.  She learned details about which, so it seemed to her, 

she knew nothing” (3-4).  Hella repressed the memories associated with these incredibly 

painful letters, in which her parents describe their life in the ghetto.  Hella even 

reproaches herself for a response to her father in which she tells him to get over her 

mother’s death, a remark she does not remember making.   

 Perhaps because of Hella’s clearly unreliable memory, Maron searches her 

family’s photographs and correspondence to know more about her grandparents than 

their horrific deaths in the Holocaust.  In order to even begin to consider their lives, she 

“must forget how they died.  […] In the shadow of their actual death no detail holds up; it 

becomes banal and mystical.  […] …it is impossible for me, in hindsight, not to read into 

[any detail from their lives] a certain premonition, not to see in it the legacy of the age-

old Jewish experience” (12-13).  The fact that they died in the Holocaust cannot be 
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overcome and haunts all memories before and after that moment.  Like the iconic 

photographs of The Emigrants, Maron wishes to challenge the conventional narrative of 

modern Jewish experience, seen through the Holocaust, which casts a shadow over their 

entire history, past, present, and future.  Barthes argues, “Not only is the photo never, in 

essence, a memory… it actually blocks memory, quickly becom[ing] a counter-memory” 

(91).  Maron consciously struggles with the counter-memory of her family photos in light 

of the Holocaust: “But my grandfather didn’t know the kind of death awaiting him; and 

he enjoyed life.  Everything I know about him attests to it” (13).  Despite her knowledge 

of her grandfather’s love of life, the Holocaust’s long shadow colors Maron’s memories 

and any potential counter-memories suggested by her family’s happy, pre-1939 

snapshots.  This one fact outweighs everything else she knows about Pavel and what she 

can see in photographs of him, traumatizing their entire history in opposition to the 

relationship photographs usually have with memory. 

Emphasizing this sense that their fates were sealed, the photographs of Maron’s 

grandparents come in pairs, either individual photos of them one after the other or 

photographs of them together.  The one exception to this is a photograph of Josefa’s 

grave because the parallel image of Pavel’s grave does not exist.  Despite not knowing 

any specifics and having no grave-marker, Pavel’s death is ever-present in its absence.  

This missing photograph, again, emphasizes Pavel’s death over his life and disrupts 

reader expectations.  Andrew Plowman, Silke Horstkotte, and Carol Schaumann have 

noted the absence this exception creates visually.58  The gap, then, creates meaning by 

breaking the photographic pattern and emphasizing precisely that which Monika has 
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claimed to want to move past.  Again, Pavel’s tragic death has become emblematic for 

his entire life, despite photographs and memories illustrating his profound love of life and 

happiness. 

 While the title declares that this will be “Pavel’s Letters,” the novel turns away 

from an attempt to recover who he was beyond his death to an exploration of Maron’s 

relationship with her mother in postwar German Democratic Republic (East Germany or 

GDR).  For the narrator, “public memory contrasts with the family’s memory, to the 

point that the granddaughter’s act of recovering her grandparents’ memories challenges 

the institutional memory culture promoted in both West and East Germany” (Schaumann 

251).  Her grandparents become a metaphor for her relationship with both her communist 

mother and postwar GDR; a way to tie the atrocities of the Holocaust to those enacted by 

the GDR and ignored by – while also symbolically represented by – Hella’s staunch 

belief in the righteousness of the Communist state.   

The narrator’s later relationship with her mother, as revealed in the text, contrasts 

significantly with the photographs included in Pavel’s Letters.  The photos appear to 

document a close, happy relationship between mother and daughter, and Monika’s 

willing participation in Communist demonstrations, in direct contradiction to the textual 

narrative that details her falling out with both her mother and the Communist party.  As 

noted by Carol Schaumann in her book Memory Matters: Generational Responses to 

Germany’s Nazi Past in Recent Women’s Literature, “With image and narrative 

repeatedly at odds, Maron challenges the representational capacity of either” (283).  

Maron presents an ambivalence toward both photographic and narrative access to 
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collective and personal histories.  “With its carefully crafted interplay of image and text, 

Pavel’s Letters brings forth a different story, one that questions the validity of any one 

medium to represent the past” (276-7).  Maron’s implied message takes on added urgency 

given the trauma of the Holocaust and its ever-present haunting effects.  As Katharina 

Gerstenberger writes in her article “Difficult Stories: Generation, Genealogy, Gender in 

Zafer Senocak's Gefährliche Verwandtschaft and Monika Maron's Pawels Briefe,” 

“Where Freud sought to provide answers [for] why and how we forget and remember, 

Maron accepts forgetting and not remembering as a reality that can be narrated but not 

always explained” (248).   

These two Holocaust image/texts illustrate how image/texts question archival 

histories and individual memories, as well as our ability to accurately narrativize 

experience given the pervasiveness of violence, suffering, and mourning that has become 

an essential part of our self definition.  Contemporary American image/texts take up 

themes and concerns similar to those expressed in Holocaust image/texts.  It is not a 

coincidence that three of the four authors discussed in the next section have also written 

novels about the Holocaust and/or World War II.59  There appears to be a connection 

between an interest in the horrors of World War II and an exploration of trauma through 

the image/text form. 

Contemporary American Image/texts: “A Canvas Rather than the Paints” 

 Jonathan Safran Foer’s novel about the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center, 

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close collects several cultural traumas, not solely those 

from 9/11.  Reviewers and critics have been harsh in their evaluation of Extremely Loud 
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& Incredibly Close, most insisting that the creative form and use of humor are 

inappropriate for the subject matter.60  While they are inevitable, such ethical concerns 

should not stop artistic production.  As Foer stated in an interview about his first, 

critically acclaimed novel, Everything is Illuminated:  

My mind wanted to wander, to invent, to use what I had seen as a canvas, 

rather than the paints.  But, I wondered, is the Holocaust exactly that 

which cannot be imagined?  What are one’s responsibilities to ‘the truth’ 

of a story, and what is ‘the truth’?  Can historical accuracy be replaced 

with imaginative accuracy?  The eye with the mind’s eye? (Jewish Life 

np)   

A few critics expressed concerns about its use of fantasy, but Everything is Illuminated 

has been hailed as a masterpiece of Holocaust fiction.  What, then, makes the imagined 

events in Foer’s second novel unpalatable to so many?   Is it precisely their “imaginative 

accuracy?”  Embracing the imaginary to get at a truth expands the representation of 9/11 

in Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close, as it has for Holocaust texts like Everything is 

Illuminated, Life is Beautiful, and Maus.  The affective power of Foer’s novel comes not 

from a historical truth but an emotional one, a personal response to artistic expression 

that allows for, and may even insist upon, representational and human limitations. 

 These limitations can be seen most clearly in the novel’s own movement away 

from the specific events and traumas of 9/11.  While its subject is 9/11, Extremely Loud 

& Incredibly Close explores the bombings of Hiroshima and Dresden in detail.  Oskar 

presents an interview of a Hiroshima survivor to his class and his grandfather recalls the 
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horrific aftermath of the Dresden firebombing.  These parallel historic and collective 

events lead the reader to see how the traumatic can connect people across boundaries and 

borders.  “Indeed bringing the trauma of 9/11 into conversation with other, older 

collective traumata suggests an attempt to engage the pain of others and to consider the 

myriad ways in which global power structures implicate one’s own vulnerability in that 

of others” (Saal 455).  Artistic expression of collective trauma engages audiences beyond 

identity politics. In “Boroughs and Neighbors: Traumatic Solidarity in Jonathan Safran 

Foer’s Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close,” Matthew Mullins argues, “The novel does 

not posit a world in which everyone is the same and controversy never arises.  Instead, 

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close celebrates difference while emphasizing community. 

…the trauma of Hiroshima and Dresden become renewed opportunities for transnational 

empathy” (322-3).  In both Everything is Illuminated and Extremely Loud & Incredibly 

Close, Foer encourages connections across time and space, even though the particular 

collective traumas he depicts have become near-sacred events, a risky choice given the 

intensity of feeling surrounding both the Holocaust and 9/11.  By juxtaposing traumas in 

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close, Foer touches the heart of what it means to mourn 

international and personal tragedies, while creating “transnational empathy” outside of a 

hierarchy of trauma.   

The events are historically situated in particular cultural moments and locations, 

but they also sit outside of time and space as a trauma.   Phillipe Codde writes, “A… 

mechanism of metonymic indirectness, of dealing with subjects other than those one is 

actually talking about, is at play in Foer’s novels… Both novels [Everything is 
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Illuminated and Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close] present the protagonist’s search for 

an inaccessible past, but they end up revealing things unsought for” (242).  The past may 

be inaccessible, but the effects of trauma continue.  The “unsought for” trace of collective 

trauma rears its head with each similar historical event and our attempts to mourn such 

tragedies. 

 Foer represents the characters’ inability to speak their traumas in two opposed, 

but connected, ways.  Oskar’s grandmother attempts to type her memories of the 

Holocaust but all she can bear to do it press the spacebar, so her pages are blank (121-3), 

while Oskar’s grandfather’s story becomes so muddled that the words overlap until they 

are simply blackness (281-4).  About these two visual moments, Codde argues, “This 

seems to be Foer’s specific point, indeed: attempts to recreate linguistically one’s 

traumatic histories are doomed to end either in the emptiness of the blank page or in total 

blackness” (245).  While Codde suggests that the blankness and blackness of the page 

cannot represent, I believe it is through such visuals that Foer poignantly represents 

trauma, fraught with contradiction, complexity, and affect.  Representing trauma requires 

so much work, so many words, and, at the same time, is beyond words, recognizable 

without them.  These visuals are part of the coded messages of trauma interlaced 

throughout the novel. 

 Codes fascinate Oskar; in fact, the entire plot revolves around his search for 

hidden meanings in his father’s last acts and answering machine messages.  He hides the 

answering machine so his mother will never know his father called multiple times before 

his death, but Oskar makes her a bracelet that is his father’s last message in Morse code 
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“Are you there?  Are you there? …” (301).  The bracelet is Oskar’s way of telling his 

mother what his father’s last words were without having to reveal his secret to her.   

Oskar’s grandfather, Thomas Sr., loses the ability to speak after his emigration to 

the U.S. following WWII.  Much like the bracelet, Oskar’s grandfather spells out a secret 

message using his phone’s keypad in hopes of making the woman he calls understand 

(269-71).  These three pages of numeric code are a gap in the narrative for readers.  

Several people have posted online their attempts to translate the coded message, but no 

one has been able to decipher it.  Each number on a telephone keypad can represent three 

or four letters, so the numeric sequences could spell many words.  While this code has 

intrigued readers, deciphering it is not necessary for comprehending its significance.  The 

words Thomas Sr. spells out do not matter as much as his effort to communicate beyond 

the muteness imposed upon him by his past traumas.  He is physically unable to speak 

but continues to express himself; he embodies the unspeakable and the human need to 

speak it.  The numerous possibilities for this message recall the narratives Oskar’s 

grandparents tell of their marriage, each with completely different versions of events.  

For example, Oskar’s grandfather blames himself for his wife’s blank memoir because he 

pulled the ribbon out of the typewriter, but she admits to the reader that she only hit the 

space bar over and over: “My life story was spaces” (176).  There is no story, only 

stories; there is no deciphered code, just possible messages.  The codes and blanks within 

the novel emphasize their relationship to traumatic experience.  Each character cannot 

narrate trauma in cohesive language, which leads to a search for meaning within the 

meaningless, a cipher for the undecipherable, as a method of coping with their losses.  
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Foer’s readers find themselves in a similar position when faced with the numeric, blank, 

and black pages. 

Additionally, there are two important messages that are coded in silence, broken 

speech: Thomas’s penultimate answering machine message and the conversation between 

Oskar’s psychiatrist and his mother.  Despite the gaps, in both instances, the meaning 

remains clear.  “IT’S DA   S DAD.  HEL   S DAD.    KNOW IF     EAR ANY     THIS 

I’M   HELLO?  YOU HEAR ME?  WE   TO THE ROOF   EVERYTHING   OK   FINE   

SOON   SORRY    HEAR ME   MUCH     HAPPENS   REMEMBER—” (280).   While 

the entire message cannot be discerned, it could read: “It’s Dad.  It’s Dad.  Hello.  It’s 

Dad.  I don’t know if you can hear any of this.  I’m OK.  Hello?  Can you hear me?  

We’re going to the roof to be evacuated.  Everything is OK.  I’ll be fine.  I’ll be home 

soon.  I’m sorry.  Can you hear me?  I love you so much.  If anything happens, 

remember…” Perhaps his last words, if he hadn’t been cut off, would have been “If 

anything happens, remember I love you.”  In the original message, the words are simply 

“much happens remember” but Oskar’s dad may have said a final “I love you,” the one 

Oskar wishes he had heard him say and has been searching for throughout the novel.   

Similarly, during his mother’s discussion about his mental state with his 

psychiatrist, Oskar overhears: 

What? 

What it sounds like.    even a hospital, in the way we usually think    safe 

environment. 

Who the hell do you think you are? […] 
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I’m worried that    to himself. 

I can’t believe we’re talking about this.  […] 

danger to himself? 

I’m concerned about    indications of a child 

absolutely no way   hospitalize my son.  (206-7) 

Even more so than Thomas’ penultimate phone call, it is quite easy to fill in most of the 

blanks in this conversation.  The doctor wishes to commit Oskar to a psychiatric hospital, 

explaining to his mother that such places are no longer how we tend to imagine them and 

would be a safer environment for Oskar, whom he believes may be a danger to himself.  

His mother responds quite hostilely.  After hearing his diagnosis, Oskar’s mom tells the 

psychiatrist, “There is absolutely no way I’m going to hospitalize my son.”  Both of these 

coded, silenced messages are emblematic of his parents’ unwavering love, a love he 

seeks – his father’s outright expression of love, and love he is not yet ready to accept – 

his mother’s loving understanding of his seemingly psychotic behaviors.  Oskar refuses 

to decode these messages for himself and instead works through his grief by attempting 

to meet everyone in the New York City phonebook with the last name “Black.” 

 Oskar’s search for meaning in his father’s death ends without resolution.  He is 

able to return the mystery key to its rightful owner, but must let go of ever finding a 

deeper meaning to its mystery than coincidence.  “I want to stop inventing.  If I could 

know how he died, exactly how he died, I wouldn’t have to invent him dying inside an 

elevator that was stuck between floors…  There are so many different ways to die, I just 

need to know which was his” (257).  One of the ways Oskar imagines his father dying is 
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as the “falling man,” the infamous 9/11 photographs of a person plummeting to his/her 

death.  Controversially, the last section of the novel reproduces the falling man 

photographs in reverse chronological order, so the body falls upwards, reminiscent of the 

fantasy in Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five in which the bombs that destroyed 

Dresden glide back up into the planes and back across the ocean.  Scattered throughout 

the novel and as a series at the end, the falling man images cannot denote; they can only 

connote.  They could just as easily be Oskar’s father as anyone else who died in the 

towers that day.  As Oskar himself realizes, “There’s one body that could be him.  It’s 

dressed like he was, and when I magnify it until the pixels are so big that it stops looking 

like a person, sometimes I can see glasses.  Or I think I can.  But I know I probably can’t” 

(257).  Oskar zooms in to transform him into his father, into what he needs to have 

closure.  But, the transformation is fleeting.  Oskar must face the fact that he can never 

know the truth of his father’s death; the falling man will always be a person, but not one 

with a name or a story.  The image iconically connotes the traumas of 9/11 without 

denotation.  Like Pavel’s death during the Holocaust, Oskar’s father’s traumatic death 

overshadows his life. 

Noting the impossibility of representation in “‘Age of Reason Is Over… an Age 

of Fury Was Dawning’: Contemporary Anglo-American Fiction and Terror,” Robert 

Eaglestone suggests, “Foer’s novel…marks the failure of the novel to get to the issues.  

Various innovations with the materiality of the text… and Sebald-esque photographs both 

illuminate and illustrate the end point of communication. […]  All these textual tricks 

serve to delimit the text, to mark what it cannot do” (20).  Literature can never be 
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experience, but it can allow us insights into how and why events are translated into 

narratives.  Constructing stories is a part of the process of working through trauma, 

creating history, and making memories.  S. Todd Atchison argues about Foer’s formal 

choices and ethical responsibility, “Both the meta-textual and the twists on traditional 

narrative forms create aesthetic artifacts that disrupt reader expectations and amplify the 

sites of transference holding readers accountable for the retention of cultural memory, 

thus making it possible to engage in trauma literature in ethical-empathetic ways” (359).  

The experimental image/text form and its intense emotive qualities connect readers to 

each other by charging them with the ethical dilemma of collective traumatic memory.  

Marking what text cannot do, Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close pushes our 

understanding of its artifice to a new level, one that celebrates the challenge of empathic 

expression, to connect people across the boundaries of identity through collective trauma. 

 Written over thirty years earlier, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee also focuses 

on the ways in which historical traumas have been represented and which voices are 

denigrated by archival narratives. Central to both the visual and textual narratives are 

collective traumas, particularly the Japanese occupation of Korea and the Korean War, as 

well as individual traumas caused by historic events.  Themes of martyrdom and sacrifice 

tie together the disparate stories. Several images illustrate the delicacy of the human 

body: for example, a chart of acupuncture points sketched onto a body and a series of 

medical textbook images illustrating the lungs and throat.  The precariousness of human 

life becomes apparent in both the imagistic and textual narratives of Dictee.  The novel’s 
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various voices blur and become one, not only because they tend to be female voices, but 

because of their commonalities; the most obvious being suffering and pain. 

 Like Sebald’s The Emigrants, Cha’s novel shocks by removing iconic imagery 

from its specific historical and social contexts, challenging readerly assumptions and 

expectations.  For instance, there is a photograph of three people being executed on 

crosses that immediately calls to mind the Crucifixion, but obviously has a more 

contemporary social context; it is a photograph of three Korean freedom fighters being 

executed by the Japanese military, as identified by Shu-Mei Shih in “Nationalism and 

Korean American Women’s Writing: Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee” (39).  The 

image is grainy and was taken from some distance away, so it is difficult to discern 

exactly what is happening.  Such images disrupt the iconic by causing the reader to pause 

over the similarities and differences and, therefore, wonder about its particular contexts.  

The photographs in Dictee are not captioned or explained, making interpretation even 

more difficult.  Each image refers to specific events, people, and contexts, while 

motioning toward the universality of human pain. 

The fragmentary textual narrative, punctuated with images, begins with an 

epigraph from Sappho that encapsulates Cha’s motivations in compiling these various 

trauma narratives.  “May I write words more naked than flesh, stronger than bone, more 

resilient than sinew, sensitive than nerve” (np).  This epigraph succinctly encapsulates the 

stark bareness of Cha’s difficult to decipher, yet highly emotive, vignettes and her 

interest in bodily responses to trauma.  The corrective archival desires Cha may have had 

for her book, which led to her decision to begin with this particular quote, now seem to 
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foreshadow how its production and circulation would outlive Cha.61  Desiring both 

extreme suppleness and permanence, the epigraph also suggests one of the important 

themes that connects the seemingly disparate parts of Dictee: memory. 

While the topic of memory and its intricate relationship with archives, history, 

individual lives, and unspoken silences lurks in many of the vignettes, one entitled 

“Memory” draws upon the metaphor of theater.  A woman sits mesmerized before an 

empty stage that is “between séances,” taking no notice of those around her (149).  On 

the second day, “Her eyes open to distance as if to linger inside that which has passed in 

shadow and darkness” (149).  Open to that which lived in shadow, perhaps the woman 

sees traumatic memory, the very aporia of trauma that so many have described in terms 

of an abysmal chasm.   

She follows no progression in particular of the narrative but submits only 

to the timelessness created in her body. (Ancient.  Refusing banishment.  

Refusing to die, the already faded image.  Its decay and dismemberment 

rendering more provocative the absence.)  She remains for the effect 

induced in her, fulfilled in the losing of herself repeatedly to memory and 

simultaneously its opposition, the arrestation of memory in oblivion. 

(regardless.  Over and over.  Again.  For the time.  For the time being.) 

(149-50) 

The woman simultaneously and corporeally beholds memory and oblivion, narrative and 

image, life and death.  Her precarious, liminal being refuses to be dismissed and yet also 

is deteriorating; the effect of traumatic memory “rendering more provocative the 
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absence.”  Reading memory as traumatic (in its present absence, repetition, and 

timelessness) gives this vignette’s enigmatic paradoxes some structure and context, but 

also seems too rigid for the amorphous and timeless qualities here.  “She returns to word.  

She returns to word, its silence.  If only once.  Once inside.  Moving” (151).  Again Cha 

implies that language can overcome and embody silence, memory needs language, and 

experience needs narrative and collection. 

Dictee fictionalizes well-known, carefully archived Western texts, such as Greek 

epic poems and the lives of saints, alongside the less well-known stories of Yu Guan 

Soon and Cha’s mother, Hyung Soon Huo.  The novel can be categorized as an 

experimental autobiography, but even that loose term fails to encapsulate its layered 

complicity.  The “painfully fragmented, sometimes nonsensical narratives” move from 

any specificity to what Mayumi Takada has described as “overtly filmic language and 

images that seem to have little to do with Dictee’s autobiographical first half” (24).  The 

juxtaposition of fragments, both visual and textual, challenges our ability to make 

meaning and delimits representational possibility.  “We confront here a double bind: how 

do we make history ‘real enough’ when ‘making it real’ presents a false and complacent 

reassurance? Indeed, how does one re-invent historical trauma when it ‘exists only in the 

larger perception of History's recording’?” (Anne Anhil Cheng 122). Dictee investigates 

this double bind of historical trauma in its mindful play on the iconic and the particular, 

as well as literary conventions. 

Cha intentionally interrupts traditional representations of collective trauma 

through markedly personal, even intimate, handwritten documents that disrupt our 
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expectations for and our reading of the novel.  One such page is a reproduction of Cha’s 

own draft for pages of Dictee the reader has just finished.  Including the draft of the novel 

in the final version makes readers all the more aware that what we are reading is a 

construction.  Like the photographs, these handwritten pages visually fragment an 

already-fragmented textual narrative, connect the fictional and historical, and move the 

novel towards a deliberate and careful consideration of Korea’s traumatic past, and of 

trauma more generally. 

 In its photographs and text, Dictee fictionalizes the March 1st Movement, student-

led demonstrations against the Japanese occupation of Korea in 1919.  Yu Guan Soon, 

both the historical figure and the character in Dictee, was a leader of the March 1st 

Movement who was tortured and murdered by the occupying Japanese military.  Implicit 

in Cha’s recovery of Yu Guan Soon’s story is the history of Korea’s racial, gendered, and 

cultural traumas both before and after the student rebellion.  Even Cha’s own murder is 

uncannily prefigured by Yu Guan Soon, both the historical and imaginary figure.  

Regarding this representation of cultural trauma, Anne Anhil Cheng argues in “Memory 

and Anti-Documentary Desire in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee”: “Cha's own brand 

of intervention [for cultural trauma] seeks to break down the boundary between ‘I’ and 

those cultural/communal memories; or more accurately, it seeks to break down the 

representation of trauma as liminality. …it re-asserts the power and non-conformity of 

private fantasies as a means of short-circuiting ‘the response... [to disaster]’” (130).  By 

representing Yu Guan Soon as both a historical figure and an imagined character, Cha 

disrupts how the cultural and individual traumas of the March 1st Movement and Yu 
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Guan Soon’s murder have been remembered, insisting upon a blurring of binaries; Yu 

Guan Soon is simultaneously real and imagined, historical and character, fact and 

fantasy.  Cha “short-circuits” the way in which her text can be read by bending and 

breaking conventions and makes traumatic representation more than the sum of its parts, 

more than historical accuracy or traumatic gap, something tangible, generative, and 

potentially powerful.   

Cha challenges the binaries of Korean identity and history, while at the same time 

expanding the connections between archives, narratives, and reality, in this haunting and 

haunted text.  In her essay “Narrator, Author, Reader: Equivocation in Theresa Hak 

Kyung Cha’s Dictee,” Sue Kim suggests that “[e]xamination of the complex 

equivocations of the text demonstrates the continuing relevance of Dictee’s aesthetic and 

political projects to the understanding of our relationships to the books we read and the 

world in which we read them” (176).  This paradox of the unclear or ambivalent having 

clear aesthetic and political relevance supports Jill Bennett’s claim Empathic Visions that 

trauma narratives, like Dictee, have imperative relationships to political and social 

realities.  By combining fiction and history in both the individual elements and the 

combination of text and images, Cha creates a subtle text that is both emotionally moving 

and intellectually provocative.   

Leslie Marmon Silko’s Storyteller parallels Dictee in several ways, including its 

emotive retelling of racial and gendered oppression. 62  Storyteller similarly blurs myth 

with personal history, creating a text that stands outside time as it is structured in Anglo 

society.  The inclusion of captionless landscapes63 furthers the textual erasure of 
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chronological boundaries and emphasizes their potential timelessness. Like the empty 

landscapes in Sebald’s The Emigrants and vacant cityscapes in Andre Breton’s Nadja, 

the still images of the American West connect the reader across time and space to the 

Southwest, while family photographs ground the text in Laguna heritage and, 

specifically, the Marmon family.  These connections to place and people disrupt each 

other, further blurring geography and temporality as begun in the textual narratives.   

Silko’s careful retelling of familial and mythological stories is dedicated to “the 

storytellers as far back as memory goes and to the telling which continues and through 

which they all live and we with them” (np).  Silko articulates a clear relationship between 

life and storytelling; it is through the narratives we tell that our pasts and presents are 

knowable.  Given Storyteller’s multiple stories in which survival depends upon telling a 

story, restricting this dedication to those “as far back as memory” may seem 

unnecessarily limiting.  Perhaps Silko suggests that through storytelling one can access 

memory back to the beginnings of humankind, or perhaps she intentionally highlights the 

process by which stories are continued: flawed human memory.   

This second possible interpretation of the dedication resonates within Storyteller’s 

many instances of retelling that necessarily differ from the original story.  For example, 

Silko opens the collection by recreating a story Aunt Susie told, “As with any generation 

/ the oral tradition depends upon each person / listening and remembering a portion / and 

it is together - / all of us remembering what we have heard together - / that creates the 

whole story / the long story of the people. / I remember only a small part. / But this is 

what I remember” (6-7).  The story depends not upon one person, but upon everyone who 
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heard it together.  Necessarily, then, the stories Silko retells in Storyteller are incomplete 

fragments, small parts remembered in isolation from the whole, and the novel instructs us 

to read them as such.  Silko also emphasizes the limitations of writing what was an oral 

story, “Aunt Susie always spoke the words of the mother to her daughter / with great 

tenderness, with great feeling / […] then her voice would change and I could hear the 

excitement and wonder / and the story wasn’t sad any longer” (15).  The process of 

transcribing Aunt Susie’s stories, and trying to capture an oral tradition more generally, 

incurs the loss of the emotional response originally evoked.  Silko describes the story’s 

emotive quality as a corrective to this loss, but, in so doing, she highlights the limitations 

of textual narrative. 

Not all the stories retold in Storyteller’s photographs and vignettes include 

instructions for their interpretation.  Most are left open-ended, without resolution.  For 

example, the story of women turned to stone holding their children concludes: “She sat 

there for a little while / and then they all turned to stone. / The story ends there. / Some of 

the stories / Aunt Susie told / have this kind of ending. / There are no explanations” (42).  

Given the numerous stories of trauma and tragedy in Storyteller, the lack of explanations 

comes as no surprise.  There is no easy way to conclude a story of genocide, rape or 

suicide; in some respects, they simply are.   

In the title story, “Storyteller,” Silko implies that, which they cannot be resolved, 

trauma narratives require their own retelling.  The woman narrates her parents’ death 

from drinking poisonous alcohol sold to them by a white storekeeper, and the old man 

details his own death while hunting a bear.  The tale ends, “But she did not pause or 
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hesitate; she went on with the story, and she never stopped, not even when the woman got 

up to close the door behind the village men.  The old man would not change the story 

even when he knew the end was approaching.  Lies could not stop what was coming” 

(32).  Despite knowing the material consequences, they cannot stop telling their stories.  

The woman must recall her parents’ death and her revenge, and the old man must face the 

bear.  Both confront death; one through memory, one somehow made real through the 

telling.  Altering the story cannot change the inevitability of death.  This, along with the 

timeless quality of the stories and photographs, implies a working through of the ever-

present tragedies of past, present, and future.  

Storyteller’s images and text juxtapose the present and past, the micro and macro.  

The novel begins with a description of the Hopi basket in which Silko’s family put their 

snapshots: “It wasn’t until I began this book / that I realized that the photographs in the 

Hopi basket / have a special relationship to the stories as I remember them” (1).  Silko 

connects the textual and visual from the start, and follows this anecdote with a portrait of 

her great-grandparents and her grandfather, Hank, as a baby (2).  While its placement sets 

up her family history, the family portrait moves beyond such containment to consider 

American history, particularly the traumatic and tragic histories of American Indian 

people.  In the image, both Hank and his Anglo father look into the camera, while Hank’s 

mother’s gaze is slightly averted; they face the camera straight on, but her head is turned 

toward the left, following her line of sight.  Their different skin tones and genders 

amplify these subtle differences; the two, apparently white, males stare into the camera 

while the American Indian woman looks away.  In his casebook on Silko’s work, 
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Gregory Salyer asserts, “Although the photograph could be of anyone’s ancestors at the 

turn of the century, a closer look shows that it has captured a historic moment not only 

for Silko but for Laguna and even America” (60).  The traumatic history of the Laguna 

people appears within each photograph as subtly as in this first image.  The stories of the 

land that was taken from them, the family members killed or forcefully removed, the 

tragic outcomes when cultures collided are subtly reiterated by images of vast landscapes 

with unspoken histories and possibilities alongside family portraits that suggest some of 

those possibilities as well as what was. 

The body of Storyteller concludes with a portrait of Silko herself, marking her 

position within the stories as teller, collector, and inheritor of these histories.  Elizabeth 

McHenry writes in her essay “Spinning a Fiction of Culture: Leslie Marmon Silko’s 

Storyteller, “Silko’s position is firmly established as a link in the ongoing process of 

remembering the stories of her family in order to further the survival of their personal, 

communal, and cultural history” (104).  These varied positions of Silko with respect to 

her own work – personal but/and communal, individual but/and cultural – are further 

emphasized by the two family photographs within the closing section of captions: one of 

Grandpa Hank after he returned from the Sherman Institute, and one of several men from 

Grandpa Hank’s generation with Silko’s father and uncle as children.  Again, the racial 

dynamics are dramatically visible.  In the first image, Hank stands on the ground, leaning 

against a porch post in formal attire, a hat, and no tie, while the storeowner stands behind 

and above him on the porch, wearing a crisp white shirt and tie, one hand on his hip, the 

other holding something small but valuable, a watch or coin, perhaps (268).  Hank’s face 
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in shadow and his position down on the ground his arms akimbo suggest his servile 

position to the well-lit man in white above him.  This reading is furthered by the caption 

that Hank had recently “returned from Sherman Institute and began working for Abie 

Abraham in his story” (274).  The Sherman Institute, the first Indian boarding school in 

California, was founded by the U.S. government, run by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 

and had the mission to assimilate American Indian children.  This background for the 

image, along with the positioning of the men, highlights the suppression of American 

Indian identity and culture.  In the final image, an Anglo-looking man holds still each 

little boy, whose skin tone appears darker than that of the older men (273).  The boys also 

appear to be of a lower class than the seemingly white men because of their worn and 

informal clothing.  These differences may be easily explained; perhaps the boys’ faces 

are more in shadow and their clothes chosen because of their active play.  But, the image 

continues a narrative of racial tension and injustice traced throughout the various 

elements of Storyteller that gain a voice through Silko.  She acts as a bridge, connecting 

past and present, American Indian and Anglo.   

Storyteller attempts to reconcile and respect collective trauma while celebrating a 

cultural history that no longer exists.  In “Native Designs: Silko’s Storyteller and the 

Reader’s Initiation,” Linda Krumholz argues that Storyteller redefines power into a term 

of interrelation, respect, and responsibility and “signals not only a spiritual and cultural 

change but a political change as well. […]  To learn the power of Native American 

stories and beliefs is not simply to be changed, but to being to understand how we must 

act to change the world” (82).  Krumholz views reading Storyteller as an initiation into 
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American Indian culture and history.  The image/text’s power lies in its complexity, lack 

of conclusions, and frankness.  Silko makes us aware of the relationship between our 

present and the traumas of the past, as well as our own responsibility to remember these 

stories and continue the line of storytellers into the future.  

 While Silko’s Storyteller challenges the construction of power, myth and history, 

Carole Maso’s The Art Lover takes this a step further by deconstructing the 

anthropocentric hierarchies of human society.64  Maso puts lost pet posters and 

astrological maps alongside text describing the conflicts of a fictional family and the 

death of the narrator’s best friend from AIDS.  This disrupts the anthropocentric impulse 

to value human life above all else through alternatingly myopic and telescopic 

perspectives.  This complex image/text has four main narrative strands: fictional 

character Caroline Chrysler’s novel about a father who has an affair, Caroline Chrysler’s 

own narrative in which she mourns her father while attempting to write her novel, the 

narrator’s struggle with her friend, Gary Falk’s, death from AIDS, and the construction of 

The Art Lover itself as a cohesive whole.  The novel’s six sections are labeled with a 

season and further broken into short vignettes, each with its own title in large, bold, 

italicized font.  Reproductions of newspaper clippings, famous artwork, Gary Falk’s art, 

lost pet posters, charts of the universe and stars, Sign Language diagrams, and 

photographs of architectural details further confound readers.  By juxtaposing these 

seemingly unrelated materials, Maso calls attention to the complexity of this novel’s 

construction while at the same time deconstructing the anthropomorphic hierarchy of 

most narratives.   
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The lost pet posters and charts of the universe compare micro and macro, the 

mundane details of life on Earth alongside the cosmic “big picture” in which those details 

have little or no meaning.  Within a few pages of text, Maso juxtaposes textual vignettes 

of Steven’s painful death from AIDS, an answering machine message intended for 

someone else, an imagined conversation with the Virgin Mary, and one of many 

descriptions of the Space Shuttle Challenger explosion.  Also, within this section are 

reproductions of Falk’s abstract artwork, a poster for a lost pet ferret, and a transom 

window (148-55).  Rather than simply writing a grief-stricken, elegiac novel about AIDS 

and death, Maso allows her socially and politically important stories of love and death to 

be up-ended through the juxtaposed cosmic and mundane, cultural and individual, iconic 

and idiosyncratic.  Paradoxically, by deconstructing her own narrative frames, Maso 

invokes ephemeral moments of deep spirituality, affect, and mourning.  Human suffering 

and death are inevitable, and Maso refuses to represent them as anything more 

meaningful.  This acceptance of inevitability and frank lack of resolution overpowers 

reader’s emotions; so intimate and raw, the vignettes often are as purely emotive as a 

representation can be. 

Maso’s numerous, metacognitive musings on representation make the novel itself 

the central subject.  This begins in the second vignette and continues through the 

conclusion:  

I am going to write now.  It is a way of telling the truth.  Or nearing the 

truth.   

The absolute truth? The literal truth?   
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Well, yes.  Well, no.  But something of the whole.  Something of what it 

means to be alive.  […] 

Writing too can keep the world at a distance.  One uses ‘one’ instead of 

‘I.’ One does not look long enough, or one becomes frightened, 

fainthearted.  One turns flesh too often into words on a page.  […] The 

temptation is to make it beautiful or perfect or have it make sense.  The 

temptation is to control things, to make something to help ease the 

difficulty. (15-6) 

It is unclear who is speaking and to whom, but Maso seems to be setting out her own 

motivation for writing The Art Lover: to write something as close to the real as possible 

without aestheticizing it, without imposing meaning, without easing the emotional 

difficulty in reading it.  This excerpt also informs readers that the book is not for the 

fainthearted who would want to control the difficulty of reading it.   

These metacognitive moments culminate in the mention of writing The Art Lover 

by the narrator/author when describing a recurring dream.   

Nothing has made it stop.  Not the ocean, not the dunes, not the screams of 

the seagulls.  Not the Slovak poet and his moody translations of Trakl.  

Not the Dewars or the Absolut.  Nothing makes it stop, Gary.  Nothing.  

Not writing of this.  Not the writing of The Art Lover.  You are telling me 

to come.  You are telling me not to come.  You are dead.  You are not 

really dead. (206)   
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Nothing can stop the process of mourning, even the artistic representation of all the 

tragedy and traumas she mourns.  Present absences, imagined possibilities, represented 

events, none of it can stop the suffering and pain she endures and will continue to endure.  

“Maso understands that the conventional novel cannot authentically represent life, since it 

attempts to impose an order on lived experience.  The conventional novel, in this way, is 

deceptive.  Maso is tired of deception and inserts herself into the novel to give a credible 

impression of her ‘reality’” (Kurup 150) as complex and contradictory as that reality may 

be.  “And by extension, perhaps, readers may learn to investigate the ways in which the 

world-at-large, and its grand narratives, can be similarly deconstructed and reconstructed 

in liberating ways” (151). 

The tragedies represented in this novel are repeated over and over.  Each iteration 

is full of emotion and parallels the human impulse to repeat trauma.  Max’s death, details 

for the spaceship Challenger’s last second, Steven/Gary’s slow and painful death from 

AIDS, Giotto’s painting Noli Me Tangere, and even the life and crucifixion of Jesus are 

repeated from various points of view.  As suggested by Freud’s conception of the 

repetition compulsion, these recurring replications represent the tragedy as a means of 

distancing the self from that moment, pinning it down so that in narrating it one can 

control and master the experience.  Speaking of painting his wife-model, Max says, “I 

wanted so badly to get her right.  To get at the truth of her, the place where likeness turns 

into intimate recognition.  But she was out of my league.”  To which Caroline thinks, “Or 

did you want to turn her into paint and canvas?  Put her out there where she was 

manageable?” (45).  Representation seductively suggests that we can manage the 
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disasters we face, that we can put it down and get it “right.”  But, translating the 

traumatic is never that straightforward or easy. 

While the novel attempts to represent trauma without making it beautiful or full of 

meaning, the traumatic becomes poetic and moving through its inability to be anything 

else. Charles B. Harris writes,  

As an alternative to and a critique of traditional fiction, The Art Lover 

plunges art into the maelstrom of unaestheticized life, refusing to reconcile 

the oppositions and contraries of everyday experience, to tidy up the mess, 

as it were, with a formalistic broom.  Instead, Maso’s novel maintains and 

expresses a contact with the world as perceived apart from the 

aestheticizing consciousness, in which ‘nothing is finished or put away’ 

(np).   

By creating a novel in which real events are juxtaposed with imagined ones, Maso makes 

her readers constantly aware of narrative’s artifice, both in the stories we tell about our 

lives and in those we invent.  The concluding story of Gary Falk’s actual death is as much 

a construction as the novel Maso’s fictional character Caroline writes, but Maso has been 

preparing the reader for this revelation throughout the novel.  The metacognitive 

moments in which representation becomes the subject hint at this blurring of reality and 

imagination.  Halfway through the novel, a vignette describes Steven telling Caroline he 

has AIDS.  It is entitled “Not Steven,” which foreshadows Caroline’s response to this 

news, but also suggests that the text represents something else, someone else (133-4).  

This is magnified by the inclusion of Gary Falk’s artwork throughout the novel and 
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credited at its conclusion.  In the penultimate section, suddenly the names of the 

characters shift; without explanation, Caroline becomes Carole, and Steven becomes 

Gary.   

This shift is coupled with a change in pattern for the section titles.  The previous 

four sections have followed the seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter.  The fifth section, 

“More Winter,” emphasizes the novel’s central tragedies through a hesitance to move on 

to Spring.  “More Winter” consists only of one vignette – Gary’s illness and death – and 

has no visuals.  The disruption of section titles, form, and character names mark this 

vignette’s importance.  If one is confused by the use of the name Gary, one need only flip 

through the novel to discover who Gary is: The Art Lover is dedicated to him and his 

name punctuates the list of credits at the end.  But, Maso also acknowledges the artifice 

of her creation, “I know, Gary, to write it down is always to get it wrong.  But here, 

wanting you back, it’s the closest I can get to heaven…” (199).  Writing – getting it 

wrong – becomes a self-indulgent way to get him back, to ignore his death and claim an 

impossible future.   

 The final photograph in the novel is the author, Carole Maso, with her friend, 

Gary Falk, who did, in fact, die from AIDS.  The only other photographs – rather than 

reproductions of art and found-objects– are architectural details.  The lack of 

photographic portraits up until this point and the forced recognition of Gary (as the 

photograph documents his past existence) shock the reader. “When we see the 

photograph of Maso and Gary Falk on the book’s final page, much of the emotional 

impact of this image results from the realization that this photograph comes from the non-
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fictional world, a place where we, too, must acknowledge the reality of life’s 

impermanence.” (Baer 113).  To stare into the eyes of both the author/narrator and her 

best friend who has died of AIDS punctuates the textual retelling of his death and wounds 

the reader, as Barthes’s suggests photographs can through the punctum.  In this final 

vignette, entitled “Author’s Note,” Falk’s death is described in terms of sight and seeing.  

Having gone blind, Gary tells Carole that he’s regained his sight, “both his eyes were 

darkened now with his wonderful and perfect sight” (243).  Just as going blind perfects 

Gary’s sight, so too the absence of his actual death from the text perfects the 

representation of Gary.  We see him as Carole does, always there but absent.  “I see 

sometimes now, as I walk down the street or sit in a café, or theater or museum, I see now 

your cleft chin in others, your hairline, your hands, your look.  Is this how it works then?  

Your special way of saying hello and good-bye” (152).  The novel ends without 

resolution, despite its suggestion in the vignette’s title, “Author’s Note;” as if Maso 

would speak directly to her readers and tell them what to do with the tragic and traumatic 

stories they have just finished.  Instead the book concludes with a deeply moving and 

intimate story that jars readers back into reality, a reality that Maso and Falk shared as we 

now share the collective experience of reading The Art Lover.   

Conclusion 

Whether incomplete Holocaust narratives, a fragmented palimpsest of intimate 

and public Korean histories, unresolved retellings of American Indian folkways, or a 

disappointing search for a parent’s final moments on 9/11, image/texts offer glimpses of 

the traumatic events at their heart.  Image/texts challenge us to behold dueling 
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interpretations simultaneously and view our readerly discomfort as productive.  Through 

dual textual and visual narratives, the difficulties of representing traumatic experience 

and the ethical, artistic responsibility to keep trying become clear.  Our affective 

responses to trauma narratives offer collective connections across boundaries and 

catalysts for social and political change.  Feeling for a trauma victim in a novel can move 

readers to try to end such tragedies in our communities or, at least, to be more sensitive to 

such testimony when they do occur again.  By exploring trauma narratives in the genre of 

image/text we can continue to be reminded of such painful crisis events and experiences 

in order to more readily see and respond to similar events in our own lives and our world.  

Similarly, the potential rewriting of history in the archive created by film risks further 

traumatic erasure.  While many mainstream films appear to do “as little as possible” to 

depict it, trauma may, in fact, be central and foundational to film history.
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“AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE:” THE AESTHETICS OF TRAUMA IN AMERICAN 

NEO-NOIR FILMS 

 

The closing image in John Ford’s 1956 Western The Searchers shows a pained 

John Wayne, framed by the threshold to a home he does not enter; the imposing backdrop 

of Monument Valley looming behind him.  John Wayne’s portrayal of Ethan Edwards 

subtly develops the character and past of a disconnected, violent Confederate veteran as 

he wanders the American Southwest.  Ethan murders American Indians, runs down 

women and children with his horse, desecrates dead bodies, and appears obsessed with 

the idea of rescuing his captive niece in order to destroy her himself.  After finding 

Debbie and choosing to bring her home, Ethan carries her to the Jorgensen homestead’s 

doorstep, placing her in their welcoming arms.  But Ethan does not follow the family into 

the house; instead, he remains motionless in the doorway.  The long take framed by the 

doorway also remains with Ethan as his left arm dangles oddly, held at the elbow by his 

right arm, perhaps the most overt expression of emotion he can manage. 65  The gesture 

implies he is in pain; perhaps he has been shot or is having a heart attack66 but the origin 

or meaning of this movement remains obscured in the film.67  The door closes as Ethan 

stumbles out into the desert.68  Ethan remains a mystery despite numerous subtle 

revelations throughout the film about his violent character and traumatic past.   

Even the quintessential tough, violent Western hero capable of killing anyone and 

everyone, including his own niece as is almost the case in The Searchers, has cracks in 

his veneer where underlying suffering becomes plain, yet unspoken.  We may interpret 
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Ethan’s final gesture as a past war injury, but The Searchers, like American neo-noirs, 

allows a glimpse of uninterpreted trauma that disrupts culturally reinscribed narratives, 

particularly about gender and race.  Ethan Edwards both upholds and breaks conventions 

of the Western hero throughout the complicated film.  Because it is John Wayne, viewers 

may expect a valiant, powerful departure with the hero steadily mounting his horse and 

galloping toward the horizon.  Ethan’s act of returning Debbie to the Jorgensen 

homestead may lead viewers to expect a more clear change in his character, one which 

would be marked by a poignant entrance into the home, as was the case in the original 

screenplay.  

Like many other Westerns,69 as well as the neo-noirs discussed here, The 

Searchers briefly reveals the pain of white males and their responses to trauma that 

otherwise go unspoken and unacknowledged, while ignoring and erasing the traumas of 

female and racially othered characters.  Ethan may only be able to muster a fleeting 

gesture for his suffering and may never articulate his traumas, but the traumas and violent 

deaths of women and American Indians can be portrayed only through the reactions of 

Anglo men.  The deaths of Debbie’s family members remain off-screen; the audience 

must interpret Ethan’s response to understand what happened.  Debbie appears unscathed 

by her time in captivity and even asserts, about the tribe that kidnapped her: “These are 

my people,” despite Ethan’s insistence that Scar raped her.  In the end, Debbie is again 

kidnapped as she does not decide for herself to return to white society, emphasized by her 

walking into the enveloping darkness of the house.  Look’s murder and Scar’s death 

occur off-screen, reflected only in Ethan’s reactions.  These deaths are then erased from 
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the film’s diegesis.  Marty expresses outrage about Look’s murder in one sentence, 

forgets about her in the next:  “What’d the soldiers have to kill her for…  Look!  It’s hers, 

Debbie’s…” (Ford).  Although his Cherokee heritage had earlier rendered him 

problematic, Marty rejoins Laurie at the film’s conclusion to become an acceptable part 

of Anglo society.70  Scar’s heritage and traumatic losses are stated directly, but within the 

film they serve only as a foil for Ethan’s personal tragedies.  Nevertheless, the historical 

weight of both Scar’s and Look’s annihilation are limned in the film.  The kind of 

cultural erasure found in The Searchers is powerfully reiterated in neo-noirs.  In what 

follows, I will consider the significance of mainstream representations of traumatic 

events etched into the collective memory comprising our filmic archives. 

A discussion of The Searchers may seem an odd beginning for a chapter devoted 

to neo-noir, but it highlights the connections throughout the film archives traced across 

genres and time that also interest me.  The influence of The Searchers echoes through the 

films, including Taxi Driver, Chinatown, Vertigo, Chan is Missing and The Return of 

Navajo Boy, which I consider in this chapter.  Its intricate depiction of violence, race, and 

gender reveals the trace of trauma often ignored as background or noise.  That echo 

reverberates throughout the archive created by films, which is not only citational and 

referential, but potentially rewrites history through fiction while simultaneously having 

clear relationships to the time period portrayed, historical moment in which it was 

constructed, and the periods of its consumption and interpretation.  Film, like 

photography, creates an uncannily familiar world even when the story is fictional; those 

people and places did exist at a moment in time even if it were to participate in imagined 
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events.  As Michel Foucault argues in Archaeology of Knowledge, an archive “is 

established by the discontinuity that separates us from what we can no longer say” (130).  

Perhaps it is possible to rearticulate Foucault’s formulation by seeking in the archives a 

new way of reading those discontinuities.  Archives construct their own potentialities as 

they are constructed; archives are “caught up in the very things they connect” (130).  In 

her article “Canon and Archive,” German cultural theorist Aleida Assmann builds upon 

Foucault’s work to consider the archive’s complex connections with time, space, and 

discourse: “The archive is the basis of what can be said in the future about the present 

when it will have become the past” (335).  Like the archive, films are intricately 

positioned within and outside time simultaneously.   

Locations, in particular, connect films across time and tie film history to archives.  

Watching The Searchers, Vertigo, and Taxi Driver, for example, one sees Monument 

Valley, San Francisco, and New York City captured at a precise moment in time; a 

moment that no longer exists but can be returned to again and again, a moment that never 

truly existed as it is portrayed but can be endlessly consumed and analyzed as if it had.  

In fact, the very geographical space of each film discussed here marks them as “trauma 

narratives.”  A history of trauma and warfare – physical or political – connects each 

locale with the traumatic storylines of the respective films: the genocide, exploitation, 

and uranium poisoning of American Indians in Monument Valley; the water wars and 

immigrant tensions in Los Angeles; the colonization, cession, and immigrant 

communities of San Francisco; and the racial, immigrant, and drug wars in New York 

City.  These films write large the layers upon layers of trauma, violence, and human 
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suffering that are also pushed to the background by cinematographic and narrative 

choices.  Notably, war is singled out as traumatic; Ethan in The Searchers, Travis in Taxi 

Driver, Steve in Chan is Missing are veterans of the Civil and Vietnam War, and each 

veteran has been indelibly marked by wartime. However, the films emphasize the trauma 

of returning home as a veteran of a defeated military in a problematic war. 

Likewise, films become shared experience and collective memories; we never 

need to go to Monument Valley to recognize it immediately and feel we know it 

intimately, thanks in part to John Ford.  Film history, like all archival impulses, lulls us 

into the false sense that we can return to a particular moment in cultural history and that 

the meanings and interpretations of that moment will remain static, frozen in time, simply 

waiting to be experienced.  But, although films like The Searchers become fetishized 

objects, sometimes their histories can be teased apart by the films that follow them, 

blurring possible pasts, presents, and futures, layering historical contexts with imagined 

stories, and troubling the borders between archives and art.  

In Writing the Disaster, Maurice Blanchot asserts that for both individuals and 

culture witnessing violence or disaster necessitates some form of creation in order to 

“manage” the event (38).  Much of contemporary art can be read as an attempt to work 

through collective and personal traumas and actively bring related issues to light.  

Moviegoers may assert that the films they see are simply distractions from their lives, but 

cinema reflects social values, structures, and discourses within a cultural moment.  If, 

when, and how crises such as genocide, rape, and oppression are translated onto the 

screen illustrates not only our cultural values but also how our society “manages” trauma.  
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The seminal neo-noirs explored here - Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo (1958)71, Roman 

Polanski's Chinatown (1974), and Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976) - adapt classic 

noir conventions to construct a new, if nostalgic, aesthetic of trauma.  Considering the 

impact of trauma aesthetics on archival knowledge and spectators, I argue that neo-noirs 

do not “manage” the event or gain a sense of mastery or resolution but rather unsettle and 

disturb spectators thereby articulating the experience of trauma, challenging master 

narratives, and insisting upon some further action beyond passive witnessing.  The impact 

these anxieties have upon the aesthetics of gendered and racial trauma in neo-noirs 

illustrates the importance of such representation, even as it is immediately negated.   

Neo-noir offers a space where horrific events can be poignantly portrayed and 

enter into our cultural archive.  Despite, or perhaps because of, their brevity and seeming 

nonchalance, these moments of pain make audiences uncomfortable and, therefore, are 

remembered; these moments find their way into our collective memory.  Close reading 

aesthetics in scenes of traumatic revelation also highlights relationships between gender, 

race, and trauma.  Taxi Driver, Chinatown, and Vertigo represent gendered and racial 

violence only to erase or ignore their causes and effects, and, therefore, seem to fail to 

carefully consider oppression.72  But, because they weigh heavily upon active spectators, 

we must consider if the fleeting moments of traumatic representation emphasize such 

issues, counterintuitively bringing them to the fore.  To state this another way, perhaps 

films that take trauma, violence, and oppression as their explicit subjects are more 

difficult to watch and process than a film that brings these issues up briefly but 

poignantly; thus, spectators can be more actively engaged both during and after the 
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screening of a less overt trauma narrative.  These films seem to do “as little as possible” 

to explore trauma (to quote Jake from the final scene of Chinatown), but thereby create 

possible dialogue and discussion.   

It may be such offhanded exploration of oppression that motivates independent 

filmmakers and documentarians to continue that work explicitly; in particular, The Return 

of Navajo Boy (2000) and Chan is Missing (1982), articulate racial traumas that are 

largely absent from mainstream America cinema.73  Filmmakers on the fringe and outside 

of Hollywood continue the dialogue begun by directors like Hitchcock, Polanski, and 

Scorsese and attempt to bridge gaps in the filmic archive of oppression and violence.74  

Through highly self-conscious construction and aesthetics, traumatic erasures and 

revelations make the cinema a space in which we can consider trauma and its impact in 

our own lives.  After an examination of trauma aesthetics, we can think critically about 

the relationships between our film archives and the sociopolitical realities of 

overwhelming crisis events. 

Trauma Cinema, Aesthetics, and Collective Memory 

Trauma film scholars Janet Walker and Joshua Hirsch – among others75 – 

enumerate the shared characteristics of films that take trauma as their central topic, 

thereby creating the category of trauma cinema.  In Afterimage: Film, Trauma, and The 

Holocaust, Joshua Hirsch argues, “In [trauma cinema] linear chronology collapses.  Time 

is experienced as fragmented and uncontrollable” (21).  Janet Walker refines this 

definition of trauma cinema as “manifest[ing] and celebrate[ing] an aesthetics of 

disremembering.  […]  [T]rauma cinema… figures an alternative form of saying and 
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knowing that conveys the fantasy elements of memory and the historiographic frailty of 

physical properties through an aesthetics that is fragmentary, sensory, and abstract” (189-

90).  The centrality of fragmentation recurs throughout trauma studies more generally, 

and trauma film scholarship in particular.  While there appears to be scholarly consensus 

on what trauma cinema is, this definition excludes films that mimic our culture’s 

response to trauma through its very erasure.   

By defining trauma cinema, I hope to make clear the differences between the 

films usually associated with trauma cinema and those analyzed here.  Not surprisingly, 

contemporary cinema is fraught with the traumatic, but rarely is it the intended focus.  

While films that clearly and intentionally represent traumatic experiences are important, 

powerful, and educational, this chapter focuses on neo-noirs that represent trauma 

secondarily or even accidentally in order to consider how films outside of trauma cinema 

portray violent oppression and the impact of this apparently inadvertent articulation.  

Regarding the critical attention to trauma cinema’s abstract representation, E. Ann 

Kaplan and Ban Wang write in their introduction to Trauma and Cinema: Cross-Cultural 

Explorations:  “While the obsession with the meaning-defying dimensions of trauma and 

mise-en-abime may offer stark or provocative aesthetics, such an obsession risks 

becoming a closure in its own turn...  It closes down further discussion and exploration by 

pronouncing an early death sentence for representation” (11).  Trauma theorists’ attention 

on how aesthetics reflect the mise-en-abime of trauma becomes self-defeating.  Because 

of this, our discussion needs to consider the tangible and meaningful ways trauma has 

been aestheticized as more than abstract and fragmented.  In the films examined here, the 
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shock of trauma nags at viewers to think about what we just witnessed, its cultural 

significance, and how we interpret it into our experience in and knowledge of the world. 

 The power of filmic representation to overlap with, and even overwrite, personal 

memories has been well documented.76  As Yael Zerubavel notes about archives in 

Recovered Roots: Collective Memory and the Making of the Israeli National Tradition, 

“[C]ollective memory continuously negotiates between available historical records and 

current social and political agendas” (5).  Even more so than documentary archives, 

filmic archives have the power to overwrite previous understandings of history because 

of their experiential, emotive, and memory-like qualities.  In her essay “Cinema and 

Memory,” Susannah Radstone traces how memory “travels,” specifically the fraught 

relationship between personal and collective memories and the “transindividuality” of 

memory through cinema.  Writing about Terence Davies’s memory films Distant Voices 

Still Lives (1988) and The Long Day Closes (1992), Radstone suggests that Davies  

complicate[s] the relations between personal and social memory […] by 

drawing from and mediating a cultural memory bank of cinematic images 

and sounds.  Davies’s memory films remember the past, in part, by means 

of aural cinematic quotation, alluding not just to a history the films purport 

to share with their spectators, but to a commonly-held memory-store 

constituted by the films of the past.  (328). 

Film connects spectators to other films, to history, and to our own memories, public and 

private; films are a “memory-store” through which – depending upon our individual 

cultural capital, experience, and knowledge – we can discover and access social 
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memories.  Importantly, Radstone continues on to argue that scholars need to consider 

how spectatorship impacts the study of cinema/memory, particularly when it comes to 

trauma films.   

Contemporary theories of trauma cinema continue that modern tradition 

within which the media – and cinema in particular – come to be 

understood as a substitute, supplement, or support for modern memory’s 

atrophy, failure, or vicissitudes. […]  However, other psychoanalytic 

understandings of trauma focus on the interface between events and the 

preexisting psychical ‘landscapes’ through which those events are 

mediated.  The latter approach would call on film theory to develop modes 

of analysis better able to engage with questions of the spectatorship of 

trauma films, including the range of spectator positions they make 

available and the diverse ways in which trauma films have been, or might 

be, read by different audiences. (333) 

In parallel to the web of trauma connecting seemingly disparate films, collective memory, 

film history, historical events, and spectator positions mediate, complicate, and 

manipulate each other.  Radstone calls for a new way to consider cinema as part of a 

“fully two-way exchange,” rather than a way of “program[ming], substitut[ing], or 

supplement[ing] memory,” (336) that would assist in dissolving the boundaries between 

cinema and memory, such as personal/collective and truth/fiction.  By collapsing these 

categories, Radstone proposes that we embrace the messy connections between film and 

history in order to better understand how collective memories travel, can be manipulated, 
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and are interpreted.  In a similar vein, I trace how trauma aesthetics “travel,” particularly 

through their supposed inability to do so, in order to consider how they reflect specific 

historic contexts, social anxieties, and our understanding of trauma itself.  I am 

specifically interested in how such a focus on spectator positions can bring the seemingly 

obscured to the fore through a focus on the fleeting, anxious revelation of trauma. 

The Anxious Representation of Trauma in Film Noir and Neo-Noir 

The portrayal of trauma further disrupts archives and the master narratives we 

seek within mainstream American films.  Particularly in film noir, there is a clear history 

of briefly representing gendered and racialized trauma, but such events often have their 

implications dismissed and social importance diminished in favor of white male anxieties 

about heterosexual love.  For example, in The Big Sleep (Hawks 1946), Carmen’s sexual 

trauma and witnessing a murder while drugged are expunged from the film in favor of the 

burgeoning relationship between Marlowe and Vivian.  Despite the action centering on 

discovering what Carmen witnessed, the circuitous plot – full of false leads and twists – 

obscures the impact on her; in fact, she disappears altogether from the second half of the 

film.77  Over thirty-five years later, Ridley Scott’s cult classic Blade Runner (1982) 

refracts racial and gendered trauma through Deckard’s anxieties.  The Replicants’ pain 

and suffering quickly becomes the pain of our suffering but morally ambiguous hero, 

thereby halting a concerted consideration of their racialized trauma.  This trend of 

traumatic erasure continues through contemporary neo-noirs, including Christopher 

Nolan’s 2000 film Memento.  Leonard claims to be seeking revenge for his wife’s 

murder, but his memories of and references to her suggest she is an excuse for his own 
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violence.  For example, the tattoo across his chest reads: “John G. raped and murdered my 

wife,” rather than using her name (my emphasis).  The emphasis on how Leonard has 

been affected erases any sense of his wife as a thinking and feeling individual.  Numerous 

scholars examine how the social anxieties have been transcribed onto film noir and neo-

noir films.78   

 Social anxieties about individual suffering and collective atrocities can be traced 

through art, beginning perhaps with the Biblical era.  Each generation represents these 

anxieties in different, complex ways given their geopolitical location and sociopolitical 

discourses.  Racial, gender, and economic anxieties articulated in American cinema are at 

the heart of film noir scholarship, making noir and neo-noir rich topics for trauma studies.  

Critical debate about the category “film noir” began at its inception in the 1940s.79  Used 

to describe an American cinematic trend, coined by French film critics, and defined 

retroactively, the term “film noir” is fraught with problems.  Film noir has been defined 

as a genre, style, movement, cycle, language, mood, perspective, and phenomenon, to 

name a few of the myriad classifications.80  The desire to categorize noir limits its ability 

to disrupt social narratives, attempts to make static that which is fluid.  Our terms are 

overdetermined and conflicting because of the unlocatable risk at the center of noir.  I 

find noir to be a useful term in our very difficulty to define it and will highlight three 

elements relevant to my discussion of traumatic revelation in neo-noirs: the film noir 

protagonist’s tenuous identity, the femme fatale’s body as transgressive and therefore 

appropriate for violent repression, and noir’s ambiguous depiction of race. 
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Because it is constructed through his ability to “beat” others (both in the sense of 

outwitting and violence), the film noir protagonist’s identity is a source of constant 

anxiety: the fear of being beaten by an/the Other.  Ronald Schwartz defines film noir 

protagonists as “untrusting… misogynistic, and… victims of their own paranoia” (xii).  

Such a tenuous hold on one’s sense of self tends to anticipate violent lashing out in a 

desperate attempt at self definition.  The gendered anxiety at the heart of noir is the focus 

of Frank Krutnik’s detailed genealogy In a Lonely Street: Film Noir, Genre, Masculinity.  

Common to all the film noir categories he delineates, Krutnik observes that “[b]oth the 

hero’s own masculine identity and the ‘masculine’ authority of social law have to be 

rigorously maintained and consolidated” through the “concerted, sadistically-managed 

repression of the feminine” (180, 181).  The noir protagonist is oppressed by the 

masquerade of masculinity and threatened with punishment by his culture for not fully 

inhabiting masculinity (perhaps an impossible position to inhabit).  He transgresses 

boundaries and admit other possible identity positions, thereby threatening the gender 

binary and imperialist, white-supremacist, capitalist, patriarchy, only to reinvest himself 

within that structure.  He plays out his internal struggles upon those he sees as Other, who 

tends to be women and people of color.  By reflecting his psychological traumas and 

conflicts onto another, the protagonist “manages” his destabilized sense of self and 

gender identity in a way that is culturally sanctioned and restores the status quo: violently 

oppress women and minorities. 

The femme fatale personifies the transgression the male protagonist can only 

temporarily withstand.  She is excess in every way.  In their seminal book A Panorama of 
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American Film Noir (1941-1953), Raymond Borde and Étienne Chaumeton describe her 

as beautiful, “probably frigid,” and creating the eroticism distinctive to film noir that is 

“usually no more than the eroticization of violence” (9).  Borde and Chaumeton imply 

that the femme fatale is only as sexual as she is available to male violence.  Writing about 

Vera (Anne Savage) in Detour (1945), James Naremore states, “A sullen, dangerous, yet 

sympathetic figure, she leaves an indelible impression, and it is impossible to imagine 

any A-budget picture that would have been allowed to depict her” (149).  This 

description of Vera transcends Detour and can serve as a definition of the paradoxical 

femme fatale: dangerous and alluring, transgressive and sympathetic.  Femme fatales – 

and potentially all women in noir – are emblematic of protagonists’ anxieties about 

instable identities and become the mechanism through which transgressing men can 

readily reinsert themselves into the social order, by violently repressing her.   

 While it explicitly deals with issues of gender dynamics, film noir tends to be less 

overt when it comes to issues of race.  Of course, racial anxieties are written across film 

noir – and one could argue all film – despite, or because of, a lack of screen time.  When 

they surface, racialized others tend to be portrayed negatively.  For example, in The Big 

Sleep, the Orientalism of Arthur Geiger’s home suggests an explanation for his sexual 

perversion and drug use.  In fact, Homay King argues that Geiger’s home serves as a 

“miniature Chinatown” (57).  Flights to and from Mexico also abound in film noirs such 

as Touch of Evil, The Big Sleep, and Border Incident.  “Film noir, itself a borderline 

genre, is thematically drawn to narratives of international border crossing, especially 

between the US and Mexico,” according to Jennifer Fay and Justus Nieland in their book 
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Film Noir: Hard-Boiled Modernity and Cultures of Globalization (270).  Racial 

ambiguity becomes a central theme in film noir, one that remains indefinite and vague.  

In many noir films it does not matter what non-Anglo race is portrayed, as any racial 

difference will do.  As Charles Scruggs argues in “Out of the Black Past: The Image of 

the Fugitive Slave in Tourneur’s Out of the Past,” Harlem becomes the gateway to 

Mexico when Jeff’s search for Kathie takes him to a Black jazz club.  Here both Harlem 

and Mexico signify spaces outside of white, “mainstream” America,81 symbolizing 

groups even more marginalized than the morally corrupt protagonists of film noir.  

Scenes of traumatic erasure hint at many anxieties about difference lurking just below the 

surface, anxieties that may be the key to noir’s lasting critical influence and popular 

culture status. 

While within academic circles film noir remains hotly debated, Peter Stanfield 

argues, “[I]n the realm of the popular… there was something akin to a consensus on the 

meaning of noir” (253-4).  This “something akin to consensus” pretends noir was a stable 

category, ignores the risks of noir, and allows neo-noirs to play on its conventions in 

order to transform them into something new, even if film noir never was new.  Alain 

Silver writes that neo-noir directors “recreate the noir mood, whether in remakes or in 

new narratives, […] cognizant of a heritage and intent on their own interpretation on it” 

(331).  Because the label “neo-noir” exists only in conversation with film noir, 

filmmakers and viewers rely on perceived relationships between those films described as 

noir and those created with them in mind to interpret and critique them both.  Filmmakers 

may choose the term “neo-noir” and connect their works to the problematic history of 
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film noir because it creates an audience.  While they may not be shot in black and white, 

set in an urban space, or heavily chiaroscuro, neo-noirs continue the same narratives of 

social transgression and moral ambiguity.  In The Philosophy of Neo-Noir, Mark T. 

Conrad argues that neo-noirs are, in fact, better able to “embody the noir outlook” 

because the filmmakers are “quite consciously working within the noir framework and 

adding to the noir canon” and can do so without the same level of restriction imposed 

upon original noirs by the Hays Code (2-3).  While film noir was conceptualized in 

retrospect, neo-noir directors are hyperaware of its conventions and intentionally adapt 

them for their own ends.  Noir continues to have new iterations because the central 

conflict is one that never can be resolved: anxiety about ever-changing social roles.  

Ronald Schwartz writes in his conclusion to Noir, Now and Then: Originals and Remakes 

(1944-1999), “Film noir and its permutations will go on as long as there are men, women, 

and conflicts over love, money, or power” (169).  Such conflicts lead to violence, and – 

while they may seem larger than life on the “big screen” – they are cultural compelling 

because they often accurately depicts some people’s life experiences. 

The ethical and sociopolitical importance of traumatic representations becomes 

clear when viewers’ attention turns away from film noir’s male protagonist.  In “Noir in 

the Red and the Nineties in the Black,” Tom Conley argues that “as long as a historical 

relation is inscribed and is reinvented, be it through citational, specular, or other means, 

in the tradition of film noir smudges of erasure tend to be visible and, as a result, they are 

marked with political and ethical valence” (209).  In noir, Conley suggests, the repression 

of particular voices links ethics and politics through hauntingly present absences across 
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film history.  “Smudges of erasure” can be traced through secondary characters, like the 

femme fatale and non-Anglo characters, to better understanding the moment in which 

such artistic expressions were possible.  These erasures are layered traumas that motivate 

the action of noir, illustrate the contexts in which the filmmakers were operating, and 

demonstrate how the unspeakable simultaneously is revealed and concealed.  Such 

counter-narratives rebuff, rebuke, and recast social and archival narratives and, in so 

doing, highlight streaks of traumatic revelation across our collective memories and 

cultural history. 

Trauma, Aesthetics, and the American Neo-Noir, Or How Masculinist Hollywood Neo-

Noirs Represent Gendered and Racialized Trauma 

Taxi Driver 

Returning again to the closing scene of The Searchers, this unexpected visual 

expression of male pain can be viewed as one place within film history to initiate an 

archive of trauma; the film has been fetishized and referenced across American 

moviemaking, creating a web of interconnection.  Specifically, Martin Scorsese’s Taxi 

Driver retells the search for, and supposed rescue of, a young girl taken by outsiders and 

brainwashed into a cult of personality. Taxi Driver recalls the famously fleeting image of 

John Wayne’s pain and trauma at being an outsider through the fun-house mirror of 

Travis Bickle’s gaze upon the New York City night(mare)scape.  Both veterans are 

outside the family, human connection, and sexual love; both react to their position with 

violence, racism, and misogyny; and both fixate on returning a young girl to her 

perceived home.  Additionally, both films have become touchstones for American 
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filmmaking and continue to be vital cultural capital given the numerous contemporary 

references to them.  Finally, The Searchers and Taxi Driver both portray post-war 

America and violent eruptions between racial groups living side-by-side.   

In Taxi Driver, Travis’s violent and psychotic reality revolves around displacing 

his own insecurities, anxieties, and shortcomings onto others, namely women and black 

men.  Anyone viewed as “other” by Travis becomes a possible target, which is everyone 

by the end of the film.  While his position as protagonist invites audience identification, 

the overhead shots and visually confusing techniques distance the viewer from Travis’s 

point of view, which could be classified as sociopathic.  Spectators conscious of race, 

class, or gender walk away from Taxi Driver disturbed, unable to reconcile how Travis’s 

violence has been rewarded and celebrated both within the frame of the film and its 

critical history.  Furthermore, repetition of the infamous mirror scene throughout 

American popular culture suggests that, at the very least, many view his violence without 

criticism, and may even condone it. 

Travis views most people as the “scum” infesting New York City in the 1970s, a 

scourge that he believes he has been chosen to eradicate.  The valorizing of Travis’s 

violence, and the agreement with his worldview it implies, can be viewed as a backlash 

against the successes of the Civil Rights movements in the U.S. during the 1960s and 70s.  

When Taxi Driver was released in 1976, not only were women entering the job market in 

numbers unseen since WWII, but court decisions were criminalizing hiring and salary 

practices that had kept women underemployed.  Such strides in civil rights were not 

always seen as positive, as can be seem through Betsy’s later portrayal as a shrill, 
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domineering career woman, which reinforces Travis’s love-turned-to-hate for the driven 

political campaigner.  Travis’s numerous racist remarks and actions also decry the many 

social and political strides gained by the Black community in recent years.  Despite the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 signed into law by President 

Johnson, racial discrimination continued to be rampant throughout the U.S. and was 

prominently fought in the 70s through school desegregation and affirmative action 

efforts.  Throughout Taxi Driver, Travis expresses racist and misogynistic views, but his 

ultimate acts of violence are against white men, a pronounced contradiction at the heart 

of the film that cannot be explained.   

 Scorsese represents Travis’s mental decline through point of view shots, slow-

motion sequences, jump cuts, omniscient extreme high angle shots, and voiceover.  These 

techniques confuse spectators, creating a distance between them and the onscreen action 

that emphasizes Travis’s descent into madness.  The visual and aural conventions of film 

noir are adapted to create a “slice of delirium – a selective, subjective view of a city 

where the balance between the hallucinatory and ‘normal’ has tipped toward the 

nightmarish” (Quart 69). Tipping into the “nightmarish,” Taxi Driver opens up a space 

for critique by altering noir conventions and not upholding viewer expectations.   

For example, the voiceover narration that has become synonymous with noir 

appears in the form of Travis narrating his rambling, often incoherent journal.  His 

journaling expresses how disgusted he is with the current state of America, specifically 

New York City – a place he sees filled with pimps, whores, druggies and pushers.  In the 

first voiceover, Travis says, “A real rain will come and wash all the scum off the streets” 
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(Scorsese).  He also describes the people he encounters in his cab on the night shift as 

“animals.”  This distancing from other people, even those with whom he chooses to 

surround himself, exemplifies that Travis feels morally superior to those he meets.  

Travis lies to his family, uses drugs, and frequents pornography theaters – aspects of his 

own life that portray him as morally corrupt.82  In “‘All the Animals Come Out at Night’: 

Vietnam Meets Noir in Taxi Driver,” Cynthia Fuchs argues, “The voice-over structure 

both organizes and undermines our understanding of his madness, much as the language 

of war mediates its (mis)representation.  The unspeakable is paradoxically made coherent 

as spoken incoherence” (38-9).  Through his ramblings, Travis’s insanity and the 

unspeakable traumas of the Vietnam War are implied, if not made obvious.  Through his 

voice-over, behaviors, and costuming, Travis constructs a clear, and perhaps rigidly 

cohesive, masculine identity through his status as a Vietnam veteran. 

After purchasing four guns, Travis prepares for his violent rampage by doing 

push-ups in his apartment.  The overhead shot of this exercise shows a large scar upon his 

back, scarring that has marked him and that may be from his military service in Vietnam, 

a time in his life he seems unable to discuss except to construct fanciful tales of his own 

bravery.83  The overhead shot visually narrates a trauma that Travis cannot face.  This 

shot acts as a missing voiceover in which Travis’s military past, inability to find a 

suitable identity, and violent tendencies may be explained.  Vietnam scarred Travis, 

causing him to not know where he belongs in his community and to see himself as an 

outsider.  As several scholars have suggested, Travis symbolizes Vietnam veterans and 

their status in post-war America.  Fuchs argues, “Travis defines himself by opposition to 
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the Other as enemy…  …Travis’s vision reshapes New York as a war zone, a tumult of 

Otherness” (35).  Lawrence Friedman writes in his book The Cinema of Martin Scorsese, 

“What is striking about Taxi Driver is its assumption that loneliness and violence go hand 

in hand.  While it is true that Travis’s violence is in one sense purely an expression of 

individual madness, in another is a conceivable expression of the national identity” (77). 

Robert Ray takes this further, writing: “Taxi Driver allegorized the American experience 

in Vietnam: detached isolationism followed by violent, and ultimately ineffective, 

intervention” (360).  But, Travis’s violence as an allegory or metaphor for American 

identity moves any discussion of the gender and racial dynamics of the film into the 

realm of abstraction rather than focusing on the reality of oppression and violence in the 

U.S.84  Such oversimplification erases any individual culpability: no one is responsible 

because everyone is implicated.  Having watched Travis spiral out of control viewers see 

numerous other options open to him.  For example, at the film’s opening, Travis 

complains of insomnia but he chooses to drive a cab at night, which will exacerbate this 

condition, rather than see a doctor.  Several rationales have been suggested for Travis’s 

violence and perceived failure of his masculine authority, including that he is psychotic 

and traumatized.  These possible characterizations work to excuse Travis’s behavior, 

erasing his intentionality and any sense of social guilt the spectator experiences after 

identifying with him. While he may be a victim of past traumas, within the time of the 

film, Travis chooses what actions to take – often intentionally making unhealthy and 

unethical decisions – and, therefore, must bear some responsibility for his behavior.85 
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Travis’s ambiguous position as both victim and perpetrator creates numerous 

contradictory interpretations of his actions and the film as a whole.  Gretchen Schwartz 

writes of Robert DeNiro’s portrayal of Travis, “he is both victim and victimizer…  […]  

…[DeNiro as Travis] covers himself with a hard exterior, composed of fragmented 

gender norms, while reminding viewers that this identity is in part an act, that the interior 

is both vulnerable and subjective – in other words, infinitely complex and ultimately 

defiant of systematic paradigms” (448).  Similar to this paradox, the filmic techniques 

used to aesthetically represent Travis’s state of mind simultaneously portray an intimacy 

through point of view shots and a distance through omniscient overhead shots.  The 

distancing, in particular, creates viewers to critique Travis’s actions, state of mind, and 

intensely negative worldview.  This inconsistent representation of Travis’s journey may 

explain why critics often view him and his actions in contradictory terms.  Travis 

struggles between an idealized sense of masculinity and his own reality, a struggle that 

ultimately, violently turns outward. 

Travis’s violent behaviors are filmed using overhead shots, including when Travis 

kills a man robbing his neighborhood grocery store and again in his climatic rampage.  

The overhead shot distances spectators from the violence, creating the sense of a God-

like, omniscient witness and, I would argue, a space to question his motivations and be 

shocked by his actions.  In the first shooting, Travis enters the grocery store and walks 

toward the back to shop in a parallel tracking shot.  The robber is heard off-screen 

threatening the grocer.  Travis hesitates and then walks back over, shot in a reverse 

tracking shot.  Filmed from near the grocer’s point of view, Travis says, “Hey, hey,” and 
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the young black man turns toward him with his arm outstretched, pointing a pistol.  The 

sequence then cuts to near Travis’s point of view of his matching extended arm as he 

shoots the man in the head.  Quickly, the sequence cuts to a slow-motion overhead shot 

of the robber falling backwards, the grocer ducking away, and Travis standing with his 

arm outstretched.  The slow motion allows the full, graphic nature of what just occurred 

to register visually, a horrific violence that is then repeated by the grocer who mercilessly 

beats the man’s bloody corpse with a crowbar.  While the robber also threatened 

violence, Travis shoots without hesitation, thereby not allowing the robber to back down 

from his violent stance or be persecuted by the law. This is particularly interesting 

because of Travis’s earlier refusal to act when Iris enters his cab in an attempt to evade 

her pimp.  Travis does nothing to stop Sport, who should represent everything Travis 

supposedly stands against, from removing Iris from the cab against her will.  Travis 

should take responsibility for his actions in the grocery store, particularly if he believes 

they were legally and morally just.  Because his and the grocer’s actions are beyond the 

appropriate response to the robber’s threats, Travis immediately leaves when the grocer 

offers him the chance, implying that the grocer will lie about what occurred to justify 

their deadly force.   

Travis’s rantings and having earlier pretended to shoot a black man on a 

television dance program emphasize the would-be robber’s race.  While Travis could 

only pretend to shoot the man on his television screen, his murderous intent is clear not 

only through mimicking pulling a trigger but also by then kicking over his television and 

allowing it to smash on the floor.  Travis’s immediate response to shoot the would-be 
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robber comes as no surprise given his previous racist comments and metaphorically 

violent, racist behaviors.  In the grocery scene, the overhead shot following a near point-

of-view sequence creates a visual disconnect from intense violence repeated at the film’s 

climax. 

During Travis’s rampage, there are several close ups intercut with extreme high-

angle or overhead shots.  For example, there is a close up of the policeman/john being 

shot in the face filmed from Travis’s point of view, followed by an overhead shot of 

Travis injured on the hallway floor.  Next, a high angle shot shows the policeman falling 

backwards into Iris’s room, followed by a close up of Travis getting up off the floor.  

This pattern creates a jarring juxtaposition of extreme intimacy and detachment in a scene 

of graphic violence.  Noticeably, the point of view is Travis’s and the close ups are of 

either his body or the violence he is inflicting, perhaps in an attempt to visually represent 

Travis’s experience of the events.   

After this sequence of quick cuts from various angles and camera lengths, there is 

a long take of Travis fumbling around trying to kill himself, filmed in a medium shot at 

eye level.  For most of the shot, Iris – the supposed reason for all of this violence – is off-

screen.  Her crying is the only sound, aside from misfiring guns as Travis searches in vain 

for a bullet with which to kill himself.  When Travis realizes there are no more bullets, he 

crawls onto the couch and closes his eyes, letting his head lull backwards.  He does not 

even look at Iris; in no way does he acknowledge her existence, except for a slight 

turning of his head in her direction with his eyes closed.  But, the long take of Travis 

allows spectators the opportunity to be distracted from him by the sound of Iris crying.  
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She may be visually erased, but her traumatic experience is aurally recorded through her 

sobs.  While Travis may have planned this rampage under the guise of saving Iris, this 

purpose is lost in the actual event.  In fact, because Iris does not appear on-screen, the gap 

between visual and aural foci creates a space in which spectators can empathize with Iris 

and be appalled by Travis’s actions.   

This sequence is followed by a slow review of the horrific carnage in an extended 

high angle/overhead shot.  After Travis invites the police officers to shoot him, by putting 

his finger to his head and imitating shooting himself, the scene cuts to an overhead shot 

of the room with Iris crying in the corner and Travis passed out on the couch. The slow-

motion track through the room again erases Iris from the scene; her sobbing can no 

longer be heard over the non-diegetic music of harp and horns, thereby erasing her 

altogether from the film.  This omniscient reiteration of the rampage does not focus on 

Travis’s supposed goal to save an underage prostitute, but the means by which he 

intended to get to that end: violence.  The blaring horns and dreamy harp invite yet 

another dual interpretation of this scene: the music romanticizes the violence while the 

on-screen gore makes such romanticism impossible.  Even the discordant horns and harp 

announce the conflicts of the sequence.  The omniscient overhead shot seems indifferent 

to both interpretive impulses.  The final crane shot of the aftermath from out on the street, 

reminiscent of the end of Chinatown, accentuates the detached point of view, as if not to 

condemn or condone the actions.  Matthew Iannucci argues that the overhead shot 

beginning in Iris’s room is “the only truly objective shot in the film” (np).  The 
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movement away from Travis’s point of view opens his actions to criticisms that can be 

interpreted through his community’s responses to the massacre. 

While male protagonist voiceover is ubiquitous in noir films, Taxi Driver includes 

another voiceover: the narration of a letter to Travis from Iris’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 

Steedma.  After much pontificating and moralizing by Travis through voiceover, the shift 

to Mr. Steedma’s voice seems to be a continuation of Travis’s line of thinking.  Upon 

close inspection, it raises questions that ultimately undermine Travis’s worldview.  As 

Mr. Steedma reads the letter in voiceover, the camera slowly pans across newspaper 

clippings alongside the letter pinned on Travis’s apartment wall.  Again, the combination 

of visual and sound create two potential and opposed interpretations of the scene.  At 

first, it appears that both the clippings and the letter herald Travis as a hero.  Mr. Steedma 

expresses his gratitude to Travis for having saved Iris, and one headline reads: “Taxi 

Driver Battles Gangsters.”  It would seem that Travis’s hyper-violent rampage is 

considered acceptable behavior because of at whom his violence was aimed: pimps and 

johns.  Extending this to the post-Vietnam America, Fuchs writes, “[I]t is perhaps part of 

the legacy of Vietnam that his suicidal mission can be reclaimed in the media as heroism.  

Language subsumes meaning; cultural constructions subvert intention” (41).  Travis, 

then, finally finds a sense of belonging and masculine identity through his extreme 

violence and its acceptance by his community, an acceptance that is exemplified by the 

letter and clippings.  Travis’s culture has subverts his intentions and their language 

subsumes their meaning. 
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Another possible interpretation of this scene necessitates reading the gender 

dynamics at play.  The letter does not come from Iris herself.  The continued male 

voiceover and quick zoom in on her father’s signature emphasize masculine authority 

over the version of events.  It is unclear how Iris reacted to witnessing multiple murders 

and being returned to her parents’ home, a home she chose to leave of her own free will.  

Of course, I am not advocating child prostitution, but her lack of a voice at this moment 

haunts the film, particularly given the earlier scenes in which Iris and Travis converse at 

length.  When Travis asked her about her family, Iris stated, “They hate me.  […] Why 

do you think I split in the first place?  There ain’t nothing there for me” (Scorsese).  

Aside from the implication that she chose to leave her parents’ home, Iris has no agency 

in the film; she is controlled by men throughout.   

Finally, Mr. Steedma’s voice sounds shaky, as if he is unsure of himself or 

uncertain the best way to phrase things.  This shakiness stresses the vagueness of the line: 

“We have taken steps to see she never has cause to run away again.”  Because Iris does 

not fully explain why she chose to leave her parents’ home, the lack of detail in Mr. 

Steedma’s account of Iris’s recovery sounds ominous and furthers my reading of this 

scene as one of male domination.  The line causes spectators to wonder how Iris’s parents 

are keeping her from running away again.  Is it through abuse, and was that her reason for 

running away in the first place, as is the case for many runaways?  The overly self-

conscious construction of masculine authority shines a spotlight on the cracks in its 

veneer, while at the same time illustrating how to reassert itself through a transgressing 

female body.   
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Travis’s rescue of Iris makes him a hero, retroactively and fleetingly.  His actions 

themselves, as I have suggested, are not connected to that goal.  Similarly, in The 

Searchers, Ethan Edwards’s motives for his seven-year search cannot be reduced to 

familial bonds.  Ethan may even desire to murder Debbie because he views her as racially 

contaminated by her time with the tribe and possible rape at Scar’s hands.  Like Travis, 

Ethan does not care about the young girl’s trauma but in upholding a misplaced and rigid 

sense of racial superiority.  When Ethan and Martin first find her, Debbie insists that 

Scar’s tribe “are my people” and anxiously encourages them to leave.  Her split, but not 

contradictory, motives are to protect her two families.  In fact, as previously mentioned, 

there is no indication from Debbie that she has been raped, despite Ethan’s vehement 

insistence.  Similarly, Iris expresses her conscious choice to leave her family, but Travis 

interprets her situation as one of sheer manipulation by Sport.  Like Debbie in The 

Searchers, Taxi Driver challenges us to hear Iris despite her silence, to question Travis’s 

motives and ethics, and to consider systemic and personal traumas, as well as multiple 

interlocking oppressions.  For both The Searchers and Taxi Driver, the refusal to reveal 

becomes traumatic revelation itself. 

The Return of Navajo Boy 

While the references to The Searchers in Taxi Driver may at first seem subtle and 

were originally made explicit by Scorsese himself,86 the relationship between The 

Searchers and contemporary American Indian life in The Return of Navajo Boy overtly 

and unambiguously documents their overlapping pasts, presents, and futures.  The 

documentary The Return of Navajo Boy problematizes and critiques master narratives as 
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well as our collective memories of/through film history.  The documentary form 

immediately alters the way in which spectators relate to the scenes, creating an aura of 

reality.  Elizabeth Cowie suggests in her recent book Recording Reality, Desiring the 

Real, “[The] gap in representation between the reality presented and the reality absent [in 

documentary film] introduces the real in Lacan’s sense of an unrepresentable that is 

nevertheless apprehended…” (10).  By representing a paradoxically unmitigated and 

constructed reality, documentary invites passive witnessing as well as active 

spectatorship to critique what makes it in front of the camera and what does not, whose 

voices are heard and whose are absent, etc.  The Return of Navajo Boy highlights the vast 

differences in what is archived in the returned footage depending upon the social 

positioning of viewers.  

 As a film positioned in opposition to the master narrative of white supremacist 

capitalist patriarchy, The Return of Navajo Boy brings to light the ways Navajos have 

been oppressed, traumatized, and exploited by colonialist practices.  In his 

anthropological study “Watching Navajos Watch Themselves,” Sam Pack claims, “The 

key to [The Return of Navajo Boy’s] appeal among the assembled [Navajo] viewers was 

its authenticity.  From the opening scenes of the Monument Valley landscape, to footage 

of mundane aspects of reservation life, to the recognizable accent of the film’s Navajo 

narrator, there was immediate and lasting familiarity throughout” (122).  Another way in 

which the film attempts to gain authenticity is the lack of a linear, straightforward 

narrative.  Issues seem to come up spontaneously and are subtly layered to build a 

complex understanding of imperialist oppression.  Images that had been misappropriated 
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and exploited are reappropriated and given new, supposedly authentic, meanings.  This is 

particularly so for the postcard images of Happy Cly, “probably the most photographed 

woman in American,” according to Joyce Muench, wife of photographer Josef Muench 

(qtd in Marsha Weisiger 157).  Cly’s image was printed on numerous picture postcards 

but any profits made went to the photographers rather than Cly.  Cly’s great-grandson, 

Lorenzo Begay, narrates, “I never thought that pictures would change anyone’s life, but 

that was before the return of the Navajo boy” (Spitz).  Photographs and film were the 

tools and instruments of the whites, the people who made rules that were often 

unintelligible to the Navajo but impacted and continue to impact their lives.   

 The documentary opens with Bill Kennedy and Lorenzo Begay attempting to 

“return” a lost film “to its people.”  Kennedy’s father had filmed the Navajo for a movie 

that was never released, and Begay helps Kennedy meet the surviving Navajo actors.  

Watching the footage reopens the painful trauma of losing both her mother (to cancer) 

and her infant brother (forcibly adopted by missionaries) for Elsie Mae Cly Begay.  Not 

only is the lost footage used to create a Navajo documentary about their exploitation and 

suffering, but it also leads to the return of Elsie’s brother who was taken away at age two.  

This repressed and silenced trauma is revealed most clearly in the scene of John Wayne 

Cly’s reunion with his family. Elsie and John Wayne’s tearful, pained embrace after 

almost fifty years apart is captured in a long, unwavering take.  The spectator cannot 

escape the emotional moment that shows the family’s pain.  The tearful welcoming of 

John Wayne back into the family and the sound of mournful crying by both Elsie and 

John Wayne marks the tremendous loss they suffered over their time apart.   
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While the scene appears to show the Navajo family as they are and allows them 

the opportunity to narrate their own lives (unlike the John Ford films that “show us as we 

were but we never got to say anything”), the reunion speaks volumes about their 

suffering without their active participation in its construction.  The Cly family’s trauma 

has been appropriated by filmmakers for their particular ends.  This interpretation of the 

scene was made explicitly by a viewer of the film in Sam Pack’s article “Watching 

Navajo Watch Themselves;” Regina, states: “It was the white man who took him away 

and the white man who brought him back” (123).  Further emphasizing this point, when it 

is discovered that the returned footage contains images of a missing family member, the 

camera pans from a close up of Elsie May to Bill Kennedy, again turning the spectator 

away from the impact of this revelation on Elsie May and her family.  Images of the Cly 

family continue to be appropriated and potentially exploited by Anglo-filmmakers. 

 Similarly, the sequence in which John Wayne Cly narrates his life shows the 

tragedy of his separation while simultaneously attempting to manipulate the audience in 

its very construction.  John Wayne quietly and unassumingly narrates the traumas of 

being in a white foster home and never feeling attached to anyone.  He tells the clearly 

still painful story of falling out of a tree onto barbed wire that cut a deep gash in his arm; 

instead of his foster family caring for him, John Wayne was spanked.  As a boy, he would 

sit under a tree by the road and “wonder if my family or any relatives would go cruising 

by and see me sitting there.  One time I wondered if maybe John Wayne himself would 

come cruising by… so that I could ask him, you know, take me back because you’re the 

only guy that knows the way back home.”  John Wayne Cly has no way to find his way 
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home except the empty signifier of his name, a name he does not understand but that 

gave him one connection in the world, an impossible rescuer, a seemingly impossible 

dream.  Particularly thinking about Cly’s rescue fantasy through the prism of John 

Wayne’s character in The Searchers, the inevitable failure of John Wayne to save Cly 

takes on a sinister connotation, and could even be viewed as a death wish given that 

Ethan Edwards murders numerous American Indians in The Searchers.  While it is film 

footage that eventually helps John Wayne Cly find his family, much like the images of 

American Indians in John Wayne movies, this reunion is constructed by white 

filmmakers.  Similarly, when he narrates his life story, John Wayne Cly is shot in 

complete isolation, perhaps to visually recreate how he felt as a child.  While he mentions 

being married and having children of his own, they are never shown.  John Wayne Cly 

must remain an injured, traumatized boy, infantilized by the filmmakers so that the film 

itself can restore him to his family, make him whole, make him a man. 

 Interestingly, the film narration makes many claims of authenticity and returning 

the voice to the Navajo people, particularly through the use of Lorenzo Begay’s 

voiceover.  The Return of Navajo Boy may make important strides towards recuperating a 

lost voice to American culture, but the absence of Happy Cly’s voice remains a traumatic 

gap that cannot be restored.  Her image continues to be used by others without her 

consent.  Her tragic death, from lung cancer caused by uranium mining, silenced her.  

While exposing the dangers of uranium mining and its impacts upon the unsuspecting 

Navajo can be viewed as a return of her voice, it is unclear what Happy would have to 
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say about the continued use of her image and her family’s own incorporation of the 

postcards into their family history.   

Whether intentional or not, The Return of Navajo Boy illustrates how the 

restoration of a lost, traumatized culture and voice must always be partial and incomplete, 

similar to filmic choices themselves.  The various narrative threads traced in The Return 

of Navajo Boy develop a complex story of private loss, environmental devastation, 

political crisis, and collective trauma.  While some critics have faulted the film for its 

numerous plotlines and social commentary,87 this structure parallels the lived experience 

of the Navajo people and the Cly family.  One cannot tease apart John Wayne Cly’s 

removal from his family, Happy Cly’s illness and death from uranium mining, the 

exploitation of Navajo by photographers and filmmakers, John Wayne’s reunion with his 

family made possible through the lost footage, and the Navajo’s complex relationship 

with Westerns, and John Ford in particular.  The tangled web of trauma, death, and 

appropriation continue through the film’s closing depiction of environmental activism 

and call for social action. 

Vertigo88 

The Return of Navajo Boy documents a particular historical moment for the 

Navajo, the Cly family, and Monument Valley while Vertigo retells the history of a 

geopolitical space in more allegorical terms.  Alfred Hitchcock layers various losses and 

the fictions told about them to deconstruct veiled political and personal histories centered 

on San Francisco as place.  As D.A. Miller suggests in his personal essay “Vertigo” about 

Hitchcock’s San Francisco,  
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The opposite of tourists, Vertigo’s characters couldn’t care less about 

seeing the city that Hitchcock has made for them, but most fully depicts 

without them or behind their backs, in objective panoramas or rear 

projections.  That privileged class of tourist who is the film spectator 

should be perfectly positioned to enjoy what the characters miss.  Yet 

despite the unsurpassed clarity of Robert Burke’s photography, my vision 

of it is as negligent, as diverted by obsession, as that of Scottie… (np)   

The aesthetic beauty of Alfred Hitchcock’s San Francisco seems at odds with Vertigo’s 

subject matter.  “Hitchcock’s San Francisco (to start there) is a majestic 

abstraction…sumptuously empty.  It is a kind of eerie mirage…” (np).  The mirage of 

Hitchcock’s San Francisco parallels Judy’s Madeleine and perhaps, as Virginia Wright 

Wexman has suggested, Hitchcock’s Kim Novak.  The connections between beauty and 

trauma, recognition and abstraction in Vertigo disturb viewers in fleeting moments of 

revelation that layer the veiled racial, gendered, and colonial histories behind the film.  

As Miller concludes about Vertigo’s use of place, “No wonder I can never find 

Hitchcock’s San Francisco in any fullness; I am too busy, in my reveries, looking for my 

own, as if Vertigo were, of all things, a documentary” (np).  Empty of people, 

Hitchcock’s San Francisco is overdetermined; it is a mirage of the city that becomes more 

enticing than the real thing could ever be.  Just like John Ford’s Monument Valley and 

Judy’s Madeleine, Hitchcock’s San Francisco is artifice, a shell, a lusted-after object that 

can never be obtained. 
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Perhaps it is the divided and contradictory feelings of nostalgia and dread raised 

while watching Vertigo that keep viewers watching.  Or, perhaps, Vertigo’s recasting of 

“who wanders” just two years after the release of The Searchers draws us in.  Or, 

perhaps, it is the recognition of noir conventions in their new Hitchcockian forms that 

holds audiences in rapture.  Like many film noirs, Vertigo utilizes point of view shots, 

chiaroscuro, mirrors, and contrasting extreme long shots and extreme close ups to 

visually represent the protagonist’s struggle; and, like many noirs, it has become a 

fetishized object of collective memory and cultural capital.89  Despite its convoluted, 

almost preposterous plot, Vertigo continues to be referenced in American popular 

culture.90  Ex-police officer Scottie Ferguson, who suffers from vertigo, falls in love with  

college friend Gavin Elster’s wife, Madeleine, whom he is asked to investigate when she 

appears to be obsessed with her ancestor Carlotta Valdes.  When Madeleine apparently 

kills herself, Scottie suffers a mental breakdown.  After being released from an asylum, 

Scottie discovers Judy, who he believes resembles Madeleine.  He then makes Judy over 

to look like Madeleine, only to put in motion her death.  Unbeknownst to Scottie, Judy 

played the part of Madeleine in Gavin Elster’s complex and convoluted plot to murder his 

wife.  Scottie believes that by replaying the past he will be able to free himself from his 

attachment to Madeleine and come to love Judy, or at least that is what he tells Judy to 

persuade her to act the part of Madeleine (again).   

 As may be clear even from this brief synopsis, Vertigo explicitly explores 

masculinity, particularly what occurs when a male protagonist suffers a trauma that 

leaves him incapacitated and feminized.  Scottie’s vertigo is emblematic of his fears: fear 
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of women, fear of losing control, and fear of losing his masculine identity in the starkly 

patriarchal society of 1950s San Francisco.  In The Women Who Knew Too Much: 

Hitchcock and Feminist Theory, Tania Modleski writes, “It is as if he were continually 

confronted with the fact that woman’s uncanny otherness has some relation to himself, 

that he resembles her in ways intolerable to contemplate – intolerable because this 

resemblance throws into question his own fullness of being” (92).  To be feminine in the 

world of Hitchcock, and perhaps anywhere, is to be vulnerable.  Put another way, Garry 

M. Leonard argues, “[Scottie’s] discovery that Madeleine does not exist is identical to his 

discovery that the unity of his masculine subjectivity is a myth,” a discovery that Scottie 

must deny in order to remain a part of the social order as he sees it (273).   

 In Vertigo Hitchcock depicts the voice of social authority and the law at the 

expense of those oppressed by that social order.  But, by tracing the aesthetics of 

Madeleine/Judy’s and Carlotta’s traumas, anxieties about gender and race come to the 

fore.  The historical moment of the 1950s was ripe with racial, ethnic, and gender 

inequalities illustrated by the beginning civil rights changes that came to fruition during 

the more overtly turbulent 1960s.91  Several such racial and gendered traumas are brought 

to light in Vertigo only to be erased.  Much of the critical engagement with Vertigo 

justifiably focuses on issues of gender and sexuality,92 but Vertigo also grapples with race 

and class differences; most notably through the story of Carlotta Valdes.  While the film 

does not take racial difference or class inequality as its subject, both are integral to the 

figure of Carlotta and her difference from the female protagonist, Madeleine.  
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The choice of San Francisco as the location for this story foregrounds a complex 

history of colonization and war given that the city became part of the U.S. in 1848 

through the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which ended the Mexican-American War; 

Carlotta’s story is the only explicit reference to this history in Vertigo.  Carlotta, a young 

Mexican-American woman discovered while dancing in a cabaret, was used sexually by a 

wealthy man only to have him take their child from her, driving her mad through her 

exclusion from her child’s life and American society more generally.  While Carlotta’s 

romantic entanglement and descent into madness appear to be public knowledge in the 

form of urban legend, her racial identity is all but erased.93  Except for her name, 

Carlotta’s Mexican heritage disappears from view, replaced by the almost life-size 

portrait in the Palace of Legions of an Anglo-looking woman with numerous upper-class 

markers; the portrait itself being the most obvious.  The disjuncture between this serene, 

seductive portrait and Carlotta’s story of betrayal, madness, and suicide is remarkable.  

But, both the portrait and her story (as told by men) bear one similarity: they build upon a 

masculinist and patriarchal discourse of heterosexual love.  In “The Critic as Consumer: 

Film Study in the University, Vertigo, and the Film Canon,” Wexman suggests that 

Carlotta “represents what ultimately terrorizes Scottie, and the fears Carlotta arouse in 

him are more culturally specific than either Hitchcock or his feminist critics are in a 

position to acknowledge” (38).  Carlotta’s racial identity, as well as her gender and class 

position, makes her the “ultimate” fear for 1950s white supremacist capitalist patriarchy; 

she is a lower-class Mexican woman with enduring fantastical powers strong enough 

even in death to lure an upper class white woman to suicide, despite the attempts by 
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white men to save her.  The cultural specificity of these fears makes them difficult for 

audiences to face and so our attention moves easily from them to the supposed love story.  

Like Martin’s abbreviated reaction to Look’s death by the Calvary in The Searchers, both 

films quickly turn our attention back to their more overt and socially sanctioned goals: 

finding the kidnapped Debbie, and saving the apparently suicidal Madeleine.  As 

Wexman notes, “Hitchcock has masked the ideological workings of racism and 

xenophobia beneath a discourse of sexuality that is itself idealized as romantic love” (40).  

But xenophobia remains Carlotta’s only real source of power, instilling fear in those at 

the top of social hierarchies. 

Bookstore owner Pop Leibel traces Carlotta’s mental decline after being discarded 

by her wealthy, and presumably Anglo, lover, who is described as having “the power, the 

freedom” to “throw her away.”94  In fact, Pop says, “Men could do that in those days,” 

implying that gender dynamics had changed.  But, in opposition to his meaning, Pop tells 

this part of Carlotta’s story directly to Midge, Scottie’s ex-fiancée still is in love with 

him, with Pop’s back to Scottie.  Therefore, Carlotta’s story can be read as a warning to 

Midge that she, too, will be discarded by the man she loves: “There are many such 

stories,” Pop Leibel quips.  This story further encourages and excuses Elster’s and 

Scottie’s treatment of women: men, particularly white men, have such power and 

freedom.  Regarding this scene in Pop’s bookstore, Charles Barr writes: “In its shadowy, 

atmospheric mise-en-scene as well as in dialogue, this scene sums up the old San 

Francisco in a more concentrated way than any other in the film, and suggests one of the 

[film’s] functions… mentioned earlier: Vertigo not only tells a story of male pride and 
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oppression in its present day, but suggests that these attitudes have deep historical and 

cultural roots” (47).  While Pop Leibel implies that heterosexual relationships have 

changed since the time of Carlotta, San Francisco – with its complex history of conquest, 

colonialism, and war – appears unchanged: Elster succeeds in literally throwing away his 

wife and, figuratively, doing the same to Judy. 

Whether Gavin Elster somehow constructed the urban myth of Carlotta or utilized 

it to his own ends,95 her story of female pain reinforces patriarchy’s portrayal of women 

as weak, overly emotional, and needing a man’s love to validate their self-worth and 

identities.  Carlotta’s position as lower class and Mexican further complicates her implied 

weakness.  Carlotta’s transformation from “Beautiful Carlotta” to “Sad Carlotta” and, 

finally, “Mad Carlotta” illustrates the precariousness of her multiple, marginalized 

positions and suggests that women like Carlotta are unavoidably open to trauma.  But, in 

parallel to the narrative Scottie tells himself, Carlotta’s story displaces any reference to 

oppression and trauma onto the romantic ideal of heterosexual love. 

The possibility of trauma and the unbalanced power dynamics of heterosexual 

love are visually represented from the film’s beginning.  Abstract opening credits start the 

narrative, a story about how a man fails to see what is in front of him, a failure that leads 

to the tragic deaths of two women.  Extreme close ups of a woman’s eye, alongside the 

swirling graphics of the credits that at times look like the eye of a storm and fingerprints, 

initiate a motif of vision that continues throughout the film.  In “A ‘Woman’s’ View: The 

Vertigo Frame-Up,” Laura Hinton argues, “…the eye of the woman in the opening credits 

sets up a confrontation of views, a visual battleground that divides the interpretative field 
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along gendered lines of power” (18).  This visual motif becomes an integral part to the 

storyline given the differences between what Scottie sees and what the viewer sees.   

The second half of the film makes these differences explicit.  Most notably, the 

viewer becomes privy to Judy’s thoughts through a voiceover sequence that begins with 

her looking straight into the camera.  In her analysis of previous feminist scholarship on 

Vertigo, Susan White writes, “We, the audience, do finally seem to know what Judy 

knows: the privilege of female knowledge is revealed in such a way as to induce 

sympathy for the woman’s plight in the spectator” (915).  But, while spectators may 

sympathize finally with the female plight, as William Rothman argues in his brief article 

“Judy’s Plan: A Reading of the Flashback Sequence in Vertigo,” our insight into Judy’s 

knowledge stops short of full access to her innermost thoughts and motivations (171).  

Judy’s intentions in allowing Scottie to transform her back into Madeleine may be 

unclear, but what becomes clear is Scottie’s desire to force Judy to reenact his (and her) 

trauma at the bell tower in order to gain mastery over her and over his own failures.  

Susan White argues that Scottie “wish[es] to project his fall onto the woman, to make her 

the representation, the lightning rod for his lack-in-being” (925).   Judy’s revelation to the 

camera makes Scottie’s shortcomings and traumatically motivated machinations all the 

more obvious. 

Furthermore, Scottie’s lack has been foreshadowed by the visual repetition of 

black holes throughout the film.  There are several extreme close-ups of Madeleine’s 

hair,96 emphasizing the vortex of her French twist.  These repeated extreme close ups are 

meant to create a parallel between the women when Scottie observes Madeleine at 
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Carlotta’s portrait.  While the camera’s tilting between them implies their similarity, the 

hairstyles are in fact markedly different.  Madeleine’s hair is clearly a French twist up-do 

while Carlotta’s hair is twisted into a bun at the nape of her neck.  Scottie refuses to 

acknowledge this difference and reads the slight visual resemblance as a sign of 

Madeleine’s becoming Carlotta, as the extreme close ups from his perspective imply.  

Scottie later seems not to notice that, when she awakens in his apartment after he saves 

her from drowning, Madeleine sweeps her hair up but cannot even approximate the 

hairstyle she previously wore, a sign that it is not her usual style.  This difference is again 

filmed in extreme close up from Scottie’s point of view, thereby emphasizing it.  These 

visual clues that Madeleine is not who she seems should give a detective pause, but 

Scottie, obsessed with overcoming his own feminizing trauma through the dominance 

and oppression of a woman, refuses to acknowledge any difference.97  Questioning these 

differences would mean questioning Elster, the ultimate male power and authority in the 

film. 

The extreme close-ups could represent differences Scottie sees but, consciously or 

unconsciously, chooses to ignore in order to master his own failings and use Madeleine to 

overcome his feminizing trauma.  Therefore, Scottie’s mental breakdown occurs not as a 

result of the death of the woman he supposedly loves, as it appears on the surface, but 

because of the traumatic, unconscious knowledge that he continues to transgress gender 

boundaries as an impotent male in a stark patriarchy.  Scottie’s dream exposes this 

traumatic knowledge as he peers into Carlotta’s open grave – just as Madeleine described 

to him – and falls from the bell tower, thus positioning Scottie as the traumatized 
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Carlotta/Madeleine/Judy struggling not to lose a tenuous grasp on his/her identity.  The 

open grave and black silhouette of Scottie falling repeat the vortex of Madeleine’s hair, 

the black hole of instable, deceitful femininity.  The dream sequence also includes a shot 

of Elster and Carlotta with Scottie positioned behind Carlotta, again implying his 

connection to her.  Scottie could just as easily have identified with Elster: they 

(supposedly) lost the same woman they (supposedly) loved.  But the remainder of the 

sequence, if not the entire film, suggests Scottie as a double for Madeleine, caught by the 

power of a woman from beyond the grave.  Of course, this traumatizing knowledge 

cannot be consciously acknowledged by Scottie and must manifest itself through dreams, 

much like Ethan Edwards’ outward sign of trauma in The Searchers is a fleeting, perhaps 

unconscious, gesture.98   

Carlotta’s inclusion in this dream sequence also signifies women’s ability to 

disrupt masculinity through their connection to the Real.  Regarding Carlotta’s 

posthumous power, Modleski states: “A powerless and pitiful figure when she was alive, 

Carlotta becomes on her death a figure of terror and omnipotence.  […]  Dispossessed in 

life, discarded by her lover, who also takes their child, the dead woman wields this new 

power in acts of psychic possession, thereby avenging her losses on patriarchy” (93).  Of 

course, the figure of Carlotta is created by men; so, even her supposedly powerful ghost 

has no real power under patriarchy.  She is a fiction of a phantasm.  Nevertheless, 

Scottie’s dream and mental breakdown suggest the power of Woman to disrupt 

masculinity in ways women are unable to in life, as seen by Elster’s ability to murder his 

wife without repercussion.   
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When one chooses to focus on the women in Vertigo rather than on Scottie, the 

traumatic potential in heterosexual relationships and the interconnection of gendered 

trauma with history, race, and class becomes clear.  But, like the era in which Vertigo was 

created and the sociopolitical climate in which its popularity has continued, the trauma of 

women must be refracted through the male protagonist and his struggles against social 

instability and upheaval.  I would even go so far as to argue that our belief that Scottie is 

the protagonist of Vertigo is the MacGuffin of the film.99  Hitchcock intentionally 

distances spectators from the female characters, despite allowing Judy to look directly 

into the camera, and implies that, like the sirens’ song, women have the potential to 

destroy men.  Hitchcock may turn us away from his women, but they haunt the film, 

returning to disrupt our passive witnessing.  By revealing racist and misogynistic 

sentiments, Vertigo continues a conversation about who is traumatized in American 

culture and how their voices are silenced. 

Chinatown 

To varying degrees, The Searchers, Taxi Driver, The Return of Navajo Boy, and 

Vertigo add to a filmic archive of historical trauma; The Searchers and The Return of 

Navajo Boy exposing tragic historical events, Taxi Driver and Vertigo representing 

cultural anxieties and traumas more figuratively.  Each film is grounded in a specific 

location.  Chinatown continues to work through the problems of trauma and place by 

shifting between two storylines: the so-called “water” and “daughter” plots.100  While 

film noir and neo-noirs often construct a world of vague social corruption, Chinatown 

situates itself in the specific historic fraud of California’s water wars during the early 
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twentieth-century.  Additionally, Roman Polanski intentionally locates the climax of a 

story of murder, incest, and intrigue in a specific, racialized space in Chinatown.  The 

film’s title itself reflects the importance of location to the narrative while at the same time 

obscuring the “real stories” of Evelyn’s traumatic past and race in America.  While 

Chinese-Americans are the butt of numerous jokes throughout Chinatown, the 

geopolitical space of Chinatown is viewed as both lawless and potentially freeing.  It is 

through Chinatown that Evelyn attempts to return to Mexico with her daughter, and it is 

through her close relationship with her Asian servants that she gains access to that space.  

Regarding Chinatown as Other, William Galperin argues in “‘Bad for the Glass’: 

Representation and Filmic Deconstruction in Chinatown and Chan is Missing,” “The 

[disruptive, deconstructive] mechanism is Chinatown itself, less a locus now of a specific 

or repeated action than an agency that effectively refutes ‘Western’ reality or 

‘representation.’ The emphasis consequently is… on China‘town,’ on the alien order that 

has infiltrated our own, challenging our idealized conceptions” (1157).  Seemingly with 

its own agency, this geopolitical space is a perceived challenge to Western discourse and 

master narratives, one that potentially infects beyond its borders.  

While race remains in the background, Chinatown considers the impact and 

implications of feminized trauma by exposing hidden – or, at least, ignored – 

consequences of patriarchal society.  Private Investigator Jake Gittes discovers a deadly 

secret that will change his and potentially Los Angeles’ perception of the city’s capitalist 

patriarch when he stumbles upon Katherine, the child begotten from an incestuous 

relationship between Noah Cross and his daughter, Evelyn Mulwray.  Because of Jake’s 
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inability to face this truth and his own past trauma, he dooms himself to repeat that 

trauma, thereby also putting in motion Evelyn’s death and Katherine being raised by her 

father/grandfather.  When Chinatown was released, women’s issues were being openly 

discussed in previously unheard of ways.  Several landmark court cases were decided just 

prior to the film’s release, including the landmark abortion case Roe v. Wade in 1973, 

and Congress passed the Equal Rights Amendment101 and Title IX in 1972.  Feminist 

ideas were becoming mainstream through publications like Ms. Magazine, established in 

1972.  While some situations were improving for women, other problems continued to be 

ignored, particularly sexual violence.  For example, the first marital rape law would not 

be passed until 1976 (by Nebraska).  Like Jake, the film does "as little as possible" to 

bring feminist issues to light and, as quickly as they appear, traumatized female bodies 

disappear from view in this gorgeously costumed, set, and scored film.   

The “water plot” Jake attempts to unravel is based on historical events at the turn 

of the twentieth-century in Los Angeles.  The so-called California Water Wars were 

disputes over the ownership of water rights in the Owens River Valley that lead to 

farmers attempting to dynamite the aqueduct connecting the Owens River to L.A.  

Chinatown fictionalizes the roles of Frederick Eaton, the mayor of Los Angeles, and 

William Mulholland, Eaton’s appointed superintendent of the Los Angeles Department of 

Water and Power, in this struggle through the arch-patriarch Noah Cross.  Hollis 

Mulwray, Noah Cross’s son-in-law and Evelyn’s husband, seems to also represents 

Mulholland, or perhaps the potential he had for good.  Mulholland, like Mulwray, 

oversaw a dam project that failed and resulted in flooding that killed hundreds in Santa 
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Paula.  While Mulholland’s career ended when he took full responsibility for the St. 

Francis Dam failure and resigned in 1929, Mulwray testifies at a public hearing regarding 

building a similar dam: “Well, it won’t hold.  I won’t build it.  It’s that simple.  I’m not 

making that kind of mistake twice.”  Mulwray and Mulholland do not shirk responsibility 

for the traumatic effects of urban expansion on the Owens River Valley’s rural 

population.  But, those effects are only hinted at within the context of the film through the 

aggression of the farmers toward Jake, the spectacle of goats running through the public 

hearing, and the barren wasteland that the river valley has become.  In fact, the motive for 

Hollis Mulwray’s murder is never made clear.  Did Noah Cross kill Mulwray because of 

his opposition to the new dam project or because he hid Katherine from Cross for almost 

two decades?  Those two emblems of Cross’s power – one social and one personal – 

become so entwined as to be one and the same and seem to motivate his every greedy 

action.   

Through the fictional depiction of William Mulholland and the water wars, 

Polanski considers the traumatic repercussions of greed and corruption.  The historic 

significance of Chinatown relies not only on its relationship to real life events and its 

nostalgic mise en scene but also its extensive use of archival documents.  Numerous 

topographic charts can be seen both at the public hearing and when Jake visits Mulwray’s 

office.  Jake also investigates land property titles and the Mar Vista Inn retirement home.  

This use of archival documents alongside the close ups of several newspaper articles 

lends credibility to the “water plot” that distracts both Jake and the film’s spectators from 

the “daughter plot,” keeping Evelyn Mulwray’s trauma from being visible.  
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But, there are several ephemeral moments where her past trauma becomes 

evident.  The first of which is the scene outside of a restaurant when Jake threatens 

Evelyn.  This scene exemplifies how our focus on Jake – the male protagonist – could 

erase Evelyn’s traumatic past and informs how I read traumatic eruptions in Chinatown 

and neo-noirs more generally. As Galperin suggests about another scene, “action vies for 

primacy with something else” (1158).  Despite Jake’s powerful monologue, the truth can 

be seen and heard if spectators focus their attention on Evelyn during this long two-shot.  

Up until this point, Evelyn has been presented as a powerful and cold femme fatale, but 

when Jake threatens to expose her, she is visibly shaken, paralyzed.  Evelyn remains 

emotionally neutral as Jake implies that she was involved in her husband’s murder, but 

when Jake says he thinks she is “hiding something,” Evelyn cannot keep her composure.  

She begins to breathe heavily, panic crosses her previously stoic face, and she grasps her 

own throat nervously.  It is not until Jake loudly speeds away in his car that she finds her 

voice, which is drowned out by the sound of the engine.  Jake cannot hear her cry – or 

chooses not to respond – but the audience hears her.  Surprisingly, the sequence does not 

follow Jake in his car, as repeatedly happens throughout the film.  Instead, this long take 

stays with Evelyn and her clear emotional response.  Rather than furthering Jake’s 

investigation, the hidden trauma threatens to disrupt the murder mystery plot and viewer 

expectations for a noir; Evelyn’s clear response breaks the veneer of the femme fatale and 

exposes the complexity of her character.  Her cry sounds wounded, like it comes from a 

place deep within her that she has attempted to keep silent.  As the audience learns of her 
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traumatic past, Evelyn’s coldness and terror make sense; she fears her father and what 

would happen if he discovers his daughter/granddaughter. 

The most overt sequence about trauma in Chinatown is the now infamous “my 

sister/my daughter” scene where Evelyn reveals her incestuous relationship with her 

father and Katherine’s origins after Jake slaps her several times.  This sequence begins 

with Jake sitting on the couch in the front parlor in a medium shot with the camera 

positioned next to Evelyn.  The reverse shots of Evelyn show her well lit in close up, 

thereby emphasizing her responses to Jake’s inquiries about Katherine.  When Jake 

approaches and assaults her, Evelyn’s face remains well lit while Jake moves through 

shadows, obscuring his face.  Evelyn’s shock and pain fill the screen as her muttering 

reaches a shrill climax, “My sister…my daughter.”  After throwing her down on the 

couch, Jake stands partially off-screen and Evelyn screams the truth, “She’s my sister and 

my daughter!”  The focus of this traumatic reveal is Evelyn, rather than Jake’s response 

to her shocking admission of incest.  Her confession and the pain just inflicted upon her 

turn Evelyn into a sympathetic character while revealing her traumas and suffering.  

Regarding this scene, Vernon Sheltey argues in “Incest and Capital in Chinatown,”  

What happened between Evelyn and her father, she implies [by rolling her 

eyes rather than replying to Jake’s “He raped you?], is complex…‘rape’ is 

inadequate as a descriptor of what occurred, but Jake seems never to 

realize this.  Most commentators on the film have shared Gittes’s language 

about the event, a language of force and power….  Evelyn speaks a more 

complex language, or rather, her truth seems not to fit into language; her 
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version of events is communicated by gesture, not by words, and Jake 

seems […] never to have to come to terms with her way of seeing, just as 

commentators […] seem to ignore Evelyn’s “voice” in this matter. (1102) 

Similar to the scene in the alley where Evelyn’s body language reveals while her 

language conceals, Evelyn speaks through her gestures and facial expressions and refuses 

to use the masculinist language of force and power to label her experience, an experience 

beyond what that language can contain.  Shetley suggests that Jake is unable to fully 

appreciate Evelyn’s truth because of their different modes of expression, a difference 

reverberating through the critical discourse on Chinatown itself.  Read in conjunction 

with the earlier scene in the alleyway, her body becomes the primary mode through 

which the audience can read and interpret the obscured plot, or “the daughter plot” as 

Shetley puts it in his article.  Evelyn’s corporeal reality of incest, and violent death, can 

be discerned through moments of traumatic eruption and acts of interpretation. 

Another brief moment of revelation occurs in the next scene when Evelyn 

introduces Jake to Katherine.  Katherine and Evelyn stand halfway up the stairs and Jake 

is down in the parlor area.  Like Jake, the camera looks up at the women, implying Jake’s 

powerlessness and inability to grasp the situation. At the very least, this low angle/high 

angle sequence shows that Evelyn fully understands the gravity of the situation.  It may 

also signal that Katherine has a better understanding of what is happening as she is able 

to look down at Jake from a position of power.102  Evelyn introduces them to prove that 

Katherine is her daughter, and not Mulwray’s mistress as Jake had mistakenly identified 

her.  Having previously seen her crying over the newspaper article about Mulwray’s 
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death and having learned of her traumatic origins, spectators can understand the now 

well-rounded character of Katherine.  

After this series of revelations, the audience also identifies with Evelyn and 

question Jake’s actions.  When he offers to meet the all-powerful Noah Cross, Jake’s 

motivations become unclear.  This action contradicts Jake’s desires, namely his feelings 

for Evelyn.  But, as Michael Eaton suggests, “[Jake’s] hubristic zeal to solve a problem 

has only created another problem” (62).  Jake continues to deny the audience the relief 

they want in knowing Evelyn and Katherine will be safe, to create a happy ending for this 

story (as was in Towne’s original screenplay).  This change in viewer identification is 

visually achieved, in part, by a brief shot from Evelyn’s point of view during the earlier 

bedroom scene.  As Evelyn gets ready to leave Jake in her bed and tend to Katherine, 

Jake tries to make her tell him what is happening.  Evelyn asks Jake to “trust me this 

much,” but his anxieties about his unstable masculine identity get the better of him.  

Trusting a woman would further feminize Jake; she would have power over him.  This 

shot from her point of view, as well as her reactions shot from Jake’s point of view, 

allows the audience to identify with the traumatized, closed-off Evelyn before the trauma 

of incest is made clear.  Her vulnerability while in bed with Jake, along with her sudden 

return to being guarded, shows that there is more going on than Jake knows – a point that 

has been made explicitly and continuously throughout the film by various characters. For 

Jake, his burgeoning relationship with Evelyn is not as important as finding out the truth 

and thereby reclaiming his masculinity through his identity as a successful private eye. 
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 When Jake finally decides to whisk Evelyn and Katherine out of the country in 

Curly’s car, Curly’s wife answers the door of their bungalow with a pronounced black 

eye.  This moment acknowledges that violence against women occurs throughout all 

classes and illustrates the contradiction in Jake’s actions. 103  Jake is at least partially 

responsible for the wife’s injuries, having revealed her affair to Curly, but he takes little 

notice of her pain. This moment also suggests that while upper class women may have 

resources with which to hide their traumas, one can see such misogyny and violence 

more plainly in lower, “ethnic” neighborhoods such as Curly’s.104  The appearance of 

Curly’s wife on-screen can be read as a nod by Polanski, as if to say, “I know most 

violence against women is not as hidden as Noah Cross’s.” The extraordinary story of 

Evelyn’s past and death make for suspenseful filmmaking, but the reality of such 

suffering and pain is much more mundane and common if one chooses to see it.  As 

Galperlin suggests about the film generally, “…Chinatown provides… a vision of the real 

that does not privilege the viewer so much as it is made available to the subject in 

conjunction with a broader, more democratized agenda” (1155 my emphasis).  Polanski 

creates a moment in which viewers can consider domestic violence in their own 

communities, if they are open to the subject.  

But, when masculine anxieties about identity and social order are reasserted as the 

film’s focus, this clear complicated consideration of violence against women is negated.  

The scene in which Evelyn is killed by police focuses on the actions and reactions of men 

with both her body and her daughter being erased from view.  After briefly showing 

Evelyn’s corpse, the long take reveals Jake’s repeated trauma.  The camera focuses on his 
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blank face as Jake mumbles, “As little as possible,” the decree for the police officers 

stationed in Chinatown.  The sequence does not show Evelyn’s body after the initial 

reveal, erasing the specificity of that death and replacing it with the impact it has on the 

men, specifically Jake and Noah Cross.  The camera then moves up into a crane shot, 

showing the growing crowd of Chinatown inhabitants gathering around the car, people 

for whom this death is not a personal event.  Evelyn has been erased from the scene and 

from history.  Her death becomes a signifier of masculinity.  Jake is so absorbed in his 

own failures that he continues to fail Evelyn by not stopping Cross from whisking 

Katherine away.  Or, as John Belton argues in his Oedipal interpretation of the film, 

“…Gittes does not so much release the repressed… as re-repress it, pressuring it to the 

surface […] then quickly suppressing it once again, unable to deal with it himself” (949).  

Gittes’s repeated trauma and inability to cope with the open secret of incest paralyzes 

him, and most likely, dooms Katherine to repeat her mother’s traumatized life, and 

perhaps her violent death.105  

But, this ending should not come as a shock; the film has foreshadowed this 

inevitable outcome from the start and is summed up by the often-quoted last line, “Forget 

it, Jake -- it’s Chinatown.”  Chinatown is a lawless, violent, traumatic place for those not 

a part of its otherness.  Regarding the ending Eaton writes, “The story is all but over, the 

social order into which we (the viewers) will be momentarily returned… is restored – but 

not to decency, rationality, love, health, and meaning, but to a fundamental, chaotic, 

unconquerable and unembraceable perversity” (71).  As Eaton suggests, the film exposes 

the perverse, traumatic, primitive side of the social order through a story of wealth and 
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deception, a story with unanswered murders, unanswerable questions, and the suggestion 

of repetition.  The questions left to the audience include: What are we meant to do with 

this knowledge when we exit the theater?  What do we do with the pit in our stomachs as 

we watch Noah Cross take Katherine away from her mother’s body and disappear into 

the darkness of the closing scene?  What relationship does the aesthetic beauty of such 

scenes of violence and trauma have to our sense of ethical responsibility?  Perhaps the 

film’s lasting critical acclaim speaks to this difficult relationship.  Chinatown won one 

Academy Award (best screenplay for Robert Towne), was nominated for ten others 

(including best actress), and was named the best film of all time by The Guardian in 

2010. 106  Is its continued popularity and acclaim after almost forty years because it 

brought public awareness to the disputes over land and water rights in California in the 

1930s, as Gary Libecap writes in the Hoover Digest? (np)  Or is it the shock of Jake’s 

discovery of incest in the upper echelons of LA society and the ever-present absence of 

that repeated trauma that make Chinatown a memorable film?  Perhaps it is the sheer 

opposition of Chinatown’s aesthetic beauty and its subject matters.  As a trauma 

narrative, it does not uphold fragmentary, meaning-defying trauma aesthetics; the scenes 

of revelation combine to slowly and methodically represent the horrific trauma of incest.  

Chinatown also slowly develops the murderous duplicity of those in power in Los 

Angeles and the traumatic repercussions of their tremendous greed through the use of 

archival documentation and witness accounts of the water wars.  It is through this 

opposition between filmic beauty and tragic narratives that Chinatown moves audiences 

and suggests that we need to be attune to how trauma can be obscured from view.  But, 
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like The Searchers, Chinatown does as little as possible to bring those traumas to the 

fore.  Katherine, like Debbie before her, is whisked into an enveloping darkness after 

witnessing her mother’s murder.  And, like Debbie and Iris, it is unclear how she will 

cope with her new home.  Instead, like the poignant image of Ethan clutching his arm, 

audiences are moved by Jake’s pain at Evelyn’s death.  His emotional response, like 

Ethan’s response to Martha’s murder, suture audiences and obscure the direct victims as 

well as their relationship to historic events and places. 

Chan is Missing 

In Wayne Wang’s 1982 film Chan is Missing, San Francisco as place is again 

retold and reconfigured through the lens of racial identity, moving Chinatown to the 

center.  Chan is Missing references the films discussed above specifically and the noir 

tradition, more generally.  Wang’s inclusion of multiple recognizable San Francisco 

landmarks while characters search for someone implicitly references Hitchcock’s 

Vertigo, and Chinatown as a central location, scenes of driving, and mystery full of 

tangential twists are reminiscent of Chinatown.  The many near point-of-view shots of Jo 

and Steve driving their cabs recall Taxi Driver, and the search for the missing Chan 

parallels Ethan’s quest in The Searchers, yet again altering who wanders and why.  Chan 

is Missing, also, clearly references noir through its plot structure, chiaroscuro, voiceover, 

and black-and-white film stock.  Wang utilizes the film noir and detective traditions in 

order to investigate identity politics, particularly how Chinese-American identity is 

constructed and stereotyped. 
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 Racial categories are problematized, challenged, and undone by the film.  While 

each character struggles for self-definition within Chinatown, and the US more broadly, 

the missing Chan occupies a space of potential in his ability to move effortlessly within 

various Asian communities and San Francisco.  His disappearance creates a tension 

within the film for spectators, a need to know that is never satisfied.  The various reasons 

for his absence – a mistress, political views, money, etc. – are each undone within the 

narrative of the film.  Viewers leave the theater with the same question that began the 

film: Where is Chan?  Chan’s absence and the impossibility of knowing him opens up a 

discussion of what it means to be Asian in America, particularly how the layers of 

historical and contemporary racial oppression and personal trauma affect one’s sense of 

identity.  

Chan’s movement within both Chinatown and Manilatown, and between Chinese-

American and Filipino-American identities, illustrates the slippery nature of such 

categories.  It is Filipino-American Presco who offers Jo and Steve the advice to finding 

Chan that Jo repeats throughout the film: “Look into the puddle.”  In “Being Chinese 

American, Becoming Asian American: Chan is Missing,” Peter X. Feng argues,  

By suggesting that Jo and Steve ‘look in the puddle,’ Presco does not 

abandon his own understanding of Chan Hung, nor does he ask Jo and 

Steve to accept his own interpretation.  However, by taking the advice 

from Manilatown to Chinatown, Jo is provided with an opportunity to seek 

Chan Hung in the interval between Chan Hung’s Filipino and Chinese 
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identities, and it is in this interval that Chan Hung has been lost and that 

Asian American subjectivity can be found. (205) 

This openness to the liminal is reiterated by the film’s conclusion; Jo and Steve do not 

find Chan, and each character accepts this inevitability with a different level of 

understanding.  “Chan, it cannot be emphasized enough, ‘is missing’ – a paradox or a 

dualism, which far from contradicting itself shows being as both becoming (or time) and 

nothingness” (Galperin 1164, authorial emphasis).  “Look into the puddle” also suggests 

this counterintuitive truism of the “both/and” of being and nonbeing, real and imagined, 

tangible and reflection.  When one looks into the puddle, one sees a small portion of the 

surrounding mirrored back in the surface of the water.  That reflection is not the 

surroundings themselves but contains their image and is related to, while simultaneously 

separate from, it.  What is reflects continually moves as the viewer moves; perspective is 

pliable and easily changed, disrupted, and broken. The indefinite, yet obvious, gap 

between the puddle and its surroundings are the liminal space in which Chan is “missing” 

and “found,” just as the absent Chan is present in our search for him. 

 Jo appears much more accepting of mysteries, enigmatic advice, and partial 

answers than his younger counterpart, Steve.  This openness may be a reflection on their 

age but can also reflect their sense of identity.  Steve is a Vietnam veteran, a fact he 

references numerous times.  While his experiences in Vietnam may have been traumatic, 

it is the hatred and racial stereotyping he faces back home that most clearly affect him, as 

seen through his conversations with Jo.  When Jo suggests emigrating from China and 

not being able to find work in the U.S. as a major crisis, Steve bitterly retorts: “Tough 
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shit, man” (Wang).  Steve reveals how his sense of identity relies upon the trauma of the 

Vietnam War.  For Steve, being both Chinese-American and a veteran outweighs the 

historic and economic hardships of his community.  Peter Feng writes, “The instability of 

Steve’s identity… is clearly tied to his insecure masculinity.  Steve’s references to 

combat in Vietnam, not to mention his repeated use of the interjection, ‘man,’ hint at the 

threat to his masculine identity posed by Chan Hung.  Chan Hung’s inability to assimilate 

threatens Steve’s perception of himself as American and as a man” (202).  Perhaps the 

threat Steve sees in Chan may be more than his “inability to assimilate,” but Chan’s 

active and conscience resistance to assimilation and static racial categories, the very 

qualities that Jo comes to appreciate.   

 Chan is Missing connects issues of gender, sexual, and racial identity most clearly 

through Steve’s combination of macho bravado and insecure masculinity, and Jenny’s 

overt lesbian sexuality.  Chan’s daughter Jenny acts as an on-screen foil for her missing 

father.  She overtly represents all her father implies in his absence about identity politics.  

Jenny announces her sexual identity to Jo and Steve despite having only met them.  Her 

secure lesbian identity and actions as mediator for her absent father suggest not only 

Jenny’s ability to move through liminal spaces, but her comfort in being simultaneously 

within and outside categorical boundaries.  Jenny knows how to find her father, but does 

not betray the secret of his whereabouts; perhaps she identifies with his desire to remain 

indeterminate but also embraces particular identity politics as useful.   

Steve’s unstable sense of identity also comes across in a scene with Jenny that can 

be called a “blooper,” when Steve does not seem to know his own name.  To Chan’s 
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daughter, Steve says, “I’m Steve Chan – Choy – Chan – Choy,” to which Jenny’s friend 

says, “This dude doesn’t even know his name!” (Wang).  This error by the actor and 

subsequent improvisation by the cast can be read simply as a mistake, but it also sums up 

the problem of the film: Can one construct a stable identity as an oppressed racial 

minority in America?  For Steve, inclusion and acceptance as both a Chinese American 

and a Vietnam vet requires static meanings for those terms, terms that fluctuate, in fact, 

over time and depending upon one’s position.  This reiterates the perpetual question of 

how to find balance between one’s racial identity and the pressure to assimilate. 

 This overarching question extends beyond the screening of the film.  As Erick 

Dittus writes by way of introduction to his 1983 interview with filmmaker Wayne Wang, 

“Chan is Missing forces us into an active role. … [The film wedges] eighty minutes of 

laughter, alienation, defused stereotypes, friendship, and love of community” (17).  The 

spectator may want to place each character into some easily definable category, but such 

labels are challenged and deconstructed at every turn.  “[I]n virtually every shot and in 

every scene we are presented with a choice, with a myriad of alternatives from which we 

must fashion or, as the film encourages, abandon a conception of reality,” according to 

William Galperin (1163).  Such an open-ended investigation into stereotypes, racial 

oppression, and trauma implies that the viewer should also “look into the puddle” of 

identity to see who looks back.  In the end, there may be nothing there but endless 

reflections mirrored back infinitely.  Wendy Wang similarly suggests in “Chan is Not the 

Only One Who’s Missing,”  
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Most of these characters feel the weight of their cultural baggage with the 

‘forever foreigner’ concept subtly hovering over them.  These slippery 

issues are addressed by Wang’s solution-free story.  Viewers find 

themselves caught up in the same situation as when the film first opened, 

that is, looking for Chan – and perhaps in the process of this endless 

search, contemplating their own identities.  But through all the 

wanderings, searches, and stories, one thing is for sure: no one can tell us 

who we are; it is up to us to figure that out for ourselves. (np) 

Wayne Wang rewrites the ideal of a self-created identity from a paralyzing impossibility 

in an oppressive dominant culture, to a welcomed, open-ended problem in which unfixed 

positions have generative potential.  The collective trauma of being the “forever 

foreigner” and Wang’s “solution-free” interpretation of that trauma connects San 

Francisco as place with the possibilities of Chinese American identity through the 

adaptations of film and narrative conventions.  Given its various film referents, including 

The Searchers, Taxi Driver, Chinatown, and Vertigo, Chan is Missing recasts our film 

archive by “looking in the puddle” in order to refract the rampant racism lurking in its 

muddy, yet reflective waters. 

Conclusion 

 John Wayne’s gesture at the end of The Searchers implies all of the bloodshed, 

horror, and suffering contained in the film: Martha’s and Lucy’s rapes and murders, the 

kidnapping of Debbie, Look’s murder, Ethan’s scalping of Scar’s corpse, Scar and 

Martin’s mixed heritages, the Calvary’s violence against the American Indians including 
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women and children, and the historic, American trauma of the Civil War, which itself is 

also articulated in the conflicts between the Edwards brothers.  While poignant and 

personal, with a rich filmic history itself, this gesture shrouds important cultural and 

individual traumas and refocuses attention on the anxieties of white men.  Like Scottie, 

Jake, and Travis looking in their rearview mirrors but failing to truly see what is behind 

them, viewers often fail to see the layers of location-specific, historical, gendered, 

racialized, and individual traumas in the films examined here.  The archive of filmic 

trauma traced through The Searchers, at both its center and margins, illustrates how 

reimagining the past, historic and fictional, alters our present perspective and view of our 

possible futures.  Taxi Driver, Chinatown, Vertigo and The Searchers fleetingly and 

problematically depict how trauma motivates characters.  While transgressing women 

and racial minorities are violently repressed, male protagonists are plagued by traumatic 

pasts they must not express in order to maintain their position within the social order, or, 

at least, to maintain the story they tell themselves.  The difficult traumas that lurk just 

below the surface of each film find more direct, albeit still partial, representation in The 

Return of Navajo Boy and Chan is Missing, which more expressly challenge viewers to 

consider the cultural significance of trauma.  Through their incomplete and, at times, 

intentionally evasive traumatic revelations, films like these push spectators to 

acknowledge the origins, impacts, and implications of everyday traumas, such as racial 

oppression and violence against women. 

 The movement from traumatic erasure in film noir to traumatic revelation in neo-

noirs, with further revelations in non-mainstream American filmmaking, also illustrates a 
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desire to make such crises known and to collectively name the ways in which particular 

individuals and groups are traumatized.  By depicting trauma only to immediately 

attempt to erase it, these films parallel our society’s mechanisms for dealing with 

inequality, oppression, and violence; namely, to do “as little as possible.”  This slighting 

of major societal ills in our cinema may have the opposite result, motivating viewers to 

no longer allow such fleeting images of trauma go unnoticed. A focus on the traumatic in 

our filmic archives creates a community of spectators and may inspire communities to 

disrupt cultural discourses of silence and erasure that potentially retraumatize survivor-

victims.  This idea of a movement toward audiences, communities with a shared 

experience, has been implicit throughout this project and is the explicit focus of my final 

chapter, which analyzes the conclusions of Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye, Beloved, and 

Paradise. 
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 “MONOLOGUE NO DIFFERENT FROM A SHRIEK”:  

COMMUNAL RESPONSES TO TRAUMA IN TONI MORRISON’S NOVELS 

 

I’m Nobody! Who are you? 

Are you – Nobody – too? 

Then there’s a pair of us – don’t tell! 

They’d banish us, you know. 

– Emily Dickinson, from  #260 

 

The Nobody of trauma, banished, silenced, outside, is a part of at least one group 

– and undoubtedly scores more – the survivor-victim community.  The idea that survivors 

must remain hidden and not tell of their membership to this particular group keeps them 

traumatized, reiterates the breakage of the social contract, and extends the “missing 

encounter” beyond the traumatic event.  As previously quoted, Judith Herman writes, “To 

hold traumatic reality in consciousness requires a social context that affirms and protects 

the victim and that joins victim and witness in a common alliance” (9).  That common 

alliance bears a resemblance to the consciousness-raising groups of second wave 

feminists, and for good reason, as they both create a space for previously silenced stories 

and ignored life experiences.  Much of this project has been guided by a similar 

determination to see that which is supposedly hidden; to recognize the Nobodies and 

declare the virtue of not looking away; and to create a pair of us, a community sensitive 

to the risks inherent in being a survivor-victim and open to the potential rewards of the 

vast artistic expressions s/he has inspired. 
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The idea of community runs parallel to the issues of trauma this dissertation has 

been tracing.  While the term implies a group with some unifying characteristic, our 

attempts to define community must negotiate a central paradox: Is community ever 

possible given that it is made up of individuals, all of whom have independent thought 

processes and unique experiences positioning them within the group?  Hence, our 

discussion of community often pretends such differences can be overcome or ignored for 

the good of the group.  But, idealized community – in which all voices are heard and 

respected – has proven difficult to sustain time and again.107  Even groups intentionally 

created by self-identifying members with specific unifying goals find differences between 

individuals difficult to overcome, creating seemingly endless, impossible work.  Toni 

Morrison’s novels depict these group dynamics and difficulties, most often within a small 

Black community.  While there are moments of idealized community and collective unity 

in Morrison’s work, these scenes end as quickly as they begin.  Each transcendent and 

powerful community immediately dissolves back into the earlier separation and isolation 

of individual members.  The problems of idealized community must be ceaselessly dealt 

with and relate directly to the question of how to publicly and privately work through 

collective and individual traumas.   

Unfortunately, many communities do not support victims of trauma.  Police, 

clergy, friends, and even family members may not believe victims because of the myths 

and stigmas associated with trauma in our culture.108  These stigmas may halt the 

working through by survivor-victims but also inspire artists to consider the silencing of 

survivor-victims.  Through her unflinching portrayal of trauma, Morrison attempts to 
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open up a dialogue with a readerly community about how trauma informs our discussion 

of race, gender, and American identity.  As a means of recuperating and reconstructing 

previously uncollected American voices, Toni Morrison depicts horrific scenes of 

violence and creates characters who have been brutally traumatized.  Morrison focuses on 

the Nobodies, those banished to the margins are brought to the center.  The evolution of 

her work shows a continued concern with how communities are formed through their 

relationship with the traumatized individuals located on their borders.   

Community is a central subject of scholarship on Morrison.109  Even those critics 

who do not intend to focus on issues of community find they must contend with it in 

order to access her work.  Marc C. Conner writes in “From the Sublime to the Beautiful: 

The Aesthetic Progression of Toni Morrison,” “The great truism of Morrison scholarship 

is that her primary theme is ‘community.’ Certainly each novel rigorously engages such 

issues as what constitutes a community, what function a community serves, what 

threatens a community, what helps it survive” (49).  But, as Conner points out in his 

introduction to the collected essays The Aesthetics of Toni Morrison, “[E]ach of her 

novels is a meditation on alienation in the African-American world…” (xxii).  This 

precarious, often conflicting, focus on both community and alienation sets up Morrison’s 

readers to seek out those ephemeral moments in which a community overcomes 

prevailing alienation, those fleeting scenes in which harmony and love cross otherwise 

near-impossible divides.  Trauma is one such divide that under certain circumstances 

becomes a bridge; the blank, abysmal center of traumatic experience connects otherwise 

alienated members of a community.  Perhaps because of these gaps, characters who 
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cannot see eye-to-eye are able to empathize with each other and can be evocatively 

moved from inaction.  Pain and suffering transform into something potentially 

generative.110 

While this chapter focuses on Toni Morrison’s fiction, the issues of trauma and 

community and their implications can be located more generally in contemporary 

American literature.  The immense popularity of and numerous accolades for Morrison’s 

novels suggest that they are exemplary contemporary American literature.  While they 

focus on Black culture and experience, her novels contain a wide variety of racial, ethnic, 

socioeconomic, and sexual subject positions and important moments throughout 

American history.  To repeat this dissertation’s epigraph, “Narrative is radical, creating 

us at the very moment it is being created.”  Morrison further articulated her sense of 

literature’s potential during a lecture at Cornell University in 1998: “Literature stanches 

that wasteful draining away of conscience and memory.  Literature experiences us as 

multidimensional persons.  Literature deals with consequences. […]  [My books] force a 

meditation, a debate, an argument that needs others for its fullest exploration.  Social acts 

complete the reading experience” (Myers np).  Literature is a social act, creating and 

created.  It refuses to allow memory and history to die; instead, literature opens them up, 

not as a wound but as an act of transformative healing. 

 The cycles of pain represented in Morrison’s work spiral out of historical trauma 

and individual experiences.  Often, at the conclusion of her novels, the individual and 

group appear to coalesce through the repetition of a traumatic past.  Morrison’s work 

attempts to bring previously unspoken, unspeakable stories into American culture and 
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archives, but the backlash against Beloved, in particular, illustrates how difficult and 

potentially risky such recuperative acts are.111  My attempt to read these novels as 

potentially generative could easily be seen as ignoring that risk and difficulty.  Instead, I 

wish to consider it as a continuation of the work Morrison has done, an attempt to 

acknowledge the traumatic center at most acts of community, while at the same time 

celebrating the possibility of it being otherwise.   

 Toni Morrison’s novels can be read as a search for Black identity and community 

in the face of collective trauma, racism, and interlocking systems of oppression.  

Community remains a difficult concept and reality in her work.  In The Bluest Eye, the 

townspeople blame Pecola for her situation and create their narratives of suffering by 

scapegoating her.  Claudia admits that the entire town knew of Pecola’s rape by her father 

and the death of the child she bore, but they all did nothing.  In fact, Claudia takes this 

even further by suggesting that the town built itself upon Pecola as not-part of the group.  

Beloved depicts a group finally moved to action.  The townswomen come together to 

exorcise Beloved from 124 Bluestone and attempt to free Sethe from her past, but at the 

same time, they continue to blame her.  In Paradise, Ruby’s townspeople are overtly 

hostile to the group of traumatized women living at the Convent, in part because the 

women create a community that heals past wounds and proclaims a need to create 

therapeutic spaces for survivors of violence.  It is unclear at the conclusion if the 

community of Ruby will be destroyed or renewed by the massacre at the Convent, but – 

like in The Bluest Eye and Beloved – the community constructs an identity through the 

traumatized outcast.  By examining the ways in which trauma is a central building block 
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of community, I will consider if it is possible for generative transformation to come out 

of such trauma narratives, or if the appropriation of the traumatized makes growth and 

sustained connection impossible.   

 While characters in Cristina García’s novels tend not to have direct knowledge of 

each other’s traumas, those in the novels by Toni Morrison know each other’s traumatic 

pasts and often share that past.  An attempt to resolve or work through a character’s 

trauma, then, can come through the community itself; Beloved being the most obvious 

example.  In Beloved, the Black community of freed slaves do not act to warn Sethe that 

the schoolteacher has found out where she is.  Communal inaction leaves Sethe with no 

perceived choice but to kill her children so they can remain free.  Instead of accepting 

their own culpability in Sethe’s actions, the townspeople blame her.  The community 

members’ response to trauma victims furthers their group dynamics and gives them 

something unifying that connects them (other than their geographic closeness and/or 

identity politics). 

Morrison does not create utopic communities, but instead insists the endless 

striving toward such communities must start by acknowledging the past, individual and 

collective, traumatic and pleasurable.  The conclusion of The Bluest Eye emphasizes the 

missed opportunity to help traumatized members of the community, for whom Pecola is 

emblematic.  In Beloved, the open-ended final sections suggest that a single intervention 

by a group cannot overcome the past’s power to repeatedly traumatize.  The unsolved 

murder of Dorcas appears set to repeat itself through Joe and Violet’s budding 

relationship with Felice in Jazz.  Paradise most clearly illustrates this idea through the 
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real or imagined encounter each woman has with her past.  The women do not resolve 

their past conflicts, but move toward individualized healing as a direct result of their 

relationships as a community. 

 While it focuses on individual experiences and Black psyche, Morrison’s work 

necessarily also speaks about and to the Black community.  Regarding Black cultural 

trauma in the U.S., Ron Eyerman argues:  

The trauma of forced servitude and of nearly complete subordination to 

the will and whims of another was thus not necessarily something directly 

experienced by many of the subjects of this study, but came to be central 

to their attempts to forge a collective identity out of its remembrance.  In 

this sense, slavery was traumatic in retrospect, and formed a ‘primal 

scene’ that could, potentially, unite all ‘African Americans’ in the United 

States, whether or not they had themselves been slaves or had any 

knowledge of or feeling for Africa. (60)   

By identifying as African American, individuals can construct a group in retrospect, a 

bond by an often indirect, but individually chosen connection to the trauma of slavery.  

This primal scene could empower the group to define themselves, to decide that the 

horrors of slavery can bind and motivate them in generative ways.  While community is 

often discussed in idealistic, utopic terms, it is often the difficult and traumatic that brings 

a community together, giving a group something that binds them, at least temporarily.   

To consider these ephemeral moments of communal cohesion, Sue-Im Lee 

constructs three different types of community in her book A Body of Individuals: The 
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Paradox of Community in Contemporary Fiction: idealized, dissenting, and ambivalent 

communities.  

Idealized community supersedes the paradox [of community] by arguing 

the transformative power of commonality, sharing, belonging, and 

attachment to fuse many into one.  Dissenting community dismisses the 

paradox as a dangerous delusion.  In profoundly different ways, then, the 

two competing discourses conceive of community only by excising the 

paradoxical nature of ‘a body of individuals.’  […]  To be ambivalent 

becomes an important theoretical category for understanding their 

dialectic community without synthesis.  To be ambivalent is to be 

undecided between two contrary values, pursuits, or entities, to appreciate 

the desirability of one while still heeding the pull of the other. (3) 

It is the constant pull between the potential for and limitations of idealized and dissenting 

communities that creates the ambivalent, the need to find balance but also be open to 

possibility.  Lee suggests that ambivalent communities can balance dissimilar and 

contradictory forces in ways that dissenting and idealized communities close off by their 

very group definition.  Interestingly then, Lee continues on to argue that Morrison’s 

fiction represents idealized communities, communities that refuse to see difference. 

 The communities in Morrison’s work may be closer to the remnant as Giorgio 

Agamben conceptualizes it than to Lee’s theory of the idealized community.112  

Morrison’s novels contend with both the potentiality and impossibility of testimony.  

Their poetic excess can be viewed as an example of Agamben’s remnant, language that 
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gestures toward the true witness who never speaks, toward what remains between the 

living and the dead, or the saved and the drowned, to use the famous Primo Levi phrase 

that Agamben repeats in Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witness and the Archive.   

Testimony thus guarantees not the factual truth of the statement 

safeguarded in the archive, but rather its unarchivability, its exteriority 

with respect to the archive – that is, the necessity by which, as the 

existence of language, it escapes both memory and forgetting.  It is 

because there is testimony only where there is an impossibility of 

speaking, because there is a witness only where there has been 

desubjectification, that the Muselmann is the complete witness and that the 

survivor and the Muselmann cannot be split apart. (158) 

Testimony, for Agamben, exists only as the unarchive-able, as that which remains 

beyond both memory and forgetting.  Agamben rejects any pat binary or synthesis for 

human enunciation and being; instead, similar to Carolyn Steedman’s “Dust” and 

Margaret Atwood’s “beneath the page,” he finds remnants, that which has “no foundation 

in or beneath them; rather at their center lies an irreducible disjunction in which each 

term, stepping forth in the place of the remnant, can bear witness” (159).  Morrison’s 

communities bear witness to the disjunctions at the center of American society, to what 

has not been archived but escapes, both remembered and forgotten.  The traumatized 

victims that each idealized community recognizes as central to their own being are 

Agamben’s mute Muselmann, for whom the poet-witness speaks.  “Poets – witnesses – 

found language as what remains, as what actually survives the possibility, or 
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impossibility, of speaking” (161).  And, like Agamben’s Muselmann who testify to their 

own existence beyond the human, Morrison’s survivor-victims speak to us from an 

impossible place where “what can be infinitely destroyed is what can infinitely survive” 

(151). 

 Within Morrison’s work, the centrality of being Black in America is 

complemented by shifting perspective amongst the characters in order to combine the 

internal and external of the drowned and saved, victim and survivor-witness.  One mode 

of communication that can move through various communal positions is gossip.  How 

each person reacts to community secrets exemplifies her/his social position and identifies 

the differences amongst the group.  The Black expression “Quiet as it’s kept” recurs in 

Morrison’s work; J. Brooks Bouson argues at length that it repeats the traumatic through 

shame.113  The repetition of “quiet as it’s kept” emphasizes the many aspects of life that 

are only discussed in gossip behind closed doors, when vocalized at all.  “Quiet as it’s 

kept” is also a clear contradiction.  What was meant to be kept quiet is known by all; it is 

not kept quietly by any.  The only thing quiet is that this passing of information happens 

in whispers, rather than in the open.  “Quiet as it’s kept” implies not only that one must 

have a sense of propriety to keep the secret from seeing daylight, but also that one 

belongs to a community that requires such matters be kept quiet.  This engineers a 

community in reverse: a community of bystanders, a community of passive witnesses, a 

community that does not (or even refuses to) act.  This is not a community that represents 

the most idealistic definition of the word, but is perhaps a realistic portrayal of how 

community is built upon gossip, secrets, and victimhood.  This is a community rife with 
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conflict, seething with history, and on the brink of chaos.  This is community as Morrison 

constructs it, a complex system of interpellated oppressions and internalized hatred.  It is 

how she views Black communities, communities broken by the larger American society 

of which they are a part of and separated from simultaneously.  But, as Guitar says in 

Song of Solomon and Susan Neal Mayberry argues of Morrison’s depiction of 

masculinity, it is possible to love what one criticizes.114  Morrison’s intense gaze that 

illuminates the traumatic underpinnings of Black culture is not meant to blame or further 

victimize, but to speak plainly, bluntly, aloud for all to hear: to no longer keep quiet.   

 The difficulty and potential paradox of speaking what has been and will be 

silenced becomes clear through close reading the concluding scenes of community in The 

Bluest Eye, Beloved, and Paradise.  The contradictions and inner turmoil of micro-

communities resonates and ripples through the towns and communities at large in each 

novel.  The power of community to heal and harm its individuals cannot be overstated.  

One is both saved and damned by his/her connections to the outside world.  The self 

cannot exist without community, and the community cannot exist without the self; both 

so desperate for an identity and a sense of purpose that they are willing to define 

themselves through scapegoating the already-traumatized.  It is through their definitions 

of self and community as not-the-Other that victimhood becomes integral to their 

identities and social structures.  But, the centrality of trauma works only to further 

destabilize the novels’ characters and communities.  Instead of simply wishing to turn the 

victim/witness binary on its head, Morrison’s novels end with ambiguity, an insistence 

that further work is necessary.  Her novels do not stop upon the closing of a book, but 
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instead, open out into the world.  The interest in her work in both popular culture and 

academe, and not only by literary scholars but also historians, psychologists, sociologists 

and anthropologists, exemplifies the sociopolitical import of her novels and requires that 

we consider what remains quiet as it’s kept; the quiet that reverberates all around us, 

refusing to be kept. 

The Bluest Eye 

 The parallels between the community’s scapegoating Pecola and the critical 

responses to The Bluest Eye are unmistakable.  As J. Brooks Bouson points out in his 

book Quiet As It’s Kept: Shame, Trauma, and Race in the Novels of Toni Morrison, 

“…critics, again and again, have become caught up in the drama of blame assessment as 

they attempt to determine who is responsible for Pecola’s plight” (44).115  Most insistent 

is the discussion of Cholly’s responsibility for raping his daughter, with many critics, 

including Lynn Orilla Scott, Minrose Gwin, Patrick Bryce Bjork, Linda Dittmar, and 

Stephanie Demetrakopoulos, dispersing his blame among the Black and white 

communities that created him.  The discussion of Cholly, then, becomes one-dimensional 

in its insistence of his victimhood; the possibility of him being both victim and aggressor, 

like so many perpetrators of domestic violence, carefully pushed outside the bounds of 

this critique.  Both the text and its scholarship cannot see past the discourses of trauma 

and victimhood to the intricate web of culpability woven by Morrison.  Wishing to 

maintain a clear victim/perpetrator binary, the characters in and criticism on The Bluest 

Eye stagnate, unable to embrace Morrison’s intentional blurring of those lines.   
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By refusing to label Pecola and her family as victims, I do not mean to say they 

are not traumatized and oppressed, but instead that the label of “victim” has allowed 

others not to see them as complex characters; their status as victim defines them.  Such 

categorization makes trauma a stasis that can only be repeated, removing any possibility 

for generative transformation.  Pecola’s intense, pathetic mental breakdown and 

separation from reality make it difficult to view her otherwise.  But, Pecola’s creation of 

her imagined friend could be viewed as a powerful and potentially generative act of self 

definition.   

…why didn’t you tell Mrs. Breedlove? 

I did tell her! 

I don’t mean about the first time.  I mean about the second time, when you 

were sleeping on the couch. 

[…] 

She didn’t even believe me when I told her. 

So that’s why you didn’t tell her about the second time? 

She wouldn’t have believed me then either. 

You’re right.  No use telling her when she wouldn’t believe you (200). 

She imagines someone who cares enough about her to talk to her, who asks her questions 

about her rape.  She may be the ultimate victim in Morrison’s work, but Pecola hints at 

the possibility of moving beyond that stifling, static label through an empathic and 

supportive community, even if it such connection is imaginary.   
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 Pecola’s rape is quiet as it’s kept, allowing the town’s inaction.  Claudia only 

overhears fragments of town gossip, but recognizes the story as being about her friend 

Pecola.  “Our astonishment was short-lived, for it gave way to a curious kind of defensive 

shame; we were embarrassed for Pecola, hurt for her, and finally just felt sorry for her. 

[…] And I believe our sorrow was the more intense because nobody else seemed to share 

it” (148).  The sisters’ shock is short-lived, perhaps because they find a way to no longer 

identify with Pecola’s shame.  Instead of empathizing for her plight, they become 

“embarrassed” for her, which implies they do not fully understand what has happened.  

Pecola has nothing about which to be embarrassed; it is not her fault.   

The sisters decide to give up their seed business and the bicycle they wanted to 

buy in hopes that this sacrifice would save Pecola’s unborn baby, who everyone else 

wished dead.  The pity and naivety with which Claudia begins to tell the end of Pecola’s 

story cannot overcome the judgments of her town.  Claudia’s perhaps well-meaning 

narrative of a young girl’s blameless trauma becomes a story about Claudia herself and 

the community at large.  The penultimate section begins “So it was” (158).  This 

nonchalant, matter of fact tone parallels Claudia and Frieda’s inability to save Pecola or 

her baby and their need to grow up believing such horrors are beyond their control.  “So 

it was” also reflects the townspeople’s excuses for Pecola’s rape and their inaction.  They 

cast her trauma as inevitable because her parents were “ugly” – “Ought to be a law: two 

ugly people doubling up like that to make more ugly” (147).  Lastly, “so it was” 

bookends the opening phrase “quiet as it’s kept,” emphasizing that victims of trauma in 

the community are only talked about in whispers, only dealt with through secret wishing, 
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and finally cast out.  As with all gossip, it is implied that there is nothing to do but pray 

the situation never happens to you.   

 Claudia begins to conclude the narrative by blaming herself, the failure of her 

magic seeds to save Pecola’s baby.  “We tried to see her without looking at her, and 

never, never went near.  Not because she was absurd, or repulsive, or because we were 

frightened, but because we had failed her.  Our flowers never grew. […] So we avoided 

Pecola Breedlove – forever” (158).  This is the simple answer to Claudia’s ignoring 

Pecola, the truth as a child would understand it.  But, adult narrator Claudia continues on 

and finds more substantial rationale for her failed relationship with Pecola.   

All of our waste which we dumped on her and which she absorbed.  And 

all of our beauty, which was hers first and which she gave to us.  All of us 

– all who knew her – felt so wholesome after we cleaned ourselves on her.  

We were so beautiful when we stood astride her ugliness.  […]  Even her 

waking dream we used – to silence our own nightmares.  And she let us, 

and thereby deserved our contempt.  We honed our egos on her, padded 

our characters with her frailty, and yawned in the fantasy of our strength. 

(159) 

Claudia begins pitying Pecola, expressing her knowledge of the traumatic past that broke 

her.  This strikes a balance that, at first, allows Claudia to acknowledge her own 

culpability in Pecola’s situation and thus increase her own credibility as a narrator.  But, 

by the end, like the wagging tongues and shaking heads of gossiping adults, Claudia 

blames Pecola for her situation and for allowing the townspeople definition through their 
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opposition to her, as not-Pecola.  Claudia needs to identify with the larger community 

and, thus, must turn away from recognizing any of Pecola in herself; Claudia fashions 

herself as not-Pecola more consciously than the gossiping community.   J. Brooks 

Bouson writes, “Despite her enactment of the protector’s role, Claudia also shares at 

some deep level the community impulse to victimize Pecola: that is, to rid herself of her 

own shame by scapegoating the utterly vulnerable Pecola” (40).  In the above quote from 

The Bluest Eye, Claudia turns Pecola into the garbage she collects and, through this 

abjection, Pecola becomes a symbol for all one should never be.  It is only across this 

false chasm of difference that the individuals of the town can define themselves.  Without 

her ugliness, without her frailty, without her trauma, they have no subordinate opposite to 

which they can anchor a communal identity.  Without her, perhaps, the community would 

have to face its own traumatic position on the outskirts of a violently racist society.  By 

absorbing their pain and waking nightmares, Pecola becomes inhuman, a reservoir for 

what they cannot change about their position, themselves, and their pasts.  Because she 

reflects back to them their own failings as individuals and as a town, she binds them 

together, defines them as a group, and makes them a community by occupying a position 

even more outside than theirs.116   

The adult narrator grapples with her relationship to Pecola, but finally, she refuses 

to take on Pecola’s pain.  Claudia ends the retelling of Pecola’s story by reversing her 

earlier claims that it was her fault the marigolds did not grow.   

And now when I see her […] I talk about how I did not plant the seeds too 

deeply, how it was the fault of the earth, the land, of our town.  I even 
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think now that the land of the entire country was hostile to marigolds that 

year.  This soil is bad for certain kinds of flowers.  Certain seeds it will not 

nurture, certain fruit it will not bear, and when the land kills of its own 

volition, we acquiesce and say the victim had no right to live.  We are 

wrong, of course, but it doesn’t matter. (160) 

This reversal, in which Claudia considers her own and the town’s responsibility for 

Pecola, cannot go as far as to openly blame them, instead Pecola becomes a problem so 

large that no individual could ever be expected to work against it.  The only avenue left 

open for the community is to submit because the “land” predestined Pecola’s destruction.  

The same occurs in the scholarship that focuses on Cholly as victim.  It erases any 

responsibility or potential action because the blame extends so far and wide that no one is 

blamed and no one is blameless; nothing can be done.  In a country built upon the 

victimization of certain groups, the traumatized can only reflect back to the culture its 

own might and counterintuitively strengthen national master narratives as the exceptions 

that prove the rule.  Pecola must have “no right to live” so that others can.  Claudia 

admits that this is not the truth – everyone has a right to live without trauma – but she 

fails to act.  The explanations she and the town tell themselves becomes an impassible 

truth. 

Of course, being unable to change the past, none of Claudia’s narrative matters 

for Pecola.  But, Claudia subtly turns this outward to the reader: “It’s too late.  At least on 

the edge of my town, among the garbage and the sunflowers of my town, it’s much, much, 

much too late” (160 my emphasis).  While it is too late for Pecola and her town to change 
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their collective pasts, it is not too late to learn from this story.  Morrison’s choice to make 

the central narrator Claudia (rather than Pecola) and to end with adult Claudia continuing 

to pity and avoid Pecola emphasizes communal inaction and should offend the reader’s 

sense of justice.  Claudia muses of Cholly’s relationship with his daughter, “Love is 

never any better than the lover” (159).  This observation extends to how we read Pecola.  

If we choose to love her, to empathize with her plight, what then do we do with this 

affection after closing the book?  Do we turn away from her pain like everyone else?  Or 

can we learn something about what it should mean to be a community?  The idealized 

community may not exist in The Bluest Eye, but through its negative example, we can be 

moved to action, to seek out some form of justice for the Pecolas in our towns. 

Beloved 

 Morrison’s most famous novel, Beloved, also explores the relationship between 

trauma and community, particularly for newly freed slaves.  Morrison controversially 

dedicated Beloved to the “Sixty Million and more” (np).  Numerous scholars and 

reviewers noted this as an attempt to create a hierarchy of genocide by implying that the 

Middle Passage and slavery in America were ten times the atrocity of the Holocaust 

(often referred to as the ultimate genocide and for which six million has become the 

accepted number of Jewish deaths).117  Similarly, Sharon Holland notes in her book 

Raising the Dead: Readings of the Dead and (Black) Subjectivity that Leslie Marmon 

Silko dedicated Almanac of the Dead to “Sixty million Native Americans [who] died 

between 1500-1600” (14).  But, any comparison of trauma seems futile; for oppressed 

groups to legitimize their suffering as somehow “more than” creates a hierarchy of 
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oppression that belittles all suffering and has the potential to further traumatize.  

Additionally, I doubt this dedication is as simple as one-ups-manship or Morrison’s 

explanation that it is an estimate of the number of African lives lost over the course of the 

slave trade.  The number sixty million is the approximate population of the U.S. in the 

late 19th century; perhaps the dedication hints at a lost America, one of possibility, one 

without such hierarchies and oppressions.118  The intentionally vague dedication turns 

Beloved outward or, as Jane Smiley puts it, “embrac[es] the novel as a social document” 

“fraught with political implications” (np).  Despite the text’s magical realism, the 

relationship between Beloved and the sociopolitical realities of both Reconstruction Era 

and contemporary America cannot be ignored.  Morrison’s novel brings to light both the 

devastation of our collective past and its continued impact upon our present.  

In the dedication, there is a clear connection being made through the all-too-

common experience of extreme pain and suffering, alongside a nuanced exploration of 

the unifying narratives communities construct through their traumatized members.  

Harkening to numerous genocides – including the Holocaust, Middle Passage, slavery, 

and the Native American genocide – does not necessitate a ranking of such historic 

events and their devastating impact; their impacts continue to ripple throughout history 

and may build to form a wave that crashes on our future shores (Budick 161-6).  

Considered in conjunction with the abstract narrative of rememory that ends the novel, 

Morrison does not heap numbers of the dead at our feet in her dedication to sway us that 

one genocide is of more importance than another.  Instead, she attempts to connect the 

genocides of the past and present.  Beloved’s ambiguous conclusion, which ends twice – 
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once with Sethe’s question “Me? Me?” and again with the abstract (re)memory of 

“Beloved” – unsettles readers and begs the question, “What comes next?”.  My answer is: 

“We do.”  How ever we interpret the abstract coda, our return to our own lives, in which 

we may or may not see direct connections to the horrors depicted in Beloved, pushes the 

act of reading outward.  In “Violence, Home, and Community in Toni Morrison’s 

Beloved,” Nancy Jesser writes, “Morrison’s Beloved is a critique of millennial narratives, 

the fantasies of utopian escape. […] …the stories must be shared and joined, or they 

become dangerous, self-exhausting, domestic soliloquies in which there are no 

realizations, no connections, no movement toward a better home” (342).  Jesser connects 

the novel to its contemporary historical moment to we often refer as if we existed in a 

post-racial America.  This desire to ignore continued racism in America and to fantasize, 

instead, that we live in a racially blind utopia becomes increasingly difficult when faced 

with the powerful narrative of Beloved.  Each reader will respond differently, but the 

novel reconstructs collective knowledge of a historical reality, a knowledge that has been 

censored, expunged, and silenced.   

Similarly, the townswomen recover and rewrite the past when they take action to 

exorcise the ghostly “devil-child” from 124 (261).  In his book Sweet Home: Invisible 

Cities in the Afro-American Novel, Charles Scruggs emphasizes that “Sethe’s tragedy 

begins when her community deserts her, failing to warn of schoolteacher’s approach” 

(210).  The town’s inaction is explained as envy at all Baby Suggs seems to have.  Later 

Ella ruminates on Sethe’s pride, and even explains Sethe’s decision to kill her daughter as 

a kind of hubris: “Sethe’s crime was staggering and her pride outstripped even that…” 
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(256).  The community interprets Sethe’s turning away from them to live in isolation as a 

continuation of that pride, rather than as Sethe’s way of coping with her actions and her 

loss.  “When [Sethe] got out of jail and made no gesture toward anybody, and lived as 

though she were alone, Ella junked her and wouldn’t give her the time of day” (256).  

Because they see her as turning her back on the community and their collective identity, 

the townspeople refuse to interpret her actions as anything other than pride.  It is not until 

the townswomen are faced with the possibility that horrors from their pasts also could 

return in corporeal form that they decide to act. 

Thirty women from the community come to rid 124 and Sethe of the ghostly 

Beloved.  Ella doesn’t “like the idea of past errors taking possession of the present” and 

motivates the town’s women to see for themselves what is happening at 124 (256).  

While Ella has carefully constructed a narrative about both her own and Sethe’s past in 

order to see no similarities between them, they are foils for each other.  Sethe murdered 

her daughter and carries the heavy scars like a tree on her back; Ella refused to nurse the 

baby she bore after being repeatedly raped by her master’s son, “the lowest yet,” and 

carries “scars from the bell… thick as rope around her waist” (259-60).  The comparison 

comes easily despite Ella’s refusal to admit it: both she and Sethe murder their child, one 

by swift action and one by inaction, and scars of slavery mark them physically and 

mentally.  It is the memory of that baby that causes Ella to scream.  While the women 

pray together, Ella’s thoughts turn to her past and make the connection she had refused. 

She had delivered but would not nurse, a hairy white thing, fathered by 

‘the lowest yet.’ It lived five days never making a sound.  The idea of that 
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pup coming back to whip her too set her jaw working, and then Ella 

hollered. 

Instantly the kneelers and the standers joined her.  They stopped 

praying and took a step back to the beginning.  In the beginning there were 

no words.  In the beginning was the sound, and they all knew what that 

sound sounded like. (258-9). 

Their collective and individual traumatic pasts build in the women to a scream, a 

traumatic sound they all recognize.  Here Morrison rewrites a section of the Book of John 

from the Bible: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God and the 

Word was God” (John 1:1).  The sound of the scream harkens back to a time before 

words, to a state of being outside of the realm of God: slavery.   

For Sethe it was as though the Clearing had come to her with all its heat 

and simmering leaves, where the voices of women searched for the right 

combination, the key, the code, the sound that broke the back of words.  

Building voice upon voice until they found it, and when they did it was a 

wave of sound wide enough to sound deep water and knock the pods off 

chestnut trees.  It broke over Sethe and she trembled like the baptized in 

its wash. (261) 

The past and present mix; this sound is one the women have searched for before in the 

Clearing with Baby Suggs.  Now, faced with an embodiment of their collective past, they 

discover the sound that destroys all language and has the potential to baptize Sethe, to 

wash away her sins.  An ideal community temporarily forms in the sound, a unifying 
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response to the violence and pain they suffered that is beyond social structures, ideology, 

and language.   

 While the female members of the ex-slave community come to 124 to save Sethe 

from the haunting young woman, such rescue can only ever be partial as they cannot 

change the horrific traumas of the past.   

“Paul D?” 

“What, baby?” 

“She left me.” 

“Aw, girl.  Don’t cry.” 

“She was my best thing.” (273). 

While many critics have read this scene as an ideal moment of community,119 such a 

reading does not take into account the isolation and disconnect of Sethe in the final scene 

with Paul D.  Given that the communal moment of female unity and empowerment must, 

and does, end, it would seem that Morrison does not idealize the concept of community.  

Instead, she emphasizes the prominent fissures in communities even when the members 

share a common past, and particularly when members of that community have been 

traumatized.  Sethe’s continued belief that Beloved was her “best thing” and her 

questions that close her narrative – “Me?  Me?” – open the novel to an interpretation of 

the book as cyclical.  Have the trauma, suffering and pain been exorcised, or will the 

characters continue to repeat past traumas endlessly?  Given the eternal nature of 

literature – narratives are always already happening – it would seem that Morrison’s 

choice to represent this story in novel form implies that the struggle to understand and 
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work through slavery, like literature, is a constant, endless process.  Perhaps, then, the 

additional ending – which can be read as the conclusion of Beloved’s narrative – suggests 

that we begin to consider past collective traumas by sharing narratives like Beloved.  

While Sethe may not be able to end her cycle of trauma, her narrative disrupts our 

collective narrative where such detailed and brutal stories are overlooked and replaced by 

a shorthand, a misappropriation: Slavery was terrible but we’re past it now.120   It is not a 

story to pass on. 

Morrison’s repeated and much discussed line deconstructs that shorthand through 

its multiple possibilities: “This is not a story to pass on” (275).  This enigmatic sentence 

has been discussed at length by Deborah Horvitz, Karla F.C. Holloway, and Gayatri 

Spivak, to name a few.121  Is the story not to be remembered or not to be forgotten?  The 

sentence needs to be read in context.  The slight variation of it in this final section – “It 

was not a story to pass on” (274, 275), “It is not a story to pass on” (275) – builds its 

meaning.  First, “It was not a story to pass on.  They forgot her like a bad dream” (274).  

The story requires active forgetting.  The bad dream implies some basic level of 

remembrance, remembering not to remember it.  “It was not a story to pass on.  So they 

forgot her. […]  …they know things will never be the same if they [remember]” (275).  

That ever-present absence lurking just below the surface of their collective conscious, 

Beloved and the past she represents linger on as the uncanny, ready at any moment to 

return.  “This is not a story to pass on.  Down by the stream in back of 124 her footprints 

come and go, come and go.  They are so familiar.  Should a child, an adult place his feet 

in them, they will fit.  Take them out and they disappear again as though nobody ever 
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walked there” (275).  Collective trauma is ever present and poised for rememory.  We 

must continue to interact with that past, to place our feet in those footprints and see that 

they fit.  Or “[b]y and by all trace is gone, and what is forgotten is not only the footprints 

but the water too and what it is down there.  The rest is weather.  Not the breath of the 

disremembered and unaccounted for, but wind in the eaves, or spring ice thawing too 

quickly.  Just weather.  Certainly no clamor for a kiss.  Beloved” (275).   These enigmatic 

closing lines compare the human to the inhuman, and possibly the inhumane.  “The rest is 

weather” (275).  Outside of remembering our collective pasts, there is nothing else that 

makes us human; forgetting erases all that makes us up; forgetting is inhumane.  If we 

remember the “breath of the disremembered and unaccounted for,” as this novel has 

attempted, we remember the beloved community.  Morrison sets up this possibility of the 

human in the negative; rather than through what is recuperated and gained when we 

choose to remember, Beloved emblemizes what is lost when we choose to forget. 

Finally, the repeated line’s change in verb tense from past to present emphasizes 

the relevance of past to present and moves the narrative outside the bounds of the novel.  

It is not just a story for the characters to pass on (or not, as the case may be), but it is now 

up to readers to determine for themselves if this is a story they pass on.  What are the 

ethics of reading a story like Beloved?  Is it to remember that which we have forgotten 

like a bad dream?  Or is it to remind us that we can never know the pain of the other, that 

trauma is always, in part, beyond language because its retelling necessitates a distance 

from, but a momentary recognition of, the face of the other?  It is those liminal moments 

in literature when readers feel a pull that signals both the recognition and nonrecognition 
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that makes narrative culturally relevant, emotionally germane.  Such moments are 

ephemeral and transcendent, like the ideal, beloved community.  

Paradise 

 Paradise begins with a woman’s murder.  “They shoot the white girl first” (3). 

Morrison carefully sets up the major conflicts of her novel immediately: a group (“they”) 

has decided to kill (“shoot”) a mixed race group of women (“the white girl first”).  

Murder, death, race, and gender all blend together in one staccato sentence of gunfire.  

The rest of the novel, like a detective story, will fill in details as an attempt to explain 

why.  In his article “Furrowing All the Brows: Interpretation and the Transcendent in 

Toni Morrison’s Paradise,” Philip Page writes about this opening sentence and the 

impossibility of knowing which woman was white, “The general effect is to require 

readers to work hard, so that they, like the characters and the author, become a part of the 

fictional enterprise.  Whereas Morrison’s previous novels have invited readers to 

participate… in Paradise the reader is forced to work hard simply to enter into the text” 

(638).  This is, in fact, not a new technique for Morrison; she similarly refuses to indulge 

the reader’s desire to know which character is of what race in her short story 

“Recitatif.”122  The novel’s first sentence also sets up many of its binaries: male/female, 

white/black, violence/non-violence, injustice/justice, and exclusion/inclusion.   

 Paradise, the conclusion of Morrison’s historically inspired trilogy, continues to 

explore the interconnection of trauma, gender, and race through the microcosm of an all-

Black town in Oklahoma.  Like The Bluest Eye and Beloved (and perhaps all of 

Morrison’s work), the paradoxical relationships between individuals and community 
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groups can be rather succinctly summarized: “Quiet as it’s kept.”  The numerous 

relationships between the women at the Convent and the townspeople of Ruby are spoken 

about in gossip and hushed rumor, if they are discussed at all.  But, the narratives the 

townspeople of Ruby create about their history and community requires this group of 

social outcasts.  They are definitional to the town as not-the-town.  They illustrate all that 

Ruby attempts to shun in its insular and defensive positioning.  Justine Tally writes in 

“The Morrison Trilogy,”  

The women at the Convent… are atemporal and ahistorical, living outside 

the patriarchal law.  The perceived affront to their sensibilities leads the 

men to use the Convent women as scapegoats, venting their fears and 

frustrations on what are clearly harmless females simply because they do 

not conform to their idea of a woman’s place.  The women themselves are 

‘messy’ human beings, all having been victimized by the patriarchal order. 

(87)   

Like Pecola, this group of traumatized women absorbs any irregularities in the town’s 

history and people.  The women of the Convent are an easy target given their individual 

pasts full of pain, suffering, and death.  Admitting they needed the Convent could have 

broken the town’s dichotomous construction, but instead those most helped by these 

women actively shun and blame them for their own misfortunes.   

Each woman has been traumatized in some way and through her attempt to escape 

that past has made her way to the Convent.  But, this group does not come together 

because of their similarities.  Instead their traumas continue to torment them, creating 
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deep fault-lines in their relationships to each other; each believing her past entitles her to 

more sympathy from the others than they are willing or able to give, much like the 

competing tallies of the dead critiqued through Beloved’s dedication.  As Magali Cornier 

Michael suggests in her book New Visions of Community in Contemporary American 

Fiction: Tan, Kingsolver, Castillo, Morrison: 

Coalitions and communities remain neither static nor unproblematic in 

Morrison’s text, in the sense that they are presented as dynamic, ever-

changing processes that must perpetually negotiate the differences 

between their actors or participants but that, at the same time, do result in 

at least temporary physical and psychic survival for some of the women 

characters. (156 authorial emphasis)   

Viewing the Convent women as a community-building feminist coalition hints at the 

wider implications of the novel for the communities in which the text is read, shared, and 

discussed.  While she continues this line of inquiry focused on communities within the 

novel, Michael could just as easily have turned her argument toward the community that 

reads Paradise: “The empathy produced by this difficult process involves an engagement 

on both an emotional and a material basis and thus contains the potential for activism, in 

the sense that empathy entails ‘a tremendously active process…’” (173).  This potential 

for active reading and empathy make the Convent women, and by extension the novel, 

dynamic and engaging, beyond words on a page. 

It is not a coincidence that these women are deemed a threat by the male town 

elders only after the women have found reconciliation with each other.  It is through 
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Consolata outlining their naked bodies that the Convent women begin to work through 

their pasts.  “In the beginning the most important thing was the template. […]  When 

each found the position she could tolerate on the cold, uncompromising floor, Consolata 

walked around her and painted the body’s silhouette” (263).  They cathartically move 

their traumas from precarious flesh to malleable two-dimensional bodies.  After having 

shared their waking dreams and haunting nightmares, the boundaries that separated each 

from each disintegrate.   

[Consolata’s telling of her story] is how the loud dreaming began.  How 

the stories rose in that place.  Half-tales and the never-dreamed escaped 

from their lips to soar high about guttering candles, shifting draft from 

crates and bottles.  And it was never important to know who said the 

dream or whether it had meaning.  In spite of or because their bodies ache, 

they step easily into the dreamer’s tale.  They enter the heat of the 

Cadillac, feel the smack of cold air in the Higgledy Piggledy. […]  In loud 

dreaming, monologue is no different from a shriek; accusations directed at 

the dead and long gone are undone by murmurs of love.  So, exhausted 

and enraged, they rise and go to their beds vowing never to submit to that 

again but knowing full well they will.  And they do. (264) 

These outcasts find solace in each other’s pain and fantasies.  Through this sharing that 

resembles a scream, they become an ideal community, one in which individuals can find 

acceptance and understanding no matter their past.  The shriek that is beyond language, 

but retains meaning recalls the scream in Beloved and the unspeakable aspects of trauma 
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that require representation.  Pushing this further, the loud dreaming replicates the act of 

reading Paradise.  As J. Brooks Bouson suggests, “In describing the ‘loud dreaming’ of 

the women, Morrison dramatizes her long-held view of the ideal reader-text transaction 

as one in which the reader-participant is open and receptive to the text. […] A collective 

sharing of trauma, the ‘loud dreaming’ has the potential to heal” (210).  Such collective 

healing fulfills its potential when readers are equally “exhausted and enraged” by the 

difficulty of Paradise as a text but continue to “submit” in hopes of undoing that anger to 

find “murmurs of love” and community.  

The women then paint their stories onto the silhouettes, visually depicting the 

traumas they have endured while at the same time keeping some details secret.   

They understood and began to begin.  First with natural features: breasts 

and pudenda, toes, ears, and head hair. […] They pressed her [Pallas for 

details of her rape], but gently, without joking or scorn.  […] [As an 

answer,] Pallas gave the crooked mouth two long fangs. […]  …days 

passed uncut from night as careful etching of body parts and memorabilia 

occupied them. […] With Consolata in charge, like a new and revised 

Reverend Mother, feeding them bloodless food and water alone to quench 

their thirst, they altered.  They had to be reminded of the moving bodies 

they wore, so seductive were the alive ones below. (265)   

While these scenes have been read as cathartic community-building, Morrison is careful 

not to construct a utopia.  The vampire imagery throughout hints that even such moments 

of epiphany and community-building can be potentially detrimental.  The women become 
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so obsessed with painting their pasts onto the basement floor that they lose touch with 

reality, with their corporeal bodies, and run the risk of becoming an indistinguishable 

mob.  They are seduced by the potential to relive their traumas over and over through 

effigies of their own creation and to be sustained only through the consumption of their 

pasts, which feeds them until “they altered.”  Much like the vampiric relationship 

between ghost and mother in Beloved, the Convent women feast upon trauma.  While it 

may have begun as a cathartic release and opened up the potential for healing, these 

nights of refuge turn into days locked down in the basement, consumed by what Freud 

would identify as the repetition compulsion.  The women may treat each other with less 

scorn and hatred, but relationships built solely upon trauma cannot be sustained.   

Consolata attempts to move the women out of the basement and into the world by 

initiating a midnight dance in the rain.  This transcendent moment of women dancing 

together in the cleansing night rain breaks the repetitious spell of the basement paintings.  

Gathered in the kitchen door, first they watched, then they stuck out their 

hands to feel.  It was like lotion on their fingers so they entered it and let it 

pour like balm on their shaved heads and upturned faces.  Consolata 

started it; the rest were quick to join her.  […] …those sensations bow to 

the rapture of holy women dancing in hot sweet rain.  They would have 

laughed, had enchantment not been so deep.  If there were any 

recollections of a recent warning or intimations of harm, the irresistible 

rain washed them away.  Seneca embraced and finally let go of a dark 
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morning in state housing.  Grace witnessed the successful cleansing of a 

white shirt that never should have been stained.  (283) 

Their difficult and all-consuming work in the basement has lead to this moment of 

release.  Each finally can come to terms with her past in her own way; some by letting go, 

others by reimagining the past.  The religious iconography mixes with that of a cult: a 

baptism washing away their sins joined with bald-heads and enchantment.  The Convent 

women occupy yet another liminal space between the holy and demonic, with Ruby’s 

townspeople often interpreting them as wholly one or the other depending on their 

perspectives.  The sections narrated at the Convent remains impartial, allowing for either 

interpretation by an active reader.  The quote above reiterates that the women have been 

warned of the murderous rampage about to occur.  By reminding the reader of the 

dangers that lay in front of them and that they chose to ignore, the narrator does not 

construct an idealized, or even innocent, community.  Instead, this passage highlights 

their complicity in their fate.  The narrator does not judge in these moments but simply 

records the possibilities.  Perhaps it is that which makes the Convent such a dangerous 

place: its openness to possibilities.  The building itself contains infinite possibility as 

signified by its past use as an embezzler’s mansion, a convent, and a school for American 

Indian girls.  

Possibility and change, represented by the different past purposes of the Convent, 

threaten the desired stasis of Ruby.  The townswomen who come by the Convent after 

Consolata takes charge do not understand the change that has come over the women and 

are frustrated by what they see.   
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As she slid into the driver’s seat, a basket with a parcel on top beside her, 

it would annoy her at first being unable to say exactly what was absent.  

As she drew closer to home and drove down Central Avenue, her gaze 

might fall on Sweetie Fleetwood’s house, Pat Best’s house or she might 

notice one of the Poole boys or Menus on his way to Ace’s.  Then she 

might realize what was missing: unlike some people in Ruby, the Convent 

women were no longer haunted.  Or hunted either, she might have added.  

But there she would have been wrong. (266) 

This reaction to the subtle changes at the Convent illustrates how the townspeople’s sense 

of self and community are measured against the outcast women.  Without the troubled 

and traumatized to turn their rage and blame upon, all of the secrets of Ruby – those 

things quietly kept – plainly come to the surface and expose the fiction that is Ruby, the 

impossibility of utopia: its dystopic heart.   

 The novel is rife with magical realism, but it is the disappearance of the Convent 

women’s bodies that makes it particularly difficult for readers, critics, and scholars to 

interpret.  Are the women murdered, or do some survive the massacre?  Michael suggests 

that the Convent women’s material bodies are not as important as the ideal they come to 

symbolize. “The disappearance of the murdered women thus further positions the convent 

women, or rather the idea of them, as indestructible in the sense that their engagement in 

such a dynamic, alternative coalition process grounded in caring and intersecting subject 

positions in conflict with the patriarchal status quo will continue to emerge” (181).  
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 The abstract coda to Paradise, similar to the one in Beloved, continues the many 

questions left unanswered in the novel.  Two women lie on a beach, one singing of the 

“unambivalent bliss of going home to be at home – the ease of coming back to love 

again” (318), both watching new arrivals come ashore “shouldering the endless work 

they were created to do down here in Paradise” (318).  The dream-like, mythological 

afterlife that is heavenly filled with love and nurturing, worldly with materiality and 

work, and perhaps demonic in being “down here” creates yet another ambiguous closing 

to Morrison’s novels.  Michael suggests that this unconventional view of paradise 

“acknowledges the hard work that actions directed toward such a utopia will necessarily 

entail, given the present state of affairs” (182).  Again, while her focus remains on the 

text itself, Michael exemplifies the easy slippage between the novel and the sociopolitical 

realities with the final clause of her sentence, almost an afterthought itself: “given the 

present state of affairs.”  Sue-Im Lee also moves her discussion of the ideal community in 

Morrison’s novels outward toward the political realities of America: “All manifestations 

of first-plural ‘we’ serve a need, answer a desire, respond to an anxiety, forestall a fear, or 

guard against a threat. […]  A community that works is automatically an argument for 

something, an assertion rather than an expression of a given fact” (26).  The final 

sentences of Paradise suggest that life could be paradise if we chose to do the endless 

work necessary of community, but such work is also of our own doing in our insistence 

upon our differences as divisive and isolating.  And, insisting upon an ideal, stable 

community ignores the work at the heart of any group.   

Conclusion 
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The narratives we construct about ourselves and our pasts are the very subject of 

Morrison’s novels.  Justine Tally writes in “The Morrison Trilogy,” “The reading of the 

trilogy as a whole piece at once provides a legitimization of Morrison’s revisionist 

metahistorical project and, at the same time, makes the relationship among its thematic 

components absolutely clear: Memory is fickle, story is unreliable, and history is subject 

to manipulation” (80-1).  It is the malleable aspects of the traumatic and community that 

connect Morrison’s novels and move each outward from words on a page to our current 

sociopolitical moment in which race and racial barriers remain.  As Charles Scruggs 

argues about Beloved and the American romance, “Morrison is concerned with invisible 

worlds of the psyche, those worlds unrecorded in any visible documents: ‘unspeakable 

things unspoken,’ which only a literary artist can record.  […]  True history, as these 

black writers recognize, can only be constructed by acts of the imagination” (210).  

Remaining open to moments of artistic imagination does not remove us (or them) from 

reality.  I focused, in this final chapter, on the ambiguities of community, not to insist that 

the ideal is impossible, but to argue such possibility remains to be seen.  Morrison’s 

ambiguous endings open quietly kept narratives to the light of day, move gossip and 

rumor to recoverable history, and recuperate voices that represent our past and call us to 

our present.  
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CODA: BY WAY OF CONCLUSION 

 

 As I was drafting this final chapter at my neighborhood market, I overheard a 

conversation between three older men who did not know each other previously.  While 

sitting at the coffee bar and reading their Sunday papers, these three strangers began a 

dialogue about their past traumas because of a tragic recent event splashed across the 

front page of the newspaper.  While they never used the word “trauma,” that was the 

topic, and each had a terrible story to tell.  They transformed a national tragedy into a 

moment of personal reflection and community-building.  These strangers divulged details 

from their lives with such candor and listened to each other with such genuine caring and 

openness, that I almost spoke up to tell them what I was doing and all the amazing 

overlaps I saw between the argument I spent four years trying to articulate and the 

conversation they struck up during a quiet hour one weekend.   

I almost spoke up, but I didn’t.  The ease with which they spoke and the pace of 

their revelations made me realize that I was witnessing something remarkable, although 

not uncommon, and that it was not my place to interrupt, break the spell, cheapen their 

sincere exchange.  But, as I finished this project, I kept thinking about those three men 

(who now meet up every Sunday to talk over coffee and a newspaper) and the countless 

others I have overheard doing trauma work similar to what I have attempted to do here.  

We hear other’s pain and suffering every day, and it is through talking about the 

potentially unspeakable that we begin to mind, and be mindful of, the gap of trauma.   
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NOTES 

 
1 Thank you to Sandra Soto for pushing me to consider and connect my various 

chapters through the lens of the archive. 

2 Thank you to Charles Scruggs for suggesting I analyze this epigraph from Hitler 

in relation to my work.  The authenticity of this quote attributed to Hitler has been 

discussed at great length by historians.  While stationed in Berlin, American journalist 

Louis Lochner received a copy of Hitler’s speech from an informant he called “Herr 

Maasz.”  Lochner’s document was labeled as L-3 at the Nuremberg Trials.  Two other 

documents (1014-PS and 798-PS) in the Nuremberg Trials discuss the content of the 

Obersalzberg Speech, but neither transcribes the Armenian genocide quote.  This could 

be because the two other note-takers, writing minutes for the meeting of Hitler with his 

Wehrmacht commanders, did not deem it necessary to the overarching content of Hitler’s 

speech.  While the importance of the Armenian genocide statement is clear, the rest of the 

quote from Hitler references Genghis Khan’s genocide of populations in the Iranian 

Plateau, plans to annihilate the Polish people and to invade Russia, and an order to 

execute anyone who criticized the Third Reich’s extermination of the Poles, as well as a 

statement that this is a humane war that would make the world tremble in fear.  Taken as 

a whole, the speech makes Hitler’s and the Third Reich’s genocidal intentions clear even 

when the Armenian quote is omitted.   

A translation of the L-3 document can be found in Lochner’s book What about 

Germany?, New York: Dodd, Mead, & Co, 1942, pages 11-2.  For more on this 
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controversy, see, for example, K.B. Bardakjian, Hitler and the Armenian Genocide, 

Special Report No. 3, The Zoryan Institute (online); Vahakn N. Dadrian, "Historical and 

Legal Interconnections between the Armenian Genocide and the Jewish Holocaust: From 

Impunity to Retributive Justice." Yale Journal of International Law. 23 (1998): 503-59 

(particularly 537-42); Richard Albrecht, Wer redet heute noch von der Vernichtung der 

Armenier? : Adolf Hitlers Geheimrede am 22. August 1939, Aachen: Shaker Verlag, 

2007; and Margaret Lavinia Anderson, “Who Still Talked about the Extermination of the 

Armenians? German Talk and German Silences,” in A Question of Genocide: Armenians 

and Turks at the End of the Ottoman Empire, Eds. Suny, Gocek, and Naimark, New 

York: Oxford, UP, 2011, 199-220. 

3 For estimates of the numbers murdered see, for example, David B. 

MacDonald’s Identity Politics in the Age of Genocide: The Holocaust and Historical 

Representation (page 119), Eric D. Weitz’s A Century of Genocide (page 5), Fein’s 

Accounting for Genocide (page 16), and Alex Alvarez’s Government, Citizens, and 

Genocide (page 11).  Also the dates of 1915 – 1923 represent the height of genocidal 

actions.  Armenians and other ethnic minorities were being systematically murdered at 

least as early as 1895 and as late as 1941.  For more on the timeline of the Armenian 

genocide, see, for example, Guenter Lewy’s 2005 book The Armenian Massacres in 

Ottoman Turkey: A Disputed Genocide, published by the University of Utah Press. 

4 In fact, the term “genocide” was coined in 1944 by Raphael Lemkin, a Jewish 

Polish lawyer whose memoirs describe the lasting impression having been exposed to the 
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details of the Armenian genocide at a young age had upon his work.  For more on the 

defining of “genocide,” see Raphael Lemkin’s Axis Rule in Occupied Europe: Laws of 

Occupation, Analysis of Government, Proposals for Redress, Washington D.C.: 

Lawbook, 1944, particularly Chapter IX, pages 79-95.  For the impact of the Armenian 

genocide on Lemkin, see his memoir Totally Unofficial: The Autobiography of Raphael 

Lemkin, edited by Donne-Lee Frieze, New Haven: Yale UP, 2013, particularly “The 

Early Years” (3-25). 

5 Limited access to the Turkish archives was opened up in the 1980s with further 

research allowed currently.  Notably, the most prominent researcher and scholar on the 

Armenian genocide is Turkish; Taner Akcam recently published The Young Turks’ Crime 

Against Humanity: The Armenian Genocide and the Ottoman Empire.  In it, he discusses 

the difficulty of interpreting the Ottoman archives because it was constructed by those in 

power, but the documents he has been able to access corroborate those found in the 

national archives of German, the US, and the UK.  A clear example of the lack of 

transparency, despite the release of more documents, is Turkish government’s 2006 

prosecution of a Turkish/Armenian journal’s managing editor (Hrant Dink) for using the 

term “genocide” regarding the Armenian genocide.  In 2007, the Turkish government 

investigated Akcam after he stood up for Dink.  Under such conditions, I am skeptical 

that there is freedom of information within the Turkish archives and that all 

documentation of the genocide has come to light.  See Akcam’s The Young Turks’ Crime 

Against Humanity: The Armenian Genocide and the Ottoman Empire, Princeton: 
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Princeton UP, 2012 as well as Vahakn N. Dadrian’s article “Ottoman Archives and 

Denial of the Armenian Genocide,” in The Armenian Genocide, Ed. Richard G. 

Hovannisian, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992 (280-310) and Dadrian’s article “The 

Armenian Genocide: An Interpretation,” in American and the Armenian Genocide of 

1915, Ed. J.M. Winter, New York: Cambridge UP, 2003 (52-100). 

6 My use of the term “State apparatus” is clearly indebted to Louis Althusser’s 

Ideological State Apparatuses, but I want to distinguish between ideology and state 

institutions in order to highlight how an ideology need not be State-sanctioned to be 

oppressive or repressive.  See Althusser’s “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses” 

in La Pensée 1970. 

7 See Ruth Ley’s Trauma: A Genealogy, Chicago: U of Chicago P, 2000, and 

Martin Modlinger and Philipp Sonntag’s introduction to Other People’s Pain: Narratives 

of Trauma and the Question of Ethics, New York: Peter Lang, 2011 (1-18). 

8 For more on psychoanalysts’ repression of sexual violence as the origin of 

hysteria, see, for example, Deborah M. Horvitz’s Literary Trauma, Albany: State U of 

New York P, 2000 (11-15) and Ruth Ley’s Trauma: A Genealogy, Chicago: U Chicago 

P, 2000 (throughout and particularly 120). 

9 See the DMS V diagnostic criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, diagnostic 

code 309.81 (F43.10), available through Psychiatry Online.   

10 bell hooks coined the term “imperialist, white-supremacist, capitalist 

patriarchy” to better articulate interlocking, systemic oppressions of contemporary Anglo 
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culture. hooks’ first use of the term in print may be in Black Looks: Race and 

Representation (Boston: South End Press, 1992), but she gestures toward this concept as 

early as 1981, in Ain’t I a Woman: Black Women and Feminism, Boston: South End 

Press. 

11 For more on Adorno’s statement and later so-called recantation, see Rolf 

Tiedemann’s introduction to Adorno’s Can One Live After Auschwitz?: A Philosophical 

Reader (Stanford: Stanford UP, 2003), as well as Adorno’s writings translated therein; 

Michael Rothberg’s Traumatic Realism: The Demands of Holocaust Representation 

(Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 2000), particularly chapter 1 “After Adorno: Culture in 

the Wake of Catastrophe” (25-58); and Howard Caygill’s article “Lyric Poetry before 

Auschwitz” in Adorno and Literature, eds. David Cunningham and Nigel Mapp (New 

York: Continuum, 2006) 69-83. 

12 Luckhurst later changed his mind about narrating trauma being unethical, due 

in part to the reappropriation of the images of torture in Abu Ghraib: “[A]n aesthetic of 

unspeakability or unrepresentability would fail to register how cultural forms have 

actually responded to our torturous times” (15).  See his article “Beyond Trauma: 

Torturous Times,” in the European Journal of English Studies, 14.1 (April 2010), 11-21.   

13 The theoretical term “master narrative” was coined by Jean-Francois Lyotard 

in his now classic work The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (1979) and 

reflects the relationship between State institutions and ideology in their power to 

enfranchise and disenfranchise particular narratives, histories, and cultural memories.  
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Lyotard’s use of the term is expressly grounded in his economic theory and, according to 

Lyotard, people no longer believe in master narratives in the postmodern era.  Clearly, I 

am altering this definition, as most who continue to use it do, to include the postmodern 

period and to move away from the economic conditions in which master narratives keep 

the proletariat in check.  I wish to expand the use of “master narrative” to all ideological 

discourses that engages in storytelling to create and uphold a particular structure, system, 

sequence, etc. as self-evident and inevitable.  

14 For more on the potential for growth after trauma, see the work of Richard 

Tedeschi, Crystal Park, and Lawrence Calhoun, who articulated their theory in 

Posttraumatic Growth: Positive Changes in the Aftermath of Crisis, Mahwah, NJ: 

Lawrence Erlbaum, 1998, and again in Tedeschi and Calhoun’s more recent collaboration 

Posttraumatic Growth in Clinical Practice, New York: Routledge, 2012. 

15 Cathy Caruth herself  is borrowing Lacan’s description of the Real as a 

“missed encounter.”  See also her definition of trauma throughout the book Unclaimed 

Experience for more on how Caruth motivates this analogy, particularly the chapter 

“Traumatic Awakenings” (91-112). 

16 While there are many types of archives (governmental at a variety of levels, 

organizational, individual, etc.), my use of the term “archive” focuses on State-run 

warehouses of information used to both construct and buttress master cultural narratives.  

See Jennifer S. Milligan’s article “‘What is an Archive?’ in the History of Modern 

France” in Archive Stories: Facts, Fictions, and the Writing of History, Ed. Antoinette 
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Burton, Durham: Duke UP, 2005 (159-183) for an interesting discussion of how the term 

archive has become attached to governmental institutions and a case study of the 

Archives nationales.   

17 For more on the distinction between documents and monuments, see Paul 

Ricoeur’s Time and Narrative, volume III, translated by Kathleen Blamey and David 

Pellauer, Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1988, particularly pages 116-9. 

18 Cvetkovich’s only mention of Foucault in An Archive of Feeling does not 

explore his discussion of the archive or the archaeological method that came out of his 

conception of the archive, but instead focuses on feminist critiques of the repressive 

hypothesis. 

19 See, for example, Ruth Leys’ chapter “Traumatic Cures: Shell Shock, Janet, 

and the Question of Memory” in her book Trauma: A Genealogy (Chicago: U Chicago P, 

2000) 83-119, particularly pages 112-16. 

20 In fact, this method did not even become standard practice for Janet. 

21 For example, Bessel van der Kolk and Alexander McFarlane borrowed Pitman 

and Orr’s analogy to name a chapter in which they explore the physiological nature of 

trauma. Lacan and Zizek discuss trauma as a “kernel” in the psyche that cannot be 

penetrated, and Zizek calls trauma the “unhistorical” “‘impossible’ kernel of the Real” 

(Symptom 94, 91).   They both conceptualize trauma as a physical nodule, giving trauma 

a physical shape and physical qualities while its substance itself is absent.  Historian 

Dominick LaCapra describes trauma as an “absence or a gap in existence,” thereby also 
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creating a presence for trauma: a present absence (84).  Judith Butler refers to trauma as 

“spectral” in Precarious Life, as if it were the ghost of a past experience haunting the 

present (34).  In her introduction to Trauma: Explorations in Memory, Cathy Caruth 

suggests that we speak and listen “from the site of trauma,” as if trauma is a physical 

space that can be found and inhabited. 

22 I am indebted here to Ruth Leys’ brilliant study of the development of trauma 

theory itself, Trauma: A Genealogy (2004).  Her exploration of which trauma theories 

have been picked up by society and which have been ignored illustrates how trauma 

theory itself has reinscribed social hierarchies and problematic assumptions. 

23 An example of this reinscription of social structures and hierarchies can be 

seen in the study of the Holocaust.  Until recently, the distinct experiences of women 

were ignored in Holocaust studies.  When women were allowed to give their testimony, 

their stories were used to uphold preconceived ideas of what women’s experiences are 

and were used to support masculine master narratives of suffering.  In his recent article 

“Regarding the Pain of Women: Questions of Gender and the Arts of Holocaust 

Memory,” James E. Young writes, “We may hold the pain of women in high regard, but 

when we regard it, we also find spectacle in it, converting their suffering into cultural, 

even psychological, objects around which we tell our own stories…” (1778).  Young 

assumes that his use of “we” will be understood as literary or Holocaust scholars, but it 

can also be read as a masculine “we,” a reading Young wishes to dismantle but instead 

reinscribes within his own work.  While Young attempts to be inclusive, he seems to 
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understand that he cannot ever fully divest himself of his own inclusion in the male “we,” 

thereby acknowledging the reinscription of social hierarchies and oppression.  See James 

Young, “Regarding the Pain of Women: Questions of Gender and the Arts of Holocaust 

Memory,” PMLA. 124.5 (October 2009): 1778-1786. 

24 It is also worth noting that in the field of psychology the term “trauma 

narrative” means the story a survivor tells of his/her trauma, which can include verbal, 

written, or artistic means of communicating, considered a vital step in effectively coping 

with trauma. 

25 My thanks to Susan White for noting the connection between an overlay and 

palimpsest.  See Freud’s “Notes on the Mystic Writing Pad” in General Psychological 

Theory, chapter 13, 1925. 

26 See, for example, the Public Feelings projects, Lauren Berlant’s Cruel 

Optimism (Duke UP, 2011), Sara Ahmed’s The Cultural Politics of Emotion (Routledge, 

2004), Ann Cvetkovich’s Depression: A Public Feeling (Duke, 2012), and José Esteban 

Muñoz’s anticipated forthcoming book Feeling Brown: Ethnicity, Affect, and 

Performance (Duke UP). 

27 Violence and trauma are both distinct from each other and overlap.  Not all 

traumas involve violence; some are emotional and psychological rather than physically 

violent.  Not all violence is traumatic; it is possible to survive physical violence without 

being traumatized by it.  Of course, in many cases violence and trauma both occur, and it 

is often difficult to clearly differentiate where one ends and the other begins. 
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28 See Stephen Prince’s book on post-9/11 films, particularly the introduction, for 

his discussion of the ethics of viewing trauma: Firestorm: American Film in the Age of 

Terrorism, New York: Columbia UP, 2009. 

29 García has also published poetry, juvenile literature, and children’s books.  She 

published a fifth novel, The Lady Matador’s Hotel (2010). This novel does not focus as 

clearly on trauma as her first four novels, although traumatic memories are recounted by 

several characters.  At the time this dissertation was being finalized, García’s sixth novel 

was released (May 2013).  King of Cuba fictionalizes Fidel Castro and satirizes the 

tensions between Cuba and Miami, and includes several characters – including Castro – 

who may have their origins in her first novel, Dreaming in Cuban.  Her book of poems, 

The Lesser Tragedy of Death, chronicles García’s brother’s difficult battle with addiction.  

Like her previous works, this collection of poetry proclaims the power of literature, 

specifically the power to reclaim her brother’s life in ways impossible in reality. Finally, 

García’s juvenile novel, Dreams of Significant Girls, could be read as a companion to A 

Handbook to Luck; three teenaged girls from diverse backgrounds and nationalities spend 

several summers together, and the novel depicts the ways in which their lives bump up 

against and fall away from each other.  

30 The specific conflation of Cuba with other countries may come out of the U.S. 

refusal to accept Cuba as a communist state, although Central and Southern American 

nations (communist or not) are also erased by such universalizing and problematic terms. 
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31 My analysis of Dreaming in Cuban focuses on the characters Lourdes and 

Pilar because their experiences of trauma more clearly illustrate my focus on gaps in the 

text.  While Lourdes’ sister Felicia is sexually abused by her husband, who she later sets 

on fire, Felicia’s trauma is more clearly witnessed and explained by her children who tell 

parts of her story that would otherwise create meaningful gaps.  Felicia’s transformation 

through her trauma into a powerful santera also deserves more critical attention, but again 

is not in keeping with my focus here.  Finally, while the matriarch of the family, Celia, 

experiences lost love and what could be labeled as post-partum depression, she is not 

traumatized. 

32 See, for example, Freud’s “A Child is Being Beaten.” 

33 This idea that human suffering can actually create bonds across people is 

implicit in philosophical discussions of trauma and the precarious nature of the human 

body by thinkers such as Emmanuel Levinas and Judith Butler, to name two, and by 

clinical psychologists such as Richard G. Tedeschi, Lawrence G. Calhoun, and Crystal L. 

Park who have written extensively on “posttraumatic growth,” which includes “changes 

in relationships with others, changes in sense of self, and change in philosophy of life” 

(Tedeschi & Calhoun 1995; Park 1998).   

34 Several scholars have taken issue with the inclusion of racial difference in The 

Agüero Sisters, an element not as clearly present in Dreaming in Cuban.  Emron Esplin 

writes in his article “Cuban Types, Distorted Memory, and a Return to Cuba in Cristina 

García’s The Agüero Sisters,” “García creates stock characters of the Cuban exile 
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experience to show that while nostalgia, amnesia, and cultural translation all have 

negative consequences, the Cuban exile can form a healthy relationship between her 

Cuban past and her North American present, not by reinventing her past… but by 

revisiting it” (83-4).  While I doubt any other critic would characterize the Agüero sisters 

as simply “stock characters,” Esplin’s consideration of how exiles work against and 

through their memories of Cuba and their lives in the U.S. is important to consider.  He 

seems to suggest that the only way to bridge the gap as an exile is to continue to visit 

Cuba, to insist upon a physical bond with the place itself.   On the other hand, William 

Luis argues, “On the mainland, Cuban culture will become as real as or more real than 

the one back on the island… During this current stage of un-differentiation, U.S. and 

Hispanic histories and cultures will interact and affect each other.  They will come 

together and produce a synthesis, which García’s novel [The Agüero Sisters] and Latino 

literature represent” (163).   

Pascha Stevenson has criticized García’s understanding and inclusion of race in 

her novels, suggesting that García draws essentially racialized characters in both 

Dreaming in Cuban and The Agüero Sisters.  Stevenson writes, “Reina’s comfort with 

body and sexuality totally defines her and transforms her into a stereotype” (154).  While 

race does seem to occupy a tenuous, even marginalized, position in García’s first two 

novels, I would not read her understanding of race as negatively as Stevenson does.  It 

seems to me that García’s inclusion of race parallels the discussion of race being had by 

Cubans and the Cuban diaspora, an uncomfortable one that often is erased or 
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marginalized in favor of other issues.  Reading Reina as Afro-Cuban also seems to force 

her into a category she does not use herself.  While I agree with Stevenson that race is an 

element of García’s work that has yet to be fully explored, her hasty, reductive 

characterization of García’s complex and intentionally ambiguous work seems 

unwarranted.34  Raul Rubio argues that The Agüero Sisters both “is and is not a typical 

nostalgic text” of Cuban diaspora (18).  While Rubio categorizes García and her work as 

“outsider” to the Cuban diaspora of Miami, “García satirizes the many sides of the Cuban 

situation, and includes the ‘discourses of nostalgia’ as a characterization of Miami, while 

exemplifying the ‘discourses of nostalgia’ in characters that are knowledge of these 

circumstances and do not buy into them.  […]  …the geography of Miami is as important 

as a character, a permanent yet constantly changing landscape participating in the Cuban 

extra-national historical frame” (20). 

Ammparo Marmolejo-McWatt also focuses his attention on Afro-Cuban culture 

in The Agüero Sisters, but he reads Blanca Agüero as an embodiment of Ochun, the 

oricha goddess.  He suggests, “The author’s approach to her fiction might be a 

representation of the interest driving the Latino writers in appropriating the cultural 

elements of their origins and incorporating these into their works in an effort to strongly 

identify themselves with a cultural group rather than a fixed geography” (100).  This 

reading of race in García seems more appropriate than Stevenson’s given the complexity 

of her writing and her desire for multiplicity and possibility.  While García’s novels 
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clearly focus on Cuba, they are not geographically limited to the island itself, which 

representing a more fluid idea of what it means to be Cuban.   

Finally, Dalia Kandityoti seems to agree with Esplin that different types of Cuban 

exiles “compete” for attention in The Agüero Sisters, but she focuses on the use of 

“complex, ambiguous forms of Cuban nostalgia” in the “ethnic” marketplace, namely 

Constancia’s beauty products (82, 83).   Despite this focus on the marketplace, Kandityoti 

writes, “[T]he return in the novel [to Cuba] involves neither commodities nor the 

validation of the exiles’ nostalgic narrative.  It leads instead to an understanding of the 

past as a complex construction, both an edifice of lies and a landscape of competing, not 

single, truths” (88-89).  Even with our different focuses, Kandityoti and I agree on this 

point: the past is a construction of conflicting truths that resists easy resolution. 

35 This chapter was made possible through a Charles H. Revson Foundation 

Fellowship at the Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies, United States Holocaust 

Memorial Museum. I am deeply indebted to the Center’s staff, librarians, and fellows for 

their support and insights. 

36  I will expand upon my definition of image/text later (See footnote #12.).  

Briefly, image/texts are novels that have three distinct possible narratives: the reading of 

the text, the visual, and then the reading of text and visual together.  Each layer 

complicates the other narratives and makes the artifice of the novel’s construction highly 

self conscious and impossible to ignore.  Please see my introduction for an expanded 

analysis of the “unspeakable” and how the term has been used by trauma scholars. 
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37 As discussed at length in my introduction, trauma has been described by many, 

particularly psychoanalysts, in contradictory terms.  Trauma is both present and absent, 

immediate and belated, known and unknown, private and public, individual and 

collective, particular and universal, etc.   

38 While scholars have used different terms to describe image/text novels, each is 

inappropriate for accurately describing the novels included in this study.  In On 

Photography, Susan Sontag categorizes them as “photo/fiction,” a term I have chosen not 

to employ because it misrepresents the full range of possible visual and textual elements.  

“Graphic novel,” of course, implies a merging of the visual and textual elements in a 

manner akin to comic books. “Multimedia novel” has the connotation that it will utilize 

the internet or a DVD, an association that may not be explicitly warranted in the term 

itself but one that has been used to market books that have such a component.  The label 

“concrete novel” implies an association with the concrete poetry movement.  “Illustrated 

novel” suggests that the illustrations simply reflect the textual narrative and do not create 

a unique narrative of their own.  “Ekphrastic novel” has a similar limitation in that it 

implies the textual narrative was inspired by the visual, and therefore cannot (or perhaps 

should not) be interpreted independently. When discussing collaborative work between 

photographers and writers (similar to photo essays), Jefferson Hunter coined the term 

“photo text.”  The terms “photo text,” “illustrated novel,” and “ekphrastic novel” imply 

that the text is not a narrative independent of the photographs and vice versa. 
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Also, I have made the conscious decision to exclude visual/verbal ekphrasis and 

move toward texts in which the two media can be interpreted independent of each other.  

In ekphrastic literature, the author attempts to translate or convert something visual into 

text.  I see image/texts as distinct from ekphrastic literature because the visual and verbal 

do not attempt to correspond.  For more on ekphrasis, see W.J.T. Mitchell, Picture 

Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation. Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1994; Mack Smith: Literary Realism and the Ekphrastic Tradition. University 

Park: Penn State U Press, 1995; Peter Wagner, Icons, Texts, Iconotexts: Essays on 

Ekphrasis and Intermediality. New York: W. de Gruyter, 1996; and Leo Spitzer: “The 

‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’, or Content vs. Metagrammar,” in Comparative Literature 7 

(1955): 203-225.   

Finally, there has been an interesting boom in Holocaust-related graphic novels, 

perhaps due to the success of Art Spiegelman’s Maus or how incredibly visual our 

collective memory of the Holocaust has become.  See also Osamu Tezuka’s Adolf series, 

Joe Kubert’s Yossel: April 19, 1943, and Pascal Croci’s Auschwitz, among many others. 

39 See, for example, Susan Sontag’s On Photography (particularly page 74), Ian 

Balfour’s “Adapting to the Image and Resisting It: On Filming Literature and a Possible 

World for Literary Studies” PMLA 125.4: (October 2010): 968-976, and Wendy Ward’s 

“Does Autobiography Matter?: Fictions of the Self in Aleksandar Hemon’s The Lazarus 

Project” Brno Studies in English 37.2 (2011): 185-199. 
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40 Other Holocaust texts with a visual narrative include: Bertolt Brecht’s War 

Primer, Umberto Eco’s The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana, Alexander Kluge’s 

Learning Processes with a Deadly Outcome and “The Air Raid of Halberstadt, 8 April 

1945,” Raymond Federman’s novels (most notably Double or Nothing and Voice in the 

Closet), Abba Kovner’s Scrolls of Testimony, Peter Henische’s Negative of My Father, 

Hans Fallada’s Every Man Dies Alone, Tatana Kellner’s series Fifty Years of Silence, 

Bernice Eisenstein’s I was a Child of Holocaust Survivors, Miriam Katin’s We Are On 

Our Own, S. Hanala Stadner’s My Parents Went Through the Holocaust and All I Got 

was This Lousy T-Shirt, and Charlotte Salomon’s Life? Or Theater? An Autobiographical 

Play.  Other image/texts of note include: Kurt Tucholsky’s Deutschland, Deustchland 

über alles, Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas, Andre Breton’s Nadja, Walker and Evan’s 

Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, Walter K. Lew’s Treadwinds, Vladimir Nabokov’s 

Speak, Memory: An Autobiograpy Revisited, and Ishmael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo. 

41 I have chosen to examine The Emigrants rather than Austerlitz because the use 

of photographs in Austerlitz tends to be more closely related to illustrations.  It is difficult 

to read the photographs as a distinct narrative since the textual narrative instructs us to 

read them as evidence for the textual story.   

42 Monika Maron’s Pavel’s Letters could be classified as a memoir rather than a 

novel, but given her occupation as a novelist and the unconventional narrative, I find it 

more interesting reading this text as a image/text rather than as a memoir.   
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43 Unlike other Holocaust image/texts that seem to deliberately avoid 

photographs of Holocaust victims, Umberto Eco’s novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen 

Loana includes one photograph from the liberation of a concentration camp.  While it is 

not an example of an absolutely traumatizing photograph as Barthes theorizes, among the 

pop culture images that make up the visual narrative of The Mysterious Flame of Queen 

Loana, the image of concentration camp survivors comes as a shock. 

44 Of course, the novel is a comedy, but its use of humor does not negate the 

visual shock and morbid interpretations of the black page.   

45 See for example, the case of Misha Defonseca (born Monique de Wael), whose 

books Misha: A Memoire of the Holocaust Years and Surviving with Wolves claim that 

she lived in the forest with a pack of wolves to avoid the Nazis during WWII.  She 

includes a photograph of her with wolves as a way to authenticate this outrageous claim, 

as well as photographs from her childhood.  Perhaps more notoriously, Binjamin 

Wilkomirski’s supposed Holocaust memoir entitled Fragments: Memories of a Wartime 

Childhood was determined to be a fraud; the most popular cover for which contains a 

photograph persumably of the author as a child.   

46 The advent of film prompted “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 

Reproduction,” but photography began the changes it traces.  Benjamin argues that 

mechanical reproduction “withers” the aura of art by reducing spectators to absentminded 

receivers.  He connects this change in the reception of artwork to capitalism and fascism.  

Both capitalism and fascism make workers desire the chance to possess reproductions of 
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artwork, but they do so without giving workers the ability to change property rights.  

Instead art teaches the worker appropriate behaviors that reinforce capitalist discourse 

and institutions. Film, in particular, teaches the masses acceptable ideological responses:  

“The function of film is to train human beings in the apperceptions and reactions needed 

to deal with a vast apparatus whose role in their lives is expanding almost daily” (108).  

While capitalism and fascism aestheticize politics and war, Benjamin argues that 

communism seeks to politicize art.  The distracted, “psychotic” response to mechanical 

reproduction allows for the self-alienation of the spectator so that “film has freed the 

physical shock effect – which Dadaism had kept wrapped, as it were, inside the moral 

shock effect – from this wrapping” (119).  Without the moral impact, shocking images 

are reduced to simple distractions, allowing spectators to become so alienated that they 

view war as aesthetically pleasing without questioning their own possible annihilation.  

For an analysis of Benjamin’s argument, see Noël Carroll’s A Philosophy of Mass Art, 

New York: Oxford UP, 1998, particularly “Philosophical Celebrations of Mass Art: The 

Minority Tradition” 110-71, and Susan Buck-Moss’s “Aesthetics and Anaesthetics: 

Walter Benjamin’s Artwork Essay Reconsidered,” October, 62 (1992): 3-41, for 

example. 

47 Of course, this tendency has also been explored and challenged by artists.  

Perhaps most famously by René Magritte’s painting La trahison des images (1928-9).  

See also Michel Foucault’s This Is Not A Pipe, trans. James Harkness, Berkeley: U of 
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California P, 1983 and “Ceci n’est pas une pipe,” Les Cahiers du Chemin, 2 (1968): 79-

105. 

48 An example of a text that deals with graphic trauma images in depth is George 

Bataille’s Les Larmes d’Eros, Paris: Jean-Jacques, 1961.  

49 I’m thinking here of how ubiquitous photographic equipment has become in 

our technology, particularly on cell phones.  Many traumatic scenes are now captured as 

images or video by witnesses through their cell phone.  In fact, news stations enlist their 

audience to send such evidence to them for broadcast. 

50 I think it no accident that Richard Howard, translator for Camera Lucida, 

chose “poignant” given its various meanings, including a sense of sadness or regret, a 

strong mental or emotional attraction, and being effectively penetrating or relevant.  

51 I am referring here to how we often read image/texts by flipping through and 

looking at the images upon picking up the book, and then later sitting down to read the 

text and look at the visuals in more detail and in relation to the textual narrative. 

52 I am reading Sebald’s work in translation, but his close relationship with his 

translators and active participation in the translation process allows such direct statements 

about the prose to be appropriate.  See also Mark R. McCulloh’s discussion of translation 

in his Introduction to W.G. Sebald: History, Memory, Trauma (7-20).   

53 Most of Sebald’s novels – After Nature, Vertigo, The Emigrants, The Rings of 

Saturn – include Germans living in exile, presumably due to WWII and his collection of 

essays – On the Natural History of Destruction – uses literature and authors to explore 
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Germany during WWII.  In Austerlitz, the Holocaust and Second World War haunt the 

background of the novel until the true history of Austerlitz’s biological mother’s death at 

Theresienstadt and his escape via a kindertransport to England is revealed.  Similarly to 

The Emigrants, the photographs in Austerlitz tend to be abandoned cityscapes and 

landscapes or architectural details.  But, unlike The Emigrants, the photographs of 

buildings in Austerlitz tend to be illustrative, portraying a building mentioned or visited 

by Austerlitz or the narrator.   

54 While Sebald was born at the end of WWII (1944), his “Germanness” implies 

some kind of authentic knowledge about WWII and the Holocaust.  This is furthered by 

his father’s rather mysterious membership in the Wehrmacht (the German Armed Forces) 

and his absence from Sebald’s childhood as a prisoner-of-war until 1947.  His father 

refused to discuss his wartime activities, creating the space for WWII to enter and inhabit 

Sebald’s imagination.  For more on Sebald’s biography, see his interviews in the 

collection The Emergence of Memory: Conversations with W.G. Sebald (2010) edited by 

Lynne Sharon Schwartz or the numerous obituaries mourning his untimely passing in 

2001, including in The Guardian, The New York Times, The New Yorker, and The 

Telegraph. 

55 Mark M. Anderson has argued that the photographs of Paul Bereyter in The 

Emigrants are of Armin Müller, taken from his own family albums with the permission 

of his second wife, and that Bereyter’s story is in fact Müller’s life story.  As far as I 

know, this claim has not been substantiated elsewhere.  See Mark M. Anderson’s 
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“Documents, Photography, Postmemory: Alexander Kluge, W. G. Sebald, and the 

German Family” Poetics Today, 29.1 (Spring 2008): 129-153, particularly page 146. 

56 For more on the memoir form and contemporary fraudulent memoirs, see – for 

example – Susan Rubin Suleiman’s “Problems of Memory and Factuality in Recent 

Holocaust Memoirs: Wilkomirski/Weiesl,” in Poetics Today 21.3 (2000): 543-559 and 

Paul Lauritzen’s “Arguing with Life Stories: The Case of Rigoberta Menchu” in The 

Ethics of Life Writing, edited by Paul John Eakin, Ithaca: Cornell UP, 2004: 19-39. 

57 Much has been made of Maron’s personal history when analyzing Pavel’s 

Letters, particularly the “Stasi Affäre” in which she reported on West German activities 

for the GDR.  I am interested in the interplay between the visual and textual narratives, 

not the historical accuracy of the text or the amount of self-revelation or confession it 

contains.  For more about the Stasi Affäre and Maron’s biography, please see Andrew 

Plowman’s “Escaping the Autobiographical Trap?: Monika Maron, the Stasi and Pawels 

Briefe” in German Writers and the Politics of Culture: Dealing with the Stasi, Eds. Paul 

Cooke and Andrew Plowman, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 227-242, Alison Lewis’s 

“Reading and Writing the Stasi File: On the Uses and Abuses of the File as 

(Auto)biography,” German Life and Letters 56.4 (October 2003): 377-397, Monika 

Maron in Perspective, Ed. Elke Gilson, Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2002, and Monika Maron’s 

own quer über die Gleise: Essays, Artikel, Zwischenrufe, Frankfurt: Fischer, 2000, in 

which Maron publishes her Stasi file. 
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58 See for example Andrew Plowman’s “Escaping the Autobiographical Trap?: 

Monika Maron, the stasi and Pawels Briefe” in German Writers and the Politics of 

Culture: Dealing with the Stasi (227-242), Silke Horstkotte’s “Photo-Text Topographies: 

Photography and the Representation of Space in W.G. Sebald and Monika Maron” 

Poetics 29:1 (Spring 2008) 49-78 and Carol Schaumann’s Memory Matters: 

Generational Responses to Germany’s Nazi Past in Recent Women’s Literature 

(particularly “Images and Imagination: Monika Maron’s Pavel’s Letters” 253-288). 

59 Foer also wrote Everything is Illuminated (2002), Silko wrote Ceremony 

(1977), and Maso wrote the experimental AVA (1993).  Tragically, Theresa Hak Kyung 

Cha was murdered before the publication of Dictée (1982), but both her only novel and 

her performance art are inflected by an interest in genocide, war, and diaspora. 

60 Surprisingly, the film version of Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close received 

numerous positive reviews and was nominated for two Academy Awards (Best Picture 

and Best Supporting Actor, Max von Sydow).  This difference may be in part because of 

the changes necessary adapt the novel to film and the general appeal of the two 

Hollywood “heavy-hitters” cast as Oskar’s parents (Tom Hanks and Sandra Bullock), as 

well as the well-known actors cast throughout the film (only Oskar himself is an 

“unknown” actor).  Of course, there are some reviews of the film that found it 

exploitative of a national tragedy and a cheap ploy for the Oscar. 
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61 Theresa Hak Kyung Cha was murdered on November 5, 1982 by security 

guard and serial rapist Joey Sanza.  Sanza was convicted of second degree murder and 

rape in 1987.   Dictee was published just seven days after Cha’s tragic, untimely death.   

62 While Silko’s novel Ceremony deals more explicitly with issues of trauma, 

particularly the horrors of war and POW camps in Japan during WWII, Storyteller is 

more clearly Silko’s attempt at a image/text text.  Interestingly, Ceremony has been used 

as a textbook to teach medical students about post-traumatic stress disorder because it 

captures the experience of traumatized veterans in its complexity as well as the outward 

signs doctors can use for diagnosis. 

63 Of course, the photographs are captioned at the end of the book.  This choice 

to remove the captions from the body of the work allows one to read the entire text 

without knowing what/whom the photographs are of or when they were taken.  Silko’s 

careful labeling of them at the book’s conclusion implies that their specificity also carries 

significant weight. 

64 While Robin Silbergleid has read her novel AVA as a postmodern and post-

Holocaust narrative, The Art Lover is Maso’s only novel to date that can be categorized 

as a image/text.  Interestingly, though, AVA utilizes the same incessant use of cultural and 

literary references as Umberto Eco’s The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana, in order to 

represent the trauma of the Holocaust; although AVA does so without any visuals and in 

an even more fragmented textual style. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that Maso’s 

biography of Frida Kahlo, Beauty is Convulsive (2002), disrupts the biography genre by 
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utilizes many of the same techniques as The Art Lover: reproducing artwork and diary 

entries alongside poetry, fiction, and imagined conversations; although it does not create 

a second narratives through visual representation. 

65 The gesture is itself a filmic reference to the silent film star Harry Carey who 

used it throughout his career to represent pain.  In fact, Carey made that gesture in John 

Ford’s first feature film Straight Shooting in 1918.  Carey was one of the first stars of the 

Western genre.  John Wayne’s intentional allusion was immediately known to John Ford 

and Carey’s widow, Olive Carey who played Mrs. Jorgensen and acted opposite Wayne 

in this scene.  Several critics discuss Ford’s decision to include this moment and to have 

Wayne repeat it in later shot scenes (although chronologically earlier in the film).  See for 

example, Arthur M. Eckstein’s introductory essay and his full essay “Incest and 

Miscegenation in The Searchers and The Unforgiven” in The Searchers: Reflections and 

Essays on John Ford’s Classic Western, eds. Eckstein and Peter Lehman, Detroit: Wayne 

State UP, 2004 (1-46 and 197-222) as well as Peter Lehman’s “Texas 1868 / American 

1956: The Searchers” in Close Viewings, ed. Lehman, Tallahassee: Florida State UP, 

1990 (387-415, but particularly 391-400). 

66 The way he holds his left arm with his right suggests to me the common filmic 

representation of heart attacks.  I’m thinking here of films like The Godfather, Superman, 

Something’s Gotta Give, and even Monty Python and the Holy Grail among many others. 

67 This gesture appears one other time in The Searchers when Ethan basically 

condemns Debbie to death by invading army forces.  Marty wants to attempt to save her 
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before the attack to which Ethan replies, “I say no!” while gripping his left elbow with 

his right hand.   

68 The door closing occurs simultaneously with a wipe to black across the screen, 

implying that the shutting of the familial-domicile door in on Ethan is not enough, the 

film must wipe him out and erase him in darkness. 

69 Consider, for example, High Noon, Shane, The Furies, Unforgiven, and even 

Brokeback Mountain, just to name a few.  For more on this trend in Westerns, see for 

example Alf Walle’s The Cowboy Hero and Its Audience: Popular Culture as Market 

Dervied Art, Bowling Green: Bowling Green State UP, 2000; R. Philip Loy’s Westerns in 

a Changing America, 1955-2000, Jefferson NC: McFarland, 2004; Roderick McGillis’s 

He was Some Kind of Man: Masculinities in the B Western, Waterloo ON: Wilfrid 

Laurier UP, 2009; Secil Saracli’s “The Changing Image of the Western Hero: The 

Searchers, Midnight Cowboy” in Interactions 12 (2003): 61-75; and Christopher 

Sharrett’s “Death of the Strong, Silent Type: The Achievements of Brokeback Mountain” 

in Film International, 7.1 (2009): 16-27. 

70 Marty’s mixed heritage may make it not quite this simple, but his following 

Laurie into the house without any hesitation seems to imply that it is what he desires 

most.  See Arthur M. Eckstein’s “Incest and Miscegenation in The Searchers and The 

Unforgiven” and Brian Henderson’s “The Searchers: An American Dilemma” in The 

Searchers: Reflections and Essays on John Ford’s Classic Western, eds. Eckstein and 

Peter Lehman, Detroit: Wayne State UP, 2004 (197-222, 47-73); Peter Lehman’s “Texas 
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1868 / American 1956: The Searchers” in Close Viewings, ed. Lehman, Tallahassee: 

Florida State UP, 1990 (387-415, but particularly 391); and Marty Roth’s “ ‘Yes, My 

Darling Daughter’: Gender, Miscegenation, and Generation in John Ford’s The 

Searchers,” New Orleans Review 18.4 (Winter 1991): 65-73 for more about Marty’s 

mixed racial parentage. 

71 Vertigo was released three weeks after Touch of Evil in May 1958, which is 

often cited as the last film noir.  While it has been categorized as film noir and a noir 

thriller, Vertigo breaks with noir convention – particularly by allowing Judy to look into 

the camera while hearing her voiceover – and warrants the neo-noir label.  See also 

Nathaniel Rich’s San Francisco Noir, New York: The Little Bookroom, 2005 

(particularly pages 96-99), as well as Foster Hirsch, Ronald Schwartz, and W.B. Covey.   

72 Of course, traumatic representations and revelations are in no way restricted to 

a film’s genre or national origin.  Once we retrain ourselves to see it, trauma appears in 

staggering numbers with incredible regularity across world cinemas, and art more 

generally. 

73 Interestingly, it is a distinctively male voice that narrates these films that 

intend to give voice to the silenced.  As second wave feminists noted in the 1960s, 

women’s position in a racial group trumps their issues and problems as a gender, thereby 

erasing the complexity of their oppression and the many ways in which they have been 

traumatized by their cultures. 
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74 Several female directors have made neo-noirs that represent trauma.  Take, for 

example, American Psycho (2000), directed by Mary Harron, Siesta (1987), directed by 

Mary Lambert, and Winter’s Bone (2010), directed by Debra Granik.  American Psycho 

stays within noir conventions rather than adapting them, specifically with the male 

protagonist’s voiceover and female bodies being open to sex and violence.  Siesta 

attempts to turn some noirs conventions on their heads; the female protagonist being the 

major example.  But, Claire remains a highly sexualized femme fatale and must die in the 

end (and beginning).  Lastly, Winter’s Bone has been categorized by several reviewers as 

a “rural noir,” but aside from its rather dark worldview, it does not have any noir 

conventions.  Therefore, Chan is Missing and The Return of Navajo Boy further and 

problematize my argument about traumatic revelation in ways neo-noirs by female 

directors like these, so far, have not. 

75 See, for example, E. Ann Kaplan’s extensive work on trauma cinema; Neil 

Narine’s “Global Trauma and Narrative Cinema” in Theory, Culture & Society, 27.4 

(2010): 119-45; and Kaplan and Ban Wang’s book Trauma and Cinema: Cross Cultural 

Explorations, Hong Kong: Hong Kong UP, 2003. 

76 See William Hirst’s “Long-term memory for the terrorist attack of September 

11: Flashbulb memories, event memories, and the factors that influence their retention” in 

Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 138.4 (2009): 161-176; James 

Randerson’s “Study Shows How False Memories Rerun 7/7 Film that Never Existed” in 

The Guardian, September 9, 2008 (online), and the articles in the anthology Affect and 
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Accuracy in Recall: Studies of 'Flashbulb' Memories, eds. Eugene Winograd and Ulric 

Neisser, New York: Oxford UP, 1992. 

77 Of course, the Hays Code is partially responsible for the changes in plot 

between Raymond Chandler’s The Big Sleep (1939) and Howard Hawks’ film adaptation, 

specifically the erasure of Carmen’s murderous reaction to Marlowe’s investigation and 

Geiger’s homosexuality.  These changes may have been due to the Hays Code, but can 

also be viewed through Hawks’s interest in creating an A-picture and the formation of the 

couple. 

78 See Kelly Oliver and Beningo Trigo’s 2002 book Noir Anxiety (University of 

Minnesota Press) for an overview of this history.   

79 The group of 1940s films, now known as film noir, comes out of the German 

expressionist, modernist, and hard-boiled detective traditions.  Many of the visual 

elements now strongly associated with film noir can be traced to German expressionism, 

including chiaroscuro, surrealist set design, and canted angles, to name a few.  Similarly, 

noir draws upon the conventions of modernist art in its subjective perspective, non-linear 

plots, and exploration of cityscapes.  Regarding noir’s connection to modernism, James 

Naremore writes: “[L]ike modernism, they are somewhat ‘anti-American,’ or at least 

ambivalent about modernity and progress” (45).  Finally, as Jopi Nyman points out in her 

book Men Alone: Masculinity, Individualism, and Hard-Boiled Fiction, “Today many 

hard-boiled works of fiction are better-known to us through their cinematic versions in 

the film noir style, and the works themselves are not as well known” (11).  The debt film 
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noir owes to hard-boiled detective stories cannot be overstated, particularly given how 

hard-boiled and film noir protagonists define themselves through an idealized masculine 

identity, an identity ascertained through homosocial competition and heterosexual 

domination.   

80 See, for example, James Naremore, More Than Night: Film Noir and Its 

Historical Contexts (279 fn 1 chapter 1) and Frank Krutnick In a Lonely Street: Film 

Noir, Genre, Masculinity (17-23) for detailed lists of the numerous scholars and their 

various methods for defining film noir.  Naremore argues for film noir as “both an 

important cinematic legacy and an idea we have projected onto the past” (11), and 

Krutnick views it as a “phenomenon” that has “generic, stylistic, and cyclic 

manifestations” (24).  Many cannot even choose a method for defining film noir.  For 

example, Ronald Schwartz uses three of these different terms to define noir on the 

opening page of his book Noir, Now and Then: Film Noir Originals and Remakes (1944-

1999): “[Film noir] refers to the mood of the films made between 1940 and 1959 on 

black-and-white film stock, in which a male protagonist is usually led to his destruction 

by a femme fatale and winds up getting neither the money nor the dame. […] …noir is 

not a genre, but an unconscious stylistic movement…” (xi my emphasis). 

81 In fact, Charles Scruggs compellingly argues that Out of the Past is a coded 

fugitive slave story.  See Charles Scruggs, “Out of the Black Past: The Image of the 

Fugitive Slave in Tourneur’s Out of the Past,” African American Review, 44.1-2 

(Spring/Summer 2011): 97-113.  Specific to my point here, Scruggs writes, “Jeff’s 
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positioning during his interrogation of Eunice [in the scene at the Harlem nightclub] 

creates a visual ambiguity.  His back is facing the camera and he is almost in silhouette, 

implying that there are multiple shades of ‘blackness’ in the film” (101). 

82 By this I do not mean that such actions are inherently morally corrupt, but that 

because Travis takes such care in trying to position himself as morally superior these 

actions reflect that this stance is delusional and based on male bravado rather than a true 

sense of morality or ethics. 

83 There is, in fact, no proof that Travis Bickle is a Vietnam veteran, except his 

own admission.  

84 I make a similar point about Cholly Breedlove in Toni Morrison’s The Bluest 

Eye in the fourth chapter. 

85 I would make a similar argument regarding mass murderers.  When horrific 

violence occurs, such as the murders at the Sandyhook Elementary school in 2012 or in 

Oslo and Buskerud, Norway in 2011, there is an immediate attempt by the media and the 

public to explain away any responsibility for the individuals actions by stating that he (I 

use that pronoun intentionally here) is a deranged, traumatized, sociopath and not a lucid 

individual who made a conscious plan and carried it out against innocent victims.  While 

it is understandable that people want to explain the tragedy, this particular knee-jerk 

reaction does more harm than good, as I think is evident in our current discussion of 

mental health and gun control in the U.S. following the shooting at Sandyhook. 
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86 See Stuart Byron’s 1979 article “The Searchers: Cult Movie of the New 

Hollywood” for quotes from both Scorsese and Paul Schrader on the influence of The 

Searchers on the making of Taxi Driver (New York Magazine, March 5, 1979: 45-8) as 

well as Scorsese on Scorsese (particularly 64-6). 

87 See, for example, Charlotte Frisbie’s review “The Return of Navajo Boy,” in 

Visual Anthropology Review, 16.1 (March 2000): 92-95.  In this review, Frisbie contends, 

“In very little time, more issues and questions are introduced than can possible be 

pursued through appropriate documentation and explication.  Among the things lost is 

any clear statement by the now-empowered Clys about their goals and intended 

audience/s” (94).  Frisbie seems to confuse the filmmakers with the Clys, whom I would 

argue are the subject and not the makers of the documentary.  I would also hesitate to 

state that the Clys are “now-empowered.”  Frisbie seems to also have quite rigid 

expectations for what a documentary film be and do, expectations that I doubt any 

documentary film fully inhabits.  Most likely our differences of opinion can be traced 

through how our academic disciplines influence our spectator positions, Frisbie as an 

anthropologist and myself as a literary and film scholar. 

88 While my entire chapter and dissertation owes much to her, this particular 

section is deeply indebted to Susan White for her generous comments and suggestions, as 

well as sharing her soon-to-be published annotated bibliography on Vertigo with me.   

89 I also participate in this fetishization of Vertigo.  I cannot go to or even 

mention the Muir Woods without quoting Madeline/Judy’s line: “Here I was born, and 
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there I died.  It was only a moment for you; you took no notice.”  I always secretly hope 

to find Carlotta’s portrait at the Palace of Fine Arts so I can sit in front of it and be 

transported to some other moment in history. 

90 See, for example, several contemporary American television shows that 

reference or spoof scenes from Vertigo such as The Simpsons episode “Homer Loves 

Flanders” (1994), Remington Steele episode “Woman of Steele” (1984), Will & Grace 

episode “Pilot” (1994), Angel episode “Are You Now or Have You Ever Been (2000), 

That 70s Show episodes “Red Sees Red” (2000) and “Too Old to Trick or Treat, Too 

Young to Die” (2000), and Psych episode “Mr. Yin Presents” (2010).  Madeleine’s look 

(hair and costuming) has been repeated, including in the film Secret Window (2004) and 

the television show Pretty Little Liars (2011), and the use of the “vertigo” reverse-

tracking shot in a bell tower is repeated in such films as The Lord of the Rings: The 

Return of the King (2003) and Hugo (2011).  Finally, Kim Novak recently criticized the 

use of the love theme from Vertigo in an extended sequence of The Artist (2011).  

Additionally, there are two recent novels that take the film as a jumping off point: Alfred 

Hitchcock in the Vertigo Murders (2000) by J. Madison Davis and The Testament of 

Judith Barton (2012) by Wendy Powers and Robin McLeod. 

91 The 1950s are often referred to contemporarily as an idyllic time of economic 

growth and happy nuclear families, but in reality it was the extreme inequity of the 1950s 

that led to an explosion of social change in the 1960s.  Fears about female empowerment 

have been obvious in American culture since before the suffrage movement at the turn of 
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the century and made all the more overt by the forced return of women to the home upon 

the end of WWII.  Battles over issues like voting and reproductive rights continued to 

rage.  In 1957 men and women are voting in equal numbers, creating a potential for 

feminist change, although in reality many women were told how to vote by their 

husbands and families.  Women were expected not only to stay within the domestic 

sphere but to love and appreciate their exclusion from the workforce and from issues 

outside the home, such as politics and finances.   

Racial inequality is particularly evident through the Jim Crow laws.  The 

desegregation of schools after the Brown v Board of Education legal battle (1954) and the 

extreme violence that erupted therefrom illustrate some of the ways racial and ethnic 

minorities were systematically oppressed.  In 1951 Paul Robeson and the Civil Rights 

Congress argued at the United Nations that the US government was guilty of genocide 

because of its failure to take actions against lynching.  It was the brutal August 1955 

lynching of Emmett Till, a 14-year old boy accused to whistling at a white woman, that 

galvanized the Civil Rights Movement.  In fact, Rosa Parks cites the memory of Emmett 

Till as her motivation for not giving up her seat on the Montgomery bus on December 1, 

1955, the action that is most often seen as the start of the Civil Rights Movement in the 

U.S.   

While other civil rights movements are often remembered as coming after the 

movement by Black Americans, similar beginnings can be traced prior to the 1960s.  For 

example, the Community Service Organization (CSO), the California civil rights group 
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that trained both Dolores Huerta and Cesar Chavez, was founded in 1947, and Cesar 

Chavez became the CSO’s director in 1958 before leaving to found what would become 

the United Farm Workers (UFW).  The year 1954 saw the court case Hernandez v. Texas, 

a ruling declaring that Mexican Americans and other historically subordinated groups 

were entitled to equal protection under the 14th Amendment.  This court case tends to be 

less often remembered in light of Brown v Board of Education, which occurred the same 

year. 

92 See, for example, Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 

Screen, 16.3 (Autumn 1975): 6-18; Tania Modleski’s chapter “Femininity by Design” in 

The Women Who Knew Too Much: Hitchcock and Feminist Theory, New York: 

Routledge, 1988, 87-100; Susan White, “Vertigo and the Problems of Knowledge in 

Feminist Film Theory,” in Alfred Hitchcock: Centenary Essays, Eds. Richard Allen and 

S. Ishii-Gonzales, London: BFI, 1999, 279-98; Wendy Chapman Peek, “Cherchez la 

Femme: The Searchers, Vertigo, and Masculinity in Post-Kinsey America,” Journal of 

American Culture, 21.2 (Summer 1998): 73-87; Robert Samuels, “Vertigo, Sexual 

Disorientation and the Engendering of the Real,” Gender and Psycohanalysis 5 (Winter 

2000): 81-97; and Patricia White, “Hitchcock and Hom(m)osexuality,” in Hitchcock Past 

and Future, Ed. Richard Allen, New York: Routledge, 2004, 211-25. 

93 Interestingly, the issue of race reappears briefly when Scottie questions the 

owner of the McKittrick Hotel.  She describes Madeleine as “foreign but sweet,” 

implying that Madeleine – who bears no supposed markers of racial or ethnic difference 
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in 1950s America – is in fact transforming into Carlotta, whose story clearly marks her as 

racially different. 

94 Pop Leibel is himself an interesting character in Vertigo, given his vast 

knowledge of underground San Franciscan lore and his accent.  While it is unclear if he 

has been bought off by Gavin Elster similarly to the hotel owner of the McKittrick house, 

Leibel’s mysterious heritage, mannerisms, and encyclopedic knowledge of urban gossip 

mark him as outside the powerful male domain so clearly inhabited by other characters.  

Gavin Elster being the most obvious. 

95 Elster and Leibel’s use of the same words (“power” and “freedom”) to 

describe masculinity in the “gay, ole Bohemian days” of San Francisco when one could 

“throw women away” could be a coincidence.  Simply because Elster uses the words 

first, it appears that Leibel is repeating them, which opens up the possibility that Elster 

has somehow constructed this story for Leibel to tell, just as he manipulated all of the 

other players in his murderous plot.  But, as Charles Barr has pointed out, no one has 

gone as far as to suggest that the word choice is anything more than coincidental.  This 

interpretation changes, though, when Scottie then repeats these words he has heard from 

Elster and Leibel because he fully believes in his ability to recapture the ghost of this 

masculine power and freedom. 

96 I refer to Madeleline/Judy simply as Madeleine because that is how she is 

understood during the first half of the film by both the audience and Scottie.  This is 

shorthand but I want to note the complexity of the moment. 
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97 My point here is not that Madeleine/Judy does not perfectly recreate the 

previous hairstyle, but that Scottie, an ex-detective, does not register her failure to even 

approximate it.  Of course, waking up naked in a strange man’s house might dissuade any 

woman from spending time fixing her ruined up-do. 

98 Scottie’s obsession with dreams is introduced at the beginning of Vertigo 

when, in the first scene with dialogue, he tells Midge about a dream he has had.  

99 Several possibilities have been entertained for the MacGuffin in Vertigo, that 

Hitchcockian object or device that motivates the characters and moves the plot forward in 

a film but has no real significance, particularly for the audience.  Cameron Golden 

suggests that the fictional story of Carlotta and her possession of Madeleine are the 

MacGuffin (“From Punishment to Possibility: Re-Imagining Hitchockian Paradigms in 

The New York Trilogy,” Mosiac, 37.3 (2004): 94).  L. Lelaine Bonine suggests that the 

MacGuffin is Carlotta’s ghost in her article “The Frustration of Reality/Illusion: 

Searching for Vertigo on the Cinephilic Pilgrimage” and Henrik Gustafsson writes of the 

unbelievable murder plot as the MacGuffin in “Beyond Location: Vertigo and the 

Capacity for Wonder” (Both essays are in The San Francisco of Alfred Hitchcock’s 

Vertigo: Place, Pilgrimage, and Commemoration, Ed. Douglas Cunningham, Lantham, 

MD: Scarecrow Press, 2012. 131-2 & 190-1).  

100 These two opposing plots were termed thusly by Vernon Shetley in his article 

“Incest and Capital in Chinatown.” 
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101 Of course, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) has a long history.  It was 

originally introduced to Congress in 1923, and was finally passed in 1972.  It failed to be 

ratified by the required number of states before its deadline in 1982.  Senator Robert 

Menendez from New Jersey reintroduced the ERA on March 5, 2013 to the 113th 

Congress, which has a record number of women.  Proponents of the amendment are 

hopeful that it may finally be ratified.  

102 It would seem that Katherine would have to have heard her mother 

screaming, “my sister… my daughter…” in the previous scene given that the servant 

caring for Katherine comes downstairs to make sure Evelyn is alright.  This idea that 

Katherine is not completely naïve about her origins is to be repeated twice more at the 

end of the film.  When Noah Cross approaches Katherine and introduces himself as, “I’m 

your…  I’m your… grandfather,” a look of disgust – rather than just confusion – comes 

across clearly on Katherine’s face, a look that I would argue has no other possible 

explanation except that she knows exactly who and what this man is.  The second 

moment of recognition occurs when Cross attempts to shield Katherine’s eyes and pull 

her away from her mother’s bloody body.  She has been screaming at the sight of her 

dead mother but when Cross touches her, Katherine becomes even more hysterical and 

her screaming reaches an even more intense pitch.  While her mother attempted to shield 

her from the traumatic knowledge of her incestuous origins, Katherine already knew 

about it or at least had a sense of it, like many children of abuse.  
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103 I would like to thank Susan White for her comments about this scene, which 

clearly implicates issues of class into the matrix of trauma. 

104 This characterization of domestic violence is simplified and perpetuates 

several myths about domestic violence, namely that it occurs more frequently in lower 

economic neighborhood and among people of color and immigrants.   

105 Perhaps we can also read Katherine’s story in relation to Debbie Edwards in 

The Searchers.  While Debbie witnesses her mother’s rape and murder at the hands of her 

captors (as well as the murder of her family members), Katherine literally and 

figuratively represents her mother’s rape and then witnesses Evelyn’s murder because of 

her captor.  Katherine and Debbie can be read as two sides of the same coin.  Debbie is 

more clearly a “Hollywood-ized” version of a trauma survivor, as no visual evidence of 

her traumas, while Katherine’s entire on-screen existence seems predicated upon her 

being traumatized. 

106 In 1974, Chinatown was nominated for eleven Academy Awards, winning 

Best Original Screenplay (Best Picture, Director, Actor, Actress, Film Editing, Art 

Direction, Costume Design, Cinematography, Sound Mixing, Music Score, and Original 

Screenplay), and seven Golden Globes, winning Best Motion Picture, Best Actor in a 

Motion Picture, Best Director, and Best Screenplay (also nominated for Best Actress, 

Best Actor in a Supporting Role, and Best Original Score).  In 1975 it won three BAFTA 

awards: Best Actor, Best Direction, and Best Screenplay. 
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107 For example, the feminist consciousness-raising groups of the 1970s 

struggled to create empowering spaces for all members with groups such as the 

Combahee River Collective identifying myriad problems of coalition building.  The 

Combahee River Collective worked together in Boston from 1974-1980.  Their lasting 

contribution has been their Statement, which details the ways in which Black lesbian 

feminists have been oppressed within the (white and straight) feminist and the (male and 

straight) civil rights movements; both insisting that Black women’s issues were 

secondary.  The Statement itself details the Collective’s difficulty finding a common 

focus and remaining unified over time; members chose to stop attending meetings 

because of disagreements between the various constituents. 

108 Of course, there are survivor and trauma counseling groups that collectively 

assist victims.  I am thinking here of “community” as akin to “the general public,” an 

equally problematic term. 

109 See, for example, Nancy Jesser’s “Violence Home, and Community in Toni 

Morrison’s Beloved,” Patrick Bryce Bjork’s The Novels of Toni Morrison, Barbara 

Christian’s Community and Nature: The Novels of Toni Morrison, Peter R. Kearly’s 

“Toni Morrison’s Paradise and the Politics of Community,” Kathleen O’Shaugnessy’s 

“‘Life life life life’: The Community as Chorus in Song of Solomon,” and Doreatha D. 

Mbalia’s Toni Morrison’s Developing Class Consciousness.  I would contend it is much 

more difficult to find Morrison’s scholarship that does not discuss community. 
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110 It would also seem that through the embracing of the truths of our traumatic 

pasts, communities may move from being communities of memory (built on a shared 

past), hope (built on a shared future), and grace (built on a loyalty) toward the ideal 

“beloved community,” as theorized by Josiah Royce in his ethics.  The “beloved 

community” would be dedicated to “loyalty, truth, and reality.”  The “beloved 

community” is not idealized; while Royce believed human collectivity was moving 

toward reconciliation in the beloved community that did not negate or erase individual 

suffering or joy.  He suggests that the ideal community not necessitate the destruction of 

the individual, but rather unites individuals through the “interpreting spirit.”  This focus 

on the act of interpretation as connected to an ideal community seems quite similar to 

Toni Morrison’s discussion of her ideal reader and her ultimate motivations for writing.  

Given Morrison’s own vast knowledge of Christianity and theology, it does not seem too 

far a stretch to make such a connection.  Casey Nelson Blake traces and analyzes the use 

of the term “beloved community” by four early 20th century American cultural critics in 

his book Beloved Community: The Cultural Criticism of Randolph Bourne, Van Wyck 

Brooks, Waldo Frank, and Lewis Mumford, Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, 1990.  

Martin Luther King, Jr. also famously describes the ideal reconciliation of people as the 

“beloved community” in his writing.  See Josiah Royce’s The Philosophy of Loyalty, The 

Problem of Christianity and “The Problem of Job,” in particular, and Martin Luther King, 

Jr. 1956 speech after the Supreme Court desegregation decision, Birth of a New Nation, 
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and Strength to Love, particularly the sermon “Loving Your Enemies.”  Thank you to 

Charles Scruggs for encouraging me to look more closely at this term and its history. 

111 I am thinking here, specifically, of the article “Why I Hate Toni Morrison’s 

Beloved,” as well as numerous anecdotal evidence from my literature classrooms in 

which students have an immediate and negative reaction to the mention of Morrison’s 

name. 

112 Thank you to Charles Scruggs for suggesting I include Agamben’s theory in 

this chapter, and to Andy Dumont for discussing the concept of the remnant with me. 

113 J. Brooks Bouson Quiet As It’s Kept: Trauma and Shame in Toni Morrison’s 

Novels.  Particularly, see particularly “Speaking the Unspeakable”: Shame, Trauma, and 

Morrison’s Fiction” 1-21. 

114 Song of Solomon New York: First Vintage, 2004 (282), and Susan Meal 

Mayberry Can’t I Love What I Criticize: The Masculine and Morrison,  Athens: U of 

Georgia P, 2007. 

115 See, for example, just in Harold Bloom’s casebook Bloom’s Guides: The 

Bluest Eye, New York: Infobase Publishing, 2010: “Lynn Orilla Scott on Incest” (97-

101), “Stephanie A. Demetrakopoulos on Morrison’s Bleak Vision and Its Redemption” 

(64-7), “Marc C. Conner on Extreme Community” (71-6), “Lisa Williams on the Artist as 

Storyteller and Survivor” (76-82), and “Tracey L. Walters on Morrison’s Use of the 

Persephone Myth” (104-10).  See also, Susan Meal Mayberry Can’t I Love What I 
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Criticize: The Masculine and Morrison,  Athens: U of Georgia P, 2007, particularly 

“Black Boys, White Gaze: A Respectful Publication of The Bluest Eye. (15-50). 

116 Claudia’s mother stresses the absolute abject position of being “outdoors,” 

which is akin to the place Pecola occupies at the end of the novella. 

117 See, for example, Emily Miller Budick Blacks and Jews in Literary 

Conversation, New York: Oxford UP, 1998, particularly “Cultural Autonomy, 

Supersessionism, and the Jew in African American Fiction” (161-66); Naomi Mandel, 

Against the Unspeakable: Complicity, the Holocaust, and Slavery in America, 

Charlottesville: U of Virginia P, 2006, particularly “The One Word That Mattered: 

Beloved, Complicity, and the Corporeal” (167-207); and Mae Henderson “Toni 

Morrison’s Beloved: Re-membering the Body as Historical Text,” Comparative American 

Identities, Ed. Hortense Pillers, New York: Routledge, 1991, 62-86. 

118 Thank you to Derek Adams for pointing out this reading. 

119 See for example, Charles Scruggs’ Sweet Home: Invisible Cities in the Afro-

American Novel, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1995; Roxanne R. Reed’s “The 

Restorative Power of Sound: A Case for Communal Catharsis in Toni Morrison’s 

Beloved,” JFSR. 23.1 (2007): 55-71; and Nancy Jesser’s “Violence, Home, and 

Community in Toni Morrison’s Beloved,” African American Review. 33.2 (1999): 325-

45. 

120 This simplistic summation of slavery parallels “War is hell” in its generalized 

oversimplification and constant utterance in our culture so that it becomes not only 
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shorthand, but also a cliché.  Tim O’Brien’s short stories explore how “war is hell” 

diminishes the sheer horror and reality of war. 

121 Deborah Horvitz, “Nameless Ghosts: Possession and Dispossession in 

Beloved,” Studies in American Fiction, 17.2 (1989): 157-67; Karla FC. Holloway, 

“Beloved: A Spiritual,” Callaloo (1990): 516-25; and Gayatri Spivak, “Acting 

Bits/Identity Talk,” Identities, Eds. Kwame Anthony Appiah and Henry Louis Gates, 

Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1995, 147-80. 

122 For a compelling discussion of this choice in Morrison’s short story 

“Recitatif”, see Derek Adam’s dissertation chapter “Imagining Black and White Others: 

Black-Passing in Post-Racial American Literature” (144-203) in White and Black Both 

Case Shadows: Unconventional Permutations of Racial Passing in African American and 

American Literature, Diss. ProQuest UMI, 2012, Paper #3526395. 
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